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Executive Summary 

This intent of this report is to guide the Town in meeting its long-term stormwater quantity, 
stormwater quality, and operations and maintenance goals. This Capital Improvement Plan 
(CIP) was developed for the purpose of identifying, prioritizing, and budgeting for 
stormwater infrastructure improvements. The plan intends to establish a baseline of 

information regarding the stormwater system, provide recommendations to support long-
term, cost-effective, and comprehensive stormwater management in Esopus. The plan 
documents the: 

• Stormwater infrastructure inventory undertaken to first understand the scope 
and condition of the existing stormwater system 

• Evaluation of the reported flooding issues affecting residents for the purpose of 
categorizing flooding problems to effectively develop remedial solutions 

• Flooding capacity analyses performed to assess identified flooding issues that 
may be related to system capacity deficiencies and propose a conceptual 
improvement alternative 

• Recommendations for future stormwater infrastructure investment to outline 
the level of funding that should be considered for future improvements to the system 

Stormwater Infrastructure Inventory 

Tighe & Bond prepared an inventory of the existing stormwater infrastructure within the 
Town of Esopus through several weeks of field work to collect data and digitizing of 
available record drawings from the State Route 9W (Broadway) corridor. No record drawings 
of the Town owned drainage system were available. Ulster County owned stormwater 

infrastructure was generally not inventoried. Due to budgetary limitations Tighe & Bond was 
not able to traverse every road within the Town of Esopus to inventory drainage structures 
but focused on the most densely populated portions of the Town and areas were flooding 
was reported. Condition assessments of the stormwater infrastructure were made on the 

visible portions of the system. 

A geographic information system (GIS) was developed to digitally record the information 
collected through the inventory and serve as a management tool for Town staff into the 

future. 

Evaluation of the Reported Flooding Issues 

Tighe & Bond conducted site visits to 54 areas reported by residents to have flooding issues. 

Notes and photos regarding each property were taken to help Tighe & Bond perform a 
desktop analysis and discuss potential solutions. Given the number of flooding issues and 
the cost of repairs it is not fiscally possible for the Town to address all of these issues 
simultaneously. Tighe & Bond worked with the Town staff to review the flooding issues and 

help prioritize and categorize each identified property. 

Common contributing factors to flooding issues throughout the Town included the following: 

• High groundwater tables  
• Failing/end of service life stormwater infrastructure 
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• Undersized stormwater infrastructure 

• Failed drainage on private property 

After reviewing the various flooding issues from the site visits, properties experiencing 
flooding were grouped into the following five categories:  

• Capacity Analysis Priorities  

• County Drainage Issues  
• Town Maintenance Issues  
• Further Investigation Required  

• No Further Action Warranted at this Time 

Available drainage easements were researched associated with properties reporting flooding 
to investigate ownership of stormwater infrastructure inventoried on private property. In the 
past there have reportedly been instances where Town staff have installed stormwater 

infrastructure on private property without drainage easements but with verbal permission 
from residents to address drainage issues. This possess a problem for the Town to legally 
have access to maintain the infrastructure on private property, despite certain cases where 

the infrastructure on private property conveys flow from one catch basin within the Town 
right-of-way to another. In certain areas of the Town, it was uncertain if easements exist for 
the Town to maintain drainage facilities or whether responsibilities for maintenance rest 
with residents. 

Flooding Capacity Analyses 

Following the site visits, Tighe & Bond performed capacity analyses on six areas of the 
stormwater system categorized as capacity analysis priorities, through discussions with the 

Town. A conceptual improvement alternative recommended to mitigate the risk and impact 
of flooding was developed for each area, with a concept opinion of probable cost to 
implement the alternative. Costs assume that a contractor, hired by the Town, performs the 
work. If the Town can use its own staff to install some of the stormwater infrastructure, 

there could be a potential overall savings. 

Recommendations for Future Stormwater Infrastructure Investment 

In 2019 the Town of Esopus budgeted $41,050.00 for drainage improvements. This amount 

was split between two lines items: “1 Pers Serv” and “4 Contractual”. In addition to the 
Town budget amount, funding for stormwater related improvements also comes from the 
Town’s Highway Department, which is responsible for managing roadway drainage. The 

funding for this type of work is not specified in the Town’s budget but is included in the 
Highway Department budget line item 5110.4 – General Budget but not broken out. 

Future stormwater infrastructure investment recommendations have been grouped into 
three categories including: 

• Category A items require improvements to address critical conditions, critical 
system needs, have the most impact on mitigating reoccurring flooding issues that 
that result in major property damage or health concerns. If financial resources allow, 
these items should be considered for completion within 5 years. 

• Category B items require improvements that are less critical but address 
deficiencies, have an impact on mitigating reoccurring flooding issues that result in 
minor property damage, or may require preliminary engineering to develop the 
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specific scope of the project. If financial resources allow, these items should be 

considered for completion in 6 to 10 years. 

• Category C items that may require improvements to address less critical 
deficiencies or future conditions. Monitor these projects over the next five years and 
reprioritize as needed. 

The tables below summarize the budgetary costs for Category A and Category B and 
presents and annualized cost over two five-year periods or one ten-year period. 

Summary of Capital Improvement Plan Costs  

  Total Cost 

Annualized 

Cost Per Year 

Category A (0-5 years) $2,136,900 $430,000 

Category B (6-10 years) $1,410,800 $280,000 

Category A + B (0-10 years) $3,547,700 $360,000 

There are other projects planned in the Town of Esopus that are not reflected in the 
budgetary costs presented in the above CIP table but may include or overlap with potential 
stormwater and/or drainage improvement projects and should be considered part of 
implementation of this CIP, as a cost-effective way for the Town to improve the stormwater 

system.  

Completing facilities, roadway, water, and/or drainage projects simultaneously would 
benefit the Town by reducing engineering and construction costs that would be required for 
separate projects. Requiring private developers do their share of stormwater management 

also lessens the burden on the Town. 

There are some grant funding opportunities that exist to offset portions of the stormwater 
management costs that municipalities face. However, there are not currently grants that 

fund overall stormwater management, mitigating localized flooding, or stormwater system 
capacity improvements. The current available grant opportunities focus on MS4 Permit 
compliance assistance and stormwater quality improvements. 

The Town has already applied for funding under the WQIP MS4 Mapping grant program. 

Other current grant program opportunities could address some portions of the 
recommended improvement included in this capital improvement plan that specially address 
stormwater quality. 

Grant funding is a good way to supplement funding for stormwater management, as 
available, but The Town of Esopus should consider a more consist source of funding to 
ensure proper management of the Town’s stormwater systems.  Municipalities typically fund 
the majority of their stormwater management expense through property taxes and the 

Town’s Annual Budget. Stormwater infrastructure is an asset that needs to be proactively 
managed to optimize the Town’s expenditures, staff time, and overall effort. 
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Section 1    

Introduction 

This report represents the Town of Esopus’s Stormwater Infrastructure Assessment and 
Capital Improvement Plan that will guide the Town in meeting its long-term stormwater 
quantity, stormwater quality, and operations and maintenance goals. This Capital 
Improvement Plan (CIP) was developed for the purpose of identifying, prioritizing, and 
budgeting for stormwater infrastructure improvements. The plan intends to establish a 
baseline of information regarding the stormwater system, provide recommendations to 
support long-term, cost-effective, and comprehensive stormwater management in 
Esopus. The plan documents the: 

• Stormwater infrastructure inventory undertaken to first understand the scope 
and condition of the existing stormwater system 

• Evaluation of the reported flooding issues affecting residents for the purpose 
of categorizing flooding problems to effectively develop remedial solutions 

• Flooding capacity analyses performed to assess identified flooding issues that 
may be related to system capacity deficiencies and propose a conceptual 
improvement alternative 

• Recommendations for future stormwater infrastructure investment to 
outline the level of funding that should be considered for future improvements to 
the system 

An important component of this CIP is consideration of stormwater infrastructure as an 
asset that needs to be proactively managed to optimize the Town’s expenditures, staff 
time, and overall effort. 
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1.1 Stormwater Systems 
Stormwater infrastructure serves 
several important functions which can 
be broadly organized into two groups: 
drainage and water quality. The original 
goal of stormwater infrastructure was to 
remove water from roadways and other 
improved surfaces to prevent icing and 
flooding. The systems were designed to 
collect runoff and quickly discharge it to 
the nearest water course. Now that we 
better understand the role of 
stormwater as a transport mechanism 
for non-point source pollution, the scope 
of stormwater infrastructure design has 
expanded to include water quality 
treatment, groundwater infiltration, 
and peak flow attenuation. 

 

 

1.2 Project Background and History 
The Town of Esopus has experienced more frequent stormwater drainage flooding in 
recent years. There is stormwater infrastructure (e.g. catch basins, manholes, drainage 
pipes, swales, and outfalls) within the Town boundaries that are State and County owned 
and maintained. Stormwater infrastructure in the right-of-way for State Route 9W 
(Broadway) and State Route 213 (Main Street) is owned by New York State. Stormwater 
infrastructure in the right-of-way for County Route 24 (Union Center Road/River Road), 
County Route 25 (New Salem Road), and County Route 16 (Old Post Road) is owned by 
Ulster County. Stormwater infrastructure within the local Town road rights-of-way and 
within drainage easements held by the Town is owned by the Town of Esopus. 

There is a significant amount of stormwater infrastructure within the Town boundaries 
that exists outside of the State, County, and Town rights-of-way or drainage easements. 
Some of this “off-road” stormwater infrastructure connects and conveys stormwater from 
one right-of-way to another through private property. Some of the infrastructure is more 
isolated in nature and only serves to convey stormwater from one or two private 
properties.  

From discussions with Town staff and residents much of the off-road stormwater 
infrastructure was installed by the Town in an attempt to alleviate historic flooding 
problems on resident’s private properties. Often times there was a discussion and verbal 
agreement with the resident, but no formal drainage easement filed to legally allow the 
Town to maintain or improve off-road stormwater infrastructure after it was installed. In 
certain areas of the Town, it was uncertain if easements exist for the Town to maintain 
drainage facilities or whether responsibilities for maintenance rest with residents.  

Figure 1-1 Stormwater Runoff Transports 
Pollutants into Nearby Waterbodies 
Photo source:  City of Kent, Washington at 

http://kentwa.gov/stormwater/ 
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In addition, the Town of Esopus meets the regulatory threshold to be a Municipal Separate 
Storm Sewer System (MS4) community. New York State regulates the discharge of 
stormwater runoff that is transported into local water bodies through the State Pollution 
Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) General Permit for MS4s. The Town is required to 
meet certain permit criteria to address water quality of stormwater runoff. The purpose of 
the MS4 permit program is to reduce the amount of pollutants carried by stormwater 
during storm events to waterbodies, to the maximum extent practicable.  

 

1.3 Site Information 
The Town of Esopus is bounded by the Wallkill River and Rondout Creek to the north and 
west and the Hudson River to the east. The topography of the Town rises steeply from the 
water courses that bound it on three sides. Portions of the Town are located within 
floodplains, but generally development is outside of the floodplain areas. See Appendix A 
for FEMA floodplain maps for the Town of Esopus.  

The majority of soil in the Town of Esopus can be categorized into rock outcrops and C 
and D hydrologic soil groups. Group C soils typically have a moderately fine or finely 
textured soil layer that impedes the downward movement of water, creating a moderately 
high runoff potential. This is typically a silt or silty loam. Group D soils chiefly consist of 
clays that have a high shrink-swell potential, soils that have a high water table, soils that 
have a claypan or clay layer at or near the surface, and soils that are shallow over nearly 
impervious material. As such, group D soils have a slow infiltration rate and high runoff 
potential. Another large portion of the Town contains rock outcrop formations, which also 
have high runoff potential. While better draining soils, group A and group B, are dispersed 
throughout the Town, the residences that reported flooding conditions are predominately 
located in areas with group C or D soils, or in urbanized areas with increased impervious 
ground cover, such as buildings or pavement. See Appendix A for USGS Soil Survey Map.

Figure 1-2 Town of Esopus MS4 Areas 
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Section 2    

Inventory of Stormwater Infrastructure and 
Site Visits 

The extent of the existing Town owed stormwater system needed to be determined in 
order for the Town to mitigate future flooding issues and appropriately manage the 
stormwater system. For this purpose, Tighe & Bond conducted an inventory and 
assessment of the stormwater infrastructure and conducted research into potential 
easements for off-road infrastructure. A geographic information system (GIS) was 
developed to digitally record the information collected through the inventory and serve as 
a management tool for Town staff into the future. 

2.1 Inventory Methodology 
The inventory of stormwater infrastructure in Esopus was performed by Tighe & Bond staff 
over the course of several weeks during the spring of 2019. Structures logged in the 
inventory include catch basins, drain pipes, drain manholes, roadway culverts, driveway 
culverts, swales, and outfalls. Each structure was logged directly into a GIS collection 
application with information on each structure’s location, measurements, and condition. 
Available record drawings from the State Route 9W (Broadway) stormwater system were 
digitized and added to the GIS system, as well for continuity. Tighe & Bond was not able 
to traverse every road within the Town of Esopus to inventory drainage structures but 
focused on the most densely populated portions of the Town and areas were flooding was 
reported. 

Locations of structures were recorded in the GIS system based on their proximity to 
buildings and roads visible on satellite imagery. Horizontal measurements were taken 
using a measuring tape and vertical measurements 
were taken using a stadia rod. Ground surface 
elevations were taken from available Ulster County 
LiDAR contour data and used for the rim or top 
elevation of catch basins and manholes to establish 
invert elevations for these structures and inventoried 
drainage pipes. It is important to note that this 
inventory is not a land survey and should not be 
construed to have the same precision as a survey 
map developed by a land surveyor. The accuracy of 
the inventory developed is sufficient for planning 
purposes and conceptual evaluations. 

By creating the inventory in a GIS system, the Town 
staff can actively update stormwater inventory data 
in real time and add notes regarding maintenance 
activities conducted on segments of the stormwater 
system. Included in the GIS system is a photograph 
of each structure that was field located. 

  
Figure 2-1 Sample catch basin photograph 

Photo source:  Tighe & Bond 
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2.1.1 Condition Assessments 

Condition assessments for stormwater structures inventoried were made based on the 

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Culvert Assessment Guide. This guide assigns a 
rating code to each culvert based on the overall material and the condition of various 
elements. These elements include the culvert’s invert, joints, cross section deformation 

and others that vary on material. The lowest rating assigned to any element was 
considered the overall rating for the culvert. For consistency and simplicity, the FHWA 
Assessment Guide was adapted to rate the condition of catch basins and drain manholes. 
For these structures, each structure was assigned an overall rating rather than examining 

the condition of the specific elements of the structures. See Appendix B for the full FHWA 
Culvert Assessment Guide. The general format of these rating codes are as follows in Table 
2-1.  

TABLE 2-1 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Condition Assessment Guide 

Designation Description 

Good Like new, with little or no deterioration, structurally 
sound and functionally adequate. 

Fair Some deterioration, but structurally sound and 
functionally adequate. 

Poor Significant deterioration and/or functional inadequacy, 
requiring repair action that should, if possible, be 
incorporated into the planned project. 

Critical Very poor conditions that indicate possible imminent 
failure that could threaten public safety, should be given 

the highest priority for repair. 

Unknown All or part of the culvert is inaccessible for assessment or 
a rating cannot be assigned. 

Condition ratings were only assigned to culverts, catch basins, and drain manholes. The 

condition of drainage pipes was not inventoried due to the inability to see down a pipe 
that is located within catch basins and manholes and buried many feet under the ground 
surface. Use of a closed-circuit television (CCTV) inspection is needed to assess the 
condition of buried drainage pipes but was beyond the scope of this inventory. 
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2.2 Inventory Findings 
In total, the stormwater infrastructure inventory included mapping and a data collection 
for: 

• 45 outfalls 
• 378 catch basins 
• 14 drain manholes 
• 71 roadside swales 
• 44 driveway culverts 
• 202 roadway culverts 
• 41,000± linear feet (7.7 miles) of drain pipe 

These inventory numbers include the 158 roadway culverts included in the NAAC (North 
Atlantic Aquatic Connectivity Collaborative) Stream Crossing Inventory previously 
collected, of which approximately 126 are owned by the Town of Esopus. Also included in 
the inventory numbers above are approximately 5 outfalls, 91 catch basins, 5 drain 
manholes, 4,600 LF of drainage pipe that are owned by the State of New York. County-
owned stormwater infrastructure was generally not included in the inventory. 

2.2.1 Stormwater Assets by Category 

The following sections break out the quantity of stormwater assets. Condition of drainage 
pipes and State-owned stormwater infrastructure are listed as unknown. 

2.2.1.1 Outfalls 

The distribution of outfalls inventoried diameters is categorized in Table 2-2 and Figure 2-
2. Outfalls are discharge point from the piped drainage system to a receiving stream or 
swale. 

TABLE 2-2   

Outfalls Inventoried   

Outfall Pipe 
Diameter 

Quantity 
Inventoried 

Percent of 
Total 

Inventoried 

10" 1 2% 
12" 15 33% 
15" 7 16% 
16" 2 4% 
18" 8 18% 
20" 1 2% 
24" 6 13% 

Unknown 5 11% 
Total 45 100% 

 
Figure 2-2 Distribution of Outfalls 
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2.2.1.2 Catch Basins 

The distribution of catch basins inventoried condition is categorized in Table 2-3 and Figure 
2-3. Some of the catch basins of unknown condition exist in the Route 9W corridor which 
was digitized from record drawings and not field inventoried. 

TABLE 2-3   

Catch Basins Inventoried   

Catch Basin 
Condition 

Quantity 
Inventoried 

Percent of 
Total 

Inventoried 

Good 59 16% 
Fair 151 40% 
Poor 50 13% 

Critical 13 3% 
Unknown 105 28% 

Total 378 100% 

 

 

 

2.2.1.3 Drain Manholes 

The distribution of drain manholes inventoried condition is categorized in Table 2-4 and 
Figure 2-4. The majority of drain manholes inventoried exist in the Route 9W corridor 
which was digitized from record drawings and not field inventoried, therefore the condition 
is unknown. 

TABLE 2-4   

Drain Manholes Inventoried   
Drain Manhole 

Condition 

Quantity 

Inventoried 

Percent of Total 

Inventoried 

Good 0 0% 
Fair 5 36% 
Poor 0 0% 

Critical 0 0% 
Unknown 9 64% 

Total 14 100% 
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Figure 2-3 Distribution of Catch 
Basins Inventoried 
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Figure 2-4 Distribution of Drain 
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2.2.1.4 Driveway Culverts 

The distribution of driveway culverts inventoried 
condition is categorized in Table 2-5 and Figure 2-5. 
The distribution of driveway culverts inventoried 
material is categorized in Table 2-6 and Figure 2-6. 
Driveway culverts are those culverts that convey 
water from one side to another of a driveway within 
the right-of-way. It does not account for culverts on 
private property. 

TABLE 2-5   

Driveway Culverts Inventoried Condition 
Driveway 

Culvert 
Condition 

Quantity 
Inventoried 

Percent of 

Total 
Inventoried 

Good 4 9% 
Fair 27 61% 
Poor 12 27% 

Critical 1 2% 
Total 44 100% 

 

TABLE 2-6   

Driveway Culverts Inventoried Material 
Driveway 

Culvert 
Material 

Quantity 
Inventoried 

Percent of 

Total 
Inventoried 

Corrugated Steel 22 50% 
Polyethylene 12 27% 

Steel 2 5% 
Other 8 18% 
Total 44 100% 
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Figure 2-5 Distribution of Driveway 
Culvert Inventoried Condition 

 

Figure 2-6 Distribution of Driveway 
Culvert Inventoried Material 
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2.2.1.5 Roadway Culverts 

The distribution of roadway culverts inventoried condition is categorized in Table 2-7 and 
Figure 2-7. The distribution of roadway culverts inventoried material is categorized in 
Table 2-8 and Figure 2-8. Roadway culverts are those culverts that convey water from 
one side to another of a roadway within the right-of-way. 

TABLE 2-7   

Roadway Culverts Inventoried Condition 
Roadway 
Culvert 

Condition 
Quantity 

Inventoried 

Percent of 
Total 

Inventoried 

Good 3 1% 
Fair 138 68% 
Poor 45 22% 

Critical 4 2% 
Unknown 12 6% 

Total 202 100% 

 

 

TABLE 2-8   

Roadway Culverts Inventoried Material 
Roadway 
Culvert 
Material 

Quantity 
Inventoried 

Percent of 
Total 

Inventoried 

Corrugated 
Steel 87 43% 

Polyethylene 48 24% 
Steel 2 1% 

Concrete 24 12% 
Rock/Stone 1 0% 
Combination 20 10% 

Other 2 1% 
Unknown 18 9% 

Total 202 100% 
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Figure 2-7 Distribution of Roadway 
Culvert Inventoried Condition 
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2.2.1.6 Drain Pipes 

The distribution of drain pipes inventoried material is categorized in Table 2-9 and Figure 
2-9a. The distribution of drain pipes inventoried size is categorized in Table 2-10 and 
Figure 2-9b. The majority of the unknown pipe material and diameter inventoried exists 
in the Route 9W corridor which was digitized from record drawings. 

TABLE 2-9   

Drain Pipe Inventoried Material  

Drain Pipe 
Material 

Linear Feet 
Inventoried 

Percent of 

Total 
Inventoried 

Corrugated 
Steel 16,347 40% 

Polyethylene 8,092 20% 
Steel 1,738 4% 

Concrete 1,099 3% 
Other 3,761 9% 

Unknown 9,623 24% 
Total 40,660 100% 

 

 

TABLE 2-10   

Drain Pipe Inventoried Size   

Drain Pipe 
Size 

Linear Feet 
Inventoried 

Percent of 

Total 
Inventoried 

1.5" 16 0% 
2" 59 0% 
3" 295 1% 

3.5" 6 0% 
4" 945 2% 
6" 3,068 8% 
8" 1,936 5% 
10" 1,619 4% 
12" 8,339 21% 
15" 4,312 11% 
16" 726 2% 
18" 5,345 13% 
20" 19 0% 
24" 3,498 9% 
28" 230 1% 
30" 623 2% 

Unknown 9,623 24% 
Total 40,660 100% 

Figure 2-10 – Figure 2-26 show the extent of stormwater infrastructure inventoried as 
part of this project and provides a general scope of the stormwater system in the Town of 
Esopus; however, not all portions of the Town have been inventoried. 
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2.3 Site Visits to Reported Flooding Areas 
Following a storm event on September 12, 2018, the Town identified 62 reported flooding 
areas where they received reports of flooding from residents. Tighe & Bond conducted 
investigations in areas over the course of several weeks during the spring and summer of 

2019 to identify flooding causes. Tighe & Bond staff typically completed the following tasks 
at each site:  

• Talked with resident(s) or neighbor(s) if available to better understand the flooding 

concerns around the property 
• Reviewed stormwater flow on the property by assessing the prevailing grades to 

try to identify the origin of stormwater causing the issue 
• If applicable, reviewed the stormwater structures in the area to identify potential 

failure and maintenance issues 
• Walked and/or drove around the surrounding area to identify the general direction 

of stormwater run-off and assess potential solutions 
• Identified restrictive features that may cause a high groundwater table, such as a 

nearby wetland or stream and observed groundwater level where possible via wells 

Notes and photos regarding each property were taken to 
help Tighe & Bond perform a desktop analysis and 

discuss potential solutions. Given the number of flooding 
issues and the cost of repairs it is not fiscally possible for 
the Town to address all of these issues simultaneously. 
Tighe & Bond worked with the Town staff to review the 

flooding issues and help prioritize and categorize each 
identified property. While discussing the findings from 
site visits and potential solutions with the Highway 

Department, Tighe & Bond deprioritized properties which 
the Highway Department said they were already working 
on in summer of 2019.  

The following priority selection criteria was 

developed, and flooding issues that satisfied more 
of the criteria were deemed to be a higher Town 
priority:  

• Public Safety 

• Major Property Damage 
• Critical Condition Pipe/Structures 
• Town Owned Drainage Facilities 

• Formalized Easements for “off-road” drainage 
• Flooding impacts to multiple properties  

  

Figure 2-27 Site Visit Photo of Catch 
Basin Not Draining 
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After reviewing the various flooding issues from the site visits, properties experiencing 
flooding were grouped into the following five categories:  

• Capacity Analysis Priorities – Properties that appear to be connected to 
potential capacity issues that require engineering capacity analyses and have been 
identified as priorities 

• County Drainage Issues – Properties where flooding appears to be caused by 

County-owned drainage issues and should be referred to Ulster County to address  
• Town Maintenance Issues – Properties for which Town maintenance can likely 

address flooding without the use of engineering analysis or properties that are 

already being managed by the Town Highway Department  
• Further Investigation Required – Properties that require further investigation 

to identify the flooding cause but do not seem to have a capacity issue requiring 
engineering capacity analyses or could potentially have capacity issues but were 

not identified as the top six capacity priorities 
• No Further Action Warranted at this Time – Properties that experience flooding 

that appear unrelated to the Town-owned drainage system 

See Figure 2-28 for an overview of the 62 reported flooding areas investigated. 
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2.4 Findings of Site Visits 
The information obtained through Tighe & Bond’s site visits indicates that many of the 
flooding issues had a common thread and that many of issues were consistent throughout 
an individual drainage watershed. Often times if one resident had an issue in a drainage 

watershed, residents adjacent and further downstream in the same watershed reported 
similar issues. Common threads of issues allowed Tighe & Bond to take a more 
comprehensive look at stormwater system issues rather than making recommendations 

to address one property at a time. There were 20 properties (32%) with reported flooding 
issues that fell into the Capacity Analysis Priorities category. 

 

 

See Appendix C for results from site visits and recommendations for the 62 reported 

flooding areas reported.  

Common contributing factors to flooding issues throughout the Town included the 
following: 

• High groundwater tables  

• Failing/end of service life stormwater infrastructure 
• Undersized stormwater infrastructure 
• Failed drainage on private property  

Capacity Analysis 

Priorities

32%

County Drainage

6%
Town Maintenance

30%

Further Investigation 

Required

18%

No Further Action 

Warranted at this 

Time

14%

Figure 2-29 Reported Flooding Area 
Categorization 
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In general, Tighe & Bond observed that the majority of the residents who had flooding 
issues reported increased groundwater elevation. While groundwater level is not typically 

controlled or managed by Towns it is important to make sure that the Town owned 
stormwater infrastructure is not contributing to the groundwater issues in a negative way. 
Negative impacts to groundwater can include failed pipe segments that allows upstream 
surface water runoff to influence the groundwater table, runoff from roadways that is not 

managed appropriately, or a lack of drainage system that causes ponding and prohibits 
stormwater flow away from private property.  

It should be noted that the 62 parcels evaluated only represent a small portion 

approximately 3,500 households in the Town of Esopus.  While all 3,500 households do 
not have flooding issues, it is safe to assume that additional households not included in 
this report are also having flooding concerns. This process of evaluating and reprioritizing 
should occur on a regular basis within the Town.  

2.4.1 Available Existing Easements 

In order that the Town has the legal ability to maintain stormwater infrastructure not 
within the Town right-of-way or Town owned properties, easements granting access to 

private property are required. A drainage easement allows the Town to maintain and make 
improvements to stormwater infrastructure on private property. In the past there have 
reportedly been instances where Town staff have installed stormwater infrastructure on 
private property without drainage easements but with verbal permission from residents 

to address drainage issues.  

This presents a problem for the Town to legally have access to maintain the infrastructure 
on private property, despite certain cases where the infrastructure on private property 

conveys flow from one catch basin within the Town right-of-way to another. In addition, 
New York State will not fund projects for which the municipality receiving the funding does 
not control the infrastructure improvement by means of owning the property, right-of-
way, or possessing a written easement filed on the land records. 

The following properties were found to have existing drainage easements recorded on the 
Ulster County Land Records. Easement research was focused on the properties with 
reported flooding areas. Other drainage easements may exist other than those listed 

below. See Appendix D for unofficial copies of the available easement documents. 

• 5 River Road, Port Ewen 
• 166 First Street, Connelly 
• 190 Lindorf Street, Ulster Park  

• 204 Lindorf Street, Ulster Park 
• 225 Lindorf Street, Ulster Park 
• 227 Lindorf Street, Ulster Park 
• 229 Lindorf Street, Ulster Park 

• 233 Lindorf Street, Ulster Park 
• 235 Lindorf Street, Ulster Park 
• 205 Rogers Street, Ulster Park 

• 186 Eugene Street, Port Ewen 
• 184 Doris Street, Port Ewen  
• 3 Valley Road, Ulster Park 
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Where the Town plans to make stormwater infrastructure improvements in the future, 
property owners should grant drainage easements to be filed on the Ulster County Land 

Records that provide the Town legal access to install and maintain any new stormwater 
infrastructure.
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Section 3    

Flooding Capacity Analyses 

During the site visits to the flooding areas identified by the Town and resident, Tighe & 
Bond categorized flooding issues into several groups outlined in Section 2. One of the 
groups were flooding areas that appeared to be connected to potential structural capacity 
issues requiring engineering analysis. This section describes the capacity analysis 
conducted on those areas of the stormwater system and a conceptual improvement 
alternative recommended to mitigate the risk and impact of flooding.  

The evaluation was limited to six areas of the stormwater system that the Town selected 
as priorities based on the criteria presented in Section 2. The information used to conduct 
the capacity analysis is approximate in nature and based on the inventory data collected, 
along with some assumptions of stormwater system connectivity based on the best 
available information. If the Town decides to move forward with the improvement 
alternatives identified, a land survey of the corridor should be completed along with a 
more detailed engineering design. Some of the concept improvements may also require 
the acquisition of drainage easements. 

3.1 Capacity Analyses Methodology 
The capacity analyses were performed by calculating the contributing stormwater flow to 
the mainline stormwater pipes or channels under various design storm rainfall event. The 
stormwater flow was then routed through the mainline stormwater pipes to the outfall of 
the system. The capacity and occurrence of surcharging, or flooding, of the stormwater 
system was analyzed. The following methodologies and inputs were used in development 
of the capacity analyses. 

• United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Technical Release 55 (TR-55) 
Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds Method used for hydrologic calculations 

• Time of Concentration (Tc) calculated for larger watersheds, smaller watersheds 
minimum 5 min. for impervious and 10 min. for grass was used 

• National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Atlas 14 precipitation 
design storms used 

TABLE 3-1  
Design Storm Probability and Precipitation Amount 

Design Storm 
Probability of Occurring in 

any one year 
Precipitation over 24 hours 

(inches)1 

1-Year 100% 2.55 

2-Year 50% 3.16 

5-Year 20% 4.17 

10-Year 10% 5.00 

25-Year 4% 6.14 

50-Year 2% 6.98 
1 Precipitation data from NOAA Atlas 14 for Esopus, NY, refer to Appendix E. 
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It is not economically feasible to design a stormwater system to pass every possible 
rainfall event; therefore, we use benchmark design storms to size stormwater systems. 
Design storms are based on past rainfall data and have a statistical probability of occurring 
in any given year. For example, a 10-year design storm has a 10% chance of occurring 
any year and represents 5.00 inches of rainfall occurring over a 24-hour period in the 
Town of Esopus. 

For reference, municipalities typically design their stormwater collection system for a 10-
year or 25-year storm event. Existing capacity analyses were conducted for the 2-year, 
5-year, 10-year, 25-year, and 50-year design storm events. Concept improvement 
alternatives were sized to pass the 25-year design storm event without flooding. 

See Appendix E for information regarding capacity analyses modeling input and output 
data. 

3.2 Concept Improvement Opinion of Probable Cost 
Methodology 

The conceptual Opinions of Probable Costs are based on Class 5 level construction cost 
estimates, as defined by the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering (AACE) 
International Recommended Practices and Standards. According to AACE International 
Recommended Practices and Standards, the estimate class designators are labeled Class 
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, where a Class 5 estimate is based on the lowest level of project definition 
and a Class 1 estimate is closest to full project definition and maturity. The end usage for 
a Class 5 estimate is project screening or feasibility purposes. The expected accuracy 
range of a Class 5 estimate is between +50% to -30%.  

The total project cost includes the cost of the project to construct, 15% general conditions 
to cover costs such as mobilization, demobilization, bonds, insurance, etc. and 40% 
engineering and contingency to cover engineering fees, legal fees, and contingency for 
scope items that may not have been fully developed during this conceptual level. The 
costs are based upon recently completed project bids and RSMeans Construction Cost 
Data. Construction costs assume that a contractor hired by the Town performs the work.  

This is an engineer’s opinion of probable cost. Tighe & Bond has no control over the cost 
or availability of labor, equipment or materials, or over market conditions or the 
Contractor's method of pricing, and that the estimates of probable construction costs are 
made on the basis of the Tighe & Bond’s professional judgment and experience. Tighe & 
Bond makes no guarantee nor warranty, expressed or implied, that the bids or the 
negotiated cost of the Work will not vary from this estimate of the Opinion Probable Cost. 
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3.3 Salem Street to Sentar Lane Capacity Analyses 
The Salem Street to Sentar Lane area of the 
stormwater system consists of the pipe drainage 
network that connect a large portion of Port 
Ewen between Salem Street and Sentar Lane. 
Runoff from Hasbrouck Avenue and surrounding 
hillsides is collected in a piped drainage system 
that runs in two parallel mains, one along Bayard 
Street and the other through private properties. 
These two lines converge at a manhole on 
private property between Horton Lane and 
Sentar Lane from which stormwater is 
discharged into an existing stream. Drainage 
easements reportedly exist for portions of this 
stormwater system on private property.  
Flooding in this area is reported to affect the 
following properties, but others may also be 
impacted: 

• 186 Hasbrouck Avenue 
• 182 Hasbrouck Avenue 
• 183 Schryver Street 
• 179 Horton Lane 
• 173 Horton Lane 
• 170 Horton Lane 
• 169 Sunset Drive 
• 169 Sentar Lane 

Figure 3-1 shows the extent of the portion of the 
stormwater system for which the capacity 
analysis was performed. 

3.3.1 Existing Conditions Analysis 

The existing conditions analysis indicates 5 structures become surcharged in the Salem-
Sentar system during the 2-year and higher intensity storms. The model indicates that 
flooding is caused by undersized drainage pipes.  

3.3.2 Concept Improvement Alternative 

A concept improvement alternative was developed to convey stormwater through the 
system during a 25-year storm without surcharging. The concept improvement includes 
replacement of approximately 2,200 feet of existing undersized pipe, 11 catch basins, and 
1 manhole. The proposed replacement pipe diameters vary from 12-inch to 48-inch 
diameter, including 85 feet of 24-inch replacement pipe from the Bayard Street system to 
the convergence manhole with the Salem-Sentar System. Table 3-2 details the opinion of 
probable cost to design and construct the concept improvement alternative. 

  

Figure 3-1  
Salem-Sentar Modeling Extent 
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TABLE 3-2 

Salem Street to Sentar Lane Concept Improvement Alternative OPC 
Item 
No. 

Item Quantity Unit Unit Price Cost 

1 12" HDPE Pipe 75 LF  $          70   $            5,250  
2 18" HDPE Pipe 50 LF  $        149   $            7,450  
3 24" HDPE Pipe 275 LF  $        163   $          44,825  
4 30" HDPE Pipe 475 LF  $        240   $        114,000  
5 36" HDPE Pipe 500 LF  $        267   $        133,500  
6 48" HDPE Pipe 750 LF  $        314   $        235,500  
7 Precast Concrete Catch Basins 11 EA  $     5,000   $          55,000  
8 Precast Manhole 1 EA  $     5,000   $            5,000  

Drainage Infrastructure Subtotal  $        601,000  

9 General Conditions (15%)        $          90,200  

 Construction Cost Subtotal   $        691,200  

 Engineering and Contingency (40%)   $        276,500  

 Concept Improvement Alternative OPC   $      967,700  

 

3.4 Eugene Street to Doris Street 
Capacity Analyses 

The Eugene Street to Doris Street area of the stormwater 
system consists of the watershed through George Ross 
Memorial Park and connecting, Park Lane, West Stout Avenue, 
Eugene Street, and Doris Street. Runoff from West Main Street 
collects into a piped drainage system that travels through Ross 
Park and properties on West Stout Avenue before running along 
Doris Lane where it ultimately discharges through an outfall 
that is picked up by channel that conveys flow to Mill Brook. 
Easements exist for a portion of the system on private property. 
Flooding in this area is reported to affect the following 
properties, but others may also be impacted: 

• 187 Doris Street 
• 227 Park Lane 
• 192 West Stout Lane 
• 188 Eugene Street 

Figure 3-2 shows the extent of the portion of the stormwater 
system for which the capacity analysis was performed. 

3.4.1 Existing Conditions Analysis 

The existing conditions analysis indicates 2 structures are 
surcharged in the Eugene Street System during the 2-year and 
higher intensity storms. The model indicates that flooding is 
caused by undersized pipes. Pipe sizes in this system vary 

Figure 3-2 Eugene-
Doris Modeling Extent 
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between 6 and 18 inches but have sections where larger pipes discharge to smaller pipes. 
The convention for gravity drainage piped systems is to have pipe sizes increase moving 
downstream as more and more drainage watershed contribute to the collection system.  

3.4.2 Concept Improvement Alternative 

A concept improvement alternative was developed to convey stormwater through the 
system during a 25-year storm without surcharging. The concept improvement includes 
replacement of 1,125 linear feet of existing undersized pipe and 7 catch basins. Proposed 
pipe sizes vary from 24-inch to 36-inch diameter. Because the stormwater system passes 
through Ross Park, a Town owned property, the concept improvement also includes the 
addition of a bioretention basin to treat stormwater quality from the watershed upstream 
of Ross Park. A bioretention basin is a stormwater management practice that use 
filtering and adsorption to remove pollutants. Bioretention basins utilize landscaping and 
soils to treat urban stormwater runoff by collecting before filtering through a fabricated 
planting soil media. Table 3-3 details the opinion of probable cost to design and construct 
the concept improvement alternative. 

TABLE 3-3 

Eugene to Doris Concept Improvement Alternative OPC 
Item 
No. 

Item Quantity Unit Unit Price Cost 

1 24" HDPE Pipe 250 LF  $        163   $          40,750  
2 36" HDPE Pipe 875 LF  $        267   $        233,625  
3 Precast Concrete Catch Basins 7 EA  $     5,000   $          35,000  
4 Bioretention Basin 4,000 CF  $          12   $          48,000  

Drainage Infrastructure Subtotal  $        358,000  

5 General Conditions (15%)        $          53,700  

 Construction Cost Subtotal   $        411,700  

 Engineering and Contingency (40%)   $        164,700  

 Concept Improvement Alternative OPC   $      576,400  

 

3.5 Tilden Street Capacity Analyses 
The Tilden Street area of the stormwater system consists of the watershed in the southern 
portion of Tilden Street that contributes to a drainage pipe that traverses 253 Tilden Street 
to an outfall at the Hudson River. Runoff from a watershed extending uphill to Hoyt Street 
collects on Tilden Street where it travels south via an asphalt swale and driveway culvert 
to two catch basins at the southern end of the street. These catch basins collect runoff 
and convey flow to the Hudson River through an outfall on private property. No easement 
was found associated with this system. Flooding in this area is reported to affect the 
following properties, but others may also be impacted: 

• 238 Tilden Street (Not in Flood Assessment) 
• 240 Tilden Street 
• 253 Tilden Street 
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Figure 3-3 shows the extent of the portion of the stormwater system for which the capacity 
analysis was performed. 

3.5.1 Existing Conditions Analysis 

The existing conditions analysis indicates 
that the Tilden piped system under all 
assessed storm events (2, 5, 10, 25, and 
50-Year) has sufficient capacity. However, 
the amount off runoff that is generated 
during the higher intensity storms exceeds 
the inlet capacity of the two catch basins 
that exist in Tilden street. In addition, the 
existing shallow swale does not have 
sufficient capacity during heavy rainfall 
events. It was reported that a natural gas 
main runs under the swale on the west side 
of Tilden, prohibiting deepening of the 
existing swale.  

3.5.2 Concept Improvement 
Alternative 

A concept improvement alternative was developed to provide sufficient inlet capacity so 
that runoff can enter the adequately sized piped drainage system during a 25-year storm 
without resulting in roadway and property flooding. The concept improvement includes 
the addition of a new catch basin in Tilden Street, immediately north of the driveway for 
240 Tilden Street, and 150 feet of 15-inch drainage pipe to convey flow to the existing 
catch basins in Tilden Street. While the model indicates the piped drainage system has 
adequate capacity through the 50-year storm event, there is the possibility that the 
existing piping has a condition issue or blockage that restricts the amount of water it can 
convey. The concept improvement also includes CCTV inspection to confirm the condition 
of the existing buried system. Table 3-4 details the opinion of probable cost to design and 
construct the concept improvement alternative. 

TABLE 3-4 

Tilden Street Concept Improvement Alternative OPC 
Item 
No. 

Item Quantity Unit Unit Price Cost 

1 CCTV Inspection 325 LF  $           4   $            1,300  
2 15" HDPE 150 LF  $         73   $          10,950  
3 Precast Concrete Catch Basins 1 EA  $     5,000   $            5,000  

Drainage Infrastructure Subtotal  $          18,000  

4 General Conditions (15%)  $            2,700  

 Construction Cost Subtotal   $          20,700  

 Engineering and Contingency (40%)   $            8,300  

 Concept Improvement Alternative OPC   $        29,000  

  

Figure 3-3 Tilden Street Modeling Extent 
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3.6 Lindorf Street Capacity Analyses 
The Lindorf Street area of the stormwater system consists of the watershed that 
contributes stormwater to the piped drainage system on Lindorf Street. Runoff from 
properties on Lindorf and Rogers Streets is collected in a piped drainage system on Lindorf 
Street and is conveyed to a discharge point on Mountain View Avenue that feeds into a 
naturally formed stream. The existing drainage system runs through multiple private 
properties. A drainage easement exists for the installed portions of the existing drainage 
system on private property. Figure 3-4 shows the extent of the portion of the stormwater 
system for which the capacity analysis was performed. 

 

Flooding in this area is reported to affect the following properties, but others may also be 
impacted: 

• 190 Lindorf Street 
• 204 Lindorf Street 
• 205 Lindorf Street 
• 225 Lindorf Street 
• 205 Rogers Street  

3.6.1 Existing Conditions Analysis 

The existing conditions analysis indicates that 6 structures in the Lindor Street System 
are surcharged during the 2-year and higher intensity storms. The model indicates that 
flooding is caused by undersized pipes. Site visits to the area also indicates that some 
catch basins are set higher than the surrounding grade, restricting runoff from entering 
the piped system. All existing drainage pipes in this system are 12-inch diameter.  

Figure 3-4 Lindorf Street Modeling Extent 
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3.6.2 Concept Improvement Alternative 

A concept improvement alternative was developed to convey stormwater through the 
system during a 25-year storm without surcharging. The concept improvement includes 
the replacement of portions of the existing 12-inch piped system with increasing sized 
pipes further downstream. The proposed replacement includes the most downstream eight 
structure-to-structure segments of pipe with portions of 36-inch and 48-inch diameter 
pipe. In addition, the improvement alternative includes replacement of the structures 
along this length of replaced pipe to accommodate the large size pipes and provide positive 
slope. If the Town decides to extend the existing stormwater system further upstream 
along Lindorf Street to receive flow from resident’s sump pumps; however, this system 
extension is not included in the concept improvement alternative. As previously mentioned 
in this report, managing groundwater is not typically the responsibility of municipalities.  

Table 3-5 details the opinion of probable cost to design and construct the concept 
improvement alternative. 

TABLE 3-5 

Lindorf Street Concept Improvement Alternative OPC 
Item 
No. 

Item Quantity Unit Unit Price Cost 

1 36" HDPE Pipe 300 LF  $       267   $          80,100  
2 48" HDPE Pipe 450 LF  $       314   $        141,300  
3 Precast Concrete Catch Basins 8 EA  $    5,000   $          40,000  

Drainage Infrastructure Subtotal  $        262,000  

4 General Conditions (15%)        $          39,300  

 Construction Cost Subtotal   $        301,300  

 Engineering and Contingency (40%)   $        120,500  

 Concept Improvement Alternative OPC   $      421,800  

3.7 Clay Road Capacity Analyses 
The Clay Road area of the stormwater system drainage watershed consists of a swale that 
contributes runoff to a screened end of a pipe, which conveys stormwater around several 
residential structures and discharges to another downstream swale. Water enters the 
upstream screened end of the first pipe segment at a skewed angle. Runoff from a 
watershed extending up to Route 9W, but not directly impacted by Route 9W drainage 
system, collects in a pond on private property on Clay Road. From there, the water is 
conveyed through the Clay Road system until its discharge in the downstream swale The 
Town reportedly installed this drainage system to alleviate flooding in the area; however, 
no easement was found filed on the land records.  Figure 3-5 shows the extent of the 
portion of the stormwater system for which the capacity analysis was performed. 
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Flooding in this area is reported to affect the following properties, but others may also be 
impacted: 

• 203 Clay Road 
• 205 Clay Road 
• 207 Clay Road 
• 213 Clay Road 

3.7.1 Existing Conditions Analysis 

The existing conditions analysis indicates that both drainage structures in the system are 
surcharged during the 2-year and higher intensity rainfall storms. The model indicates 
that flooding is caused by undersized swales and pipes. All pipes in this system are 12-
inch diameter.  

3.7.2 Concept Improvement Alternative 

A concept improvement alternative was developed to convey stormwater through the 
system during a 25-year storm without surcharging. The concept improvement includes 
diverting the flow from the open swale behind 195 and 203 Clay Road to the downstream 
outfall of the existing piped drainage system outfall with a vegetated wet swale. This will 
reduce the flow significantly to the existing piped portions of the system, but not 
completely. The proposed improvement also includes replacing the existing piped drainage 
system with a 24-inch diameter pipe in the same alignment as the existing with a new 
catch basin at start and replacing the existing drain manhole to collect and convey the 
portion of runoff not picked up in the proposed vegetated wet swale. A vegetated 
bioswale is a stormwater management practice designed retain intercept and retain 
stormwater for water quality treatment. Bioswales utilize soils to treat urban stormwater 

Figure 3-5 Clay Road Modeling Extent 
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runoff by collecting before filtering through a fabricated planting soil media. Table 3-6 
details the opinion of probable cost to design and construct the concept improvement 
alternative. 

TABLE 3-6 

Clay Road Concept Improvement Alternative OPC 
Item 

No. 
Item Quantity Unit Unit Price Cost 

1 24" HDPE Pipe 200 LF  $       163   $          32,600  
2 Precast Concrete Catch Basins 1 EA  $    5,000   $            5,000  
3 Precast Manhole 1 EA  $    5,000   $            5,000  
4 Vegetated Bioswale 130 CY  $       240   $          31,200  

Drainage Infrastructure Subtotal  $          74,000  

5 General Conditions (15%)  $          11,100  

 Construction Cost Subtotal   $          85,100  

 Engineering and Contingency (40%)   $          34,000  

 Concept Improvement Alternative OPC   $      119,100  

 

3.8 Valley Road Capacity Analyses 
The Valley Road area of the stormwater 
system consists of drainage watershed 
that contributes stormwater to the piped 
drainage system on Valley Road. Runoff 
from Highland Road and the watershed 
that contributes to Valley Road is 
collected in a piped drainage system on 
Valley Road and conveys runoff to a 
discharge point under Union Center 
Road to a downstream water course. 
One segment of the existing drainage 
system runs between private property. 
No sumps exist on the existing catch 
basins and they are smaller, there is also 
a buried manhole along the stormwater 
system. A drainage easement exists for 
the system on 3 Valley Road. Flooding in 
this area is reported to affect the 
following properties, but others may also 
be impacted:  

• 4 Valley Road 
• 6 Valley Road 
• 7 Valley Road 
• 9 Valley Road 
• 6 Highland Road 

Figure 3-6 Valley Road Modeling Extent 
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Figure 3-6 shows the extent of the portion of the stormwater system for which the capacity 
analysis was performed. 

3.8.1 Existing Conditions Analysis 

The existing conditions analysis indicates that 4 catch basins surcharge during the 2-year 
and higher intensity storm. The model indicates that the flooding is caused by undersized 
pipes in the drainage system. Drainage pipes in the Valley Road stormwater system are 
either 6-inch or 12-inch diameter. 

3.8.2 Concept Improvement Alternative 

A concept improvement alternative was developed to convey stormwater through the 
system during a 25-year storm without surcharging. The concept improvement includes 
replacement of a portion of the existing drainage pipes so that they increase in size from 
upstream to downstream. The proposed improvement includes replacement of seven 
structure-to-structure segments of pipe in the system along Valley Road and Highland 
Road and replacing them with new pipes of larger sizes (24 inches and 30 inches). 
Additionally, the proposed improvement includes replacing the existing structures along 
this length of pipe and replacing the existing two segments of pipe on Highland Road that 
connect to the Valley Road system. The proposed drainage pipe that currently runs 
through private property is proposed to be rerouted along Valley Road to William White 
Road then east to Union Center Road to its current outfall. Table 3-7 details the opinion 
of probable cost to design and construct the concept improvement alternative. 

TABLE 3-7 

Valley Road Concept Improvement Alternative OPC 
Item 
No. 

Item Quantity Unit Unit Price Cost 

1 24" HDPE Pipe 125 LF  $       163   $          20,375  
2 30" HDPE Pipe 800 LF  $       240   $        192,000  
3 Precast Concrete Catch Basins 5 EA  $    5,000   $          25,000  
4 Precast Concrete Manholes 1 EA  $    5,000   $            5,000  

Drainage Infrastructure Subtotal  $        243,000  

5 General Conditions (15%)  $          36,500  

 Construction Cost Subtotal   $        279,500  

 Engineering and Contingency (40%)   $        111,800  

 Concept Improvement Alternative OPC   $      391,300  
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Section 4    

Capital Improvement Plan 

This CIP presents stormwater infrastructure and other capital improvements along with 
associated budgets identified through the planning and evaluation process described 
throughout this report. In addition, the CIP includes recommendations and associated 
budgets to address SPDES MS4 permit compliance, capital programs, and operation and 
maintenance. Recommendations may be for one-time costs or annual costs. 

This Long-Term CIP goes beyond the scope of a typical drainage system CIP and provides 
recommendations for not only capital projects, but also for non-capital stormwater 
compliance to address stormwater management needs. 

Development of this CIP consisted of numerous steps that included of inventorying 
stormwater assets, identifying existing capital improvements, assessing condition and 
performance of drainage infrastructure including reported problem areas, and prioritizing 
capital improvements and preparing an implementation schedule. 
 
This CIP provides the Town with the ability to further rank expenditures, plan for and 
normalize expenditures over the planning period, and minimize operating and 
maintenance cost spikes. 

4.1 Service Life for Stormwater Assets 
The Town’s stormwater infrastructure varies in age and condition. It is important to 
understand the generally expected service life for each infrastructure component. We rely 
on our experience and on manufacturer recommendations and guidance from professional 
organizations to determine the expected service life. Table 4-1 summarizes the expected 
service life for a variety of infrastructure in Esopus’s stormwater system. 

Table 4-1 Estimated Service Life for Drainage Assets1 

Asset 
Estimated Service 

Life (years) 

Gravity Main/Culvert 
(Concrete, Brick, Vitrified Clay, Ductile Iron) 

100 

Gravity Main 
(Polyethylene, HDPE, PVC, Truss Pipe, Cast Iron) 

75 

Gravity Main/Catch Basin Lateral/Culvert 
(Corrugated Metal) 

50 

Catch Basin Lateral 
(Concrete, Brick, Vitrified Clay, Ductile Iron, 

HDPE, PVC, Truss Pipe) 

50 

Manhole/Catch Basin 
(Brick, Concrete, Block, Precast, Fieldstone) 100 

Outfall 50 
Detention Basin 50 

                                           

1 Infrastructure Optimization (IO) Toolset software developed by Woolpert, Inc. (ESRI® ArcGIS 
extension package), documented in the City of Grand Rapids, MI Environmental Protection 
Services Department, “Stormwater Asset Management and Capital Improvement Plan,” May 2013. 
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It must be noted that some infrastructure components have longer or shorter useful lives 
depending on the original quality of the infrastructure, the specific environment and 
conditions, and notable O&M difficulties. 

While the stormwater system has been installed and evolved over time, a great deal of 
development occurred within the more densely populated areas of the Town between the 
1950’s and 1970’s. Infrastructure installed during this time period is anticipated to be 
between 50 and 70 years old.  

Tighe & Bond performed a visual assessment of the condition of the visible stormwater 
system components as described in Section 2 of this report. Condition assessments were 
made for catch basins, manholes, driveway culverts, roadway culverts. Pipe material was 
inventoried for buried drainage pipes. Without CCTV inspections, the condition of buried 
drainage pipes is not definitively known. However, given the service life is lowest (65 
years) for corrugated metal pipes and the visible evidence of corrugated metal pipe 
deterioration in portions of the system, we can make some assumptions about drainage 
pipe condition and remaining service life based on pipe material. 

4.2 Current Costs 
In 2019 the Town of Esopus budgeted $41,050.00 for drainage improvements. This 
amount was split between two lines items: “1 Pers Serv” and “4 Contractual”. In addition 
to the Town budget amount, funding for stormwater related improvements also comes 
from the Town’s Highway Department, which is responsible for managing roadway 
drainage. Whenever the Highway Department is repaving a road, they will perform 
maintenance on stormwater structures in critical condition on that road. The funding for 
this type of work is not specified in the Town’s budget but is included in the Highway 
Department budget line item 5110.4 – General Budget but not broken out. 

4.3 Recommendations and Future Costs 
Various capital and programmatic expenditures are identified as part of this report. The 
expenditures address both one time and annual costs associated with the following capital 
and programmatic needs: 

• General stormwater management 

• Drainage improvements 

• Areas that are in need of additional investigation 

• Compliance with SPDES MS4 General Permit 

• Ongoing maintenance 

There are other projects planned in the Town of Esopus that are not reflected in the 
budgetary costs but may include or overlap with potential stormwater and/or drainage 
improvement projects and should be considered part of implementation of this CIP.  

• Roadway projects:  Many roadway improvement projects include drainage system 
improvements and are a cost-effective way to design and constructed needed 
drainage improvements. 
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• Water system projects:  Water system projects, such as water main replacements, 
present an opportunity to improve existing drainage system components in the 
area of the water project. 

• Facilities maintenance and/or upgrades:  Improvement plans for town buildings 
provide an excellent opportunity to consider improving water quality or reducing 
runoff quantity through reduction of impervious cover and installation of structural 
stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs), and also are optimal sites for 
installation of educational information. 

• New development and redevelopment projects:  Private entities that develop or 
redevelop land in Esopus will be required to manage stormwater on the site-level. 

Drainage projects should also improve water quality to the maximum extent possible. 
Appendix F includes information for stormwater best management practices (BMPs) that 
address specific water quality issues in Esopus. 

As each year progresses, additional improvement projects are identified by the Town, and 
are added to the Capital Plan for the next year’s budget development. Completing 
facilities, roadway, water, and/or drainage projects simultaneously would benefit the Town 
by reducing engineering and construction costs that would be required for separate 
projects. Requiring private developers do their share of stormwater management also 
lessens the burden on the Town. 

4.3.1 Recommendations 

The recommendations for stormwater infrastructure system have been grouped into three 
categories including: 

• Category A items require improvements to address critical conditions, critical 
system needs, have the most impact on mitigating reoccurring flooding issues that 
that result in major property damage or health concerns. These items should be 
completed within 5 years. 

• Category B items require improvements that are less critical but address 
deficiencies, have an impact on mitigating reoccurring flooding issues that result 
in minor property damage, or may require preliminary engineering to develop the 
specific scope of the project. These items should be completed in 6 to 10 years. 

• Category C items that may require improvements to address less critical 
deficiencies or future conditions. Monitor these projects over the next five years 
and reprioritize as needed. 

4.3.2 Category A Recommended Improvements 

There are several recommendations for management of the stormwater system that 
should be considered for completion within 5 years. The Category A recommended 
improvements include: 

1. Town Maintenance 
 
Town maintenance items should be prioritized as soon as possible. Some of them 
are routine and reoccurring and some are one-time expenses. The Town should 
continue to perform their catch basin cleaning program and other routine 
maintenance activities. Town maintenance items are currently included in staff 
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salary and general fund line items and would presumably be paid for in the same 
manner they are today. However, some of the Town maintenance 
recommendations included in Section 2 will require equipment rental and materials 
to implement. A portion of the costs total costs associated with Town maintenance 
are included in this recommendation item, so that they are included in future 
budgeting. 
 

2. County Drainage Issues 

 
Coordination with Ulster County regarding the reported flooding issues that have 
been categorized as related to County-owned stormwater infrastructure should 
occur. The Town can help facilitate this discussion, but the responsibility to address 
any issues would be under the County. No cost was included for this item. 
 

3. Replacement of Critical Condition Inventoried Stormwater Assets  

 
It is recommended to replace in kind the inventoried catch basins, manholes, 
driveway culverts, and roadway culverts that were found to be in critical condition 
during the inventory. Replacement should be sized to current standards for 
structures and existing critical condition catch basins should be replaced with 
structure that have a minimum of 2-foot-deep stumps. Cost for replacement of 
critical condition culverts are budgetary numbers assuming replacement with a 48-
inch corrugated HDPE pipe and is not representative of a box culvert or otherwise 
larger sized culvert designed to pass infrequent rainfall events. 
 
It should be noted that portions of the Town remain to be inventoried, and 
additional critical condition stormwater assets may exist and need to be added to 
the Category A items. Additionally, condition of assets will continue to degrade 
over time and the list of critical assets should be reassessed and reprioritized over 
the next five years. 
 

4. Replacement of 10% of Corrugated Metal Drain Pipes 
 
Due to the approximate age, anticipated service life, and observed condition of 
visible portions of buried corrugated metal drainage pipes, it is recommended that 
some budget be included to replace existing pipes. After the CCTV inspections have 
been performed as recommended in Section 2. 
 

5. Salem Street to Sentar Lane Concept Improvement Alternative 
 
See Section 3 for more detail regarding the concept improvement alternative for 
the stormwater system between Salem Street and Sentar Lane. 
 

6. Eugene Street Concept Improvement Alternative 

 
See Section 3 for more detail regarding the concept improvement alternative for 
the stormwater system associated with Eugene Street. 
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7. Clay Road Concept Improvement Alternative 

See Section 3 for more detail regarding the concept improvement alternative for 
the stormwater system associated with Clay Road. 

8. MS4 Outfall Inspection (20% per year) 

The SPDES MS4 General Permit requires each community to meet 6 Minimum 
Control Measures (MCMs). The most labor intensive of the MCMs is the Illicit 
Discharge Detection and Elimination. Under the permit, MS4 communities are 
required to visit each of their permitted outfalls (Esopus has 87 permitted outfalls) 
at least once every five years, with reasonable progress each year. If the Town 
inventories at least 20% of their outfalls each year they will have visited each 
outfall within five years. Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory Field Sheets should be 
completed for each outfall, see Appendix F for a copy of the field sheets. 

9. CCTV Drain Pipe Video Inspection 

Some of the flooding issues identified in Section 2 were categorized as issues 
requiring further investigation. Closed circuit television (CCTV) drain pipe video 
inspection was recommended for the flooding issue reported at 5 River Road and 
211 Tilden Street. This item should be completed to determine potential condition 
or blockage issues causing flooding. 

10. Further Investigations 
 
Some of the flooding issues identified in Section 2 were categorized as issues 
requiring further investigation. Several of the further investigations were identified 
to be performed by Town staff and would presumably be paid for in the same 
manner they are today from staff and general fund line items. Other further 
investigations included future capacity analysis and additional engineering, or 
investigation support may be necessary to complete these items. The cost for these 
non-Town staff investigation supports is included in this recommendation item. 

Table 4-2 summarizes the Category A Recommended Improvement Costs. 
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TABLE 4-2 

Category A Recommended Improvement Cost 

Item  Quantity Unit Unit Price Cost 

Town Maintenance 1 LS $50,000 $50,000 
Replacement of Critical Condition Catch 
Basin/Manholes 13 EA $5,000 $65,000 

Replacement of Critical Condition Driveway Culverts 1 EA $5,000 $5,000 

Replacement of Critical Condition Roadway Culverts 4 EA $40,000 $160,000 

Replacement of 10% of Corrugated Metal Drain Pipes * 1,700 LF $70 $118,500 

Salem to Sentar Concept Improvement Alternative** 1 LS $967,700 $967,700 

Eugene Street Concept Improvement Alternative** 1 LS $576,400 $576,400 

Clay Road Concept Improvement Alternative** 1 LS $119,100 $119,100 

MS4 Outfall Inspection (20% per year)*** 1 LS $20,000 $20,000 

CCTV Drain Pipe Video Inspection 1,300 LF $4 $5,200 

Further Investigation*** 1 LS $50,000 $50,000 

Category A Total Cost $2,137,000 

   *Assumed replacement with 12-inch HDPE drain pipe     

   **Refer to Section 3 for more detailed cost breakdown     

   ***Can be performed by Town staff or a consultant     

 

4.3.3 Category B Recommended Improvements 

There are several recommendations for management of the stormwater system that 
should be considered for completion within 6 to 10 years. The Category B recommended 

improvements include: 

1. Replacement of 20% of Poor Condition Inventoried Stormwater Assets  
 
It is recommended to replace in kind a portion of the inventoried catch basins, 

manholes, driveway culverts, and roadway culverts that were found to be in poor 
condition during the inventory. Replacement should be sized to current standards 
for structures and existing critical condition catch basins should be replaced with 

structure that have a minimum of 2-foot-deep stumps. Cost for replacement of 
critical condition culverts are budgetary numbers assuming replacement with a 48-
inch corrugated HDPE pipe and is not representative of a box culvert or otherwise 
larger sized culvert designed to pass infrequent rainfall events. 

 
Condition of assets will continue to degrade over time and the list of poor assets 
should be reassessed and reprioritized as necessary. 
 

2. Replacement of 10% of Corrugated Metal Drain Pipes 
 
Due to the approximate age, anticipated service life, and observed condition of 

visible portions of buried corrugated metal drainage pipes, it is recommended that 
some budget be included to replace existing pipes.  
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3. Valley Road Concept Improvement Alternative 

 
See Section 3 for more detail regarding the concept improvement alternative for 
the stormwater system between Salem Street and Sentar Lane. 
 

4. Lindorf Street Concept Improvement Alternative 
 
See Section 3 for more detail regarding the concept improvement alternative for 

the stormwater system associated with Eugene Street. 
 

5. Tilden Street Concept Improvement Alternative 

See Section 3 for more detail regarding the concept improvement alternative for 

the stormwater system associated with Clay Road. 

6. MS4 Outfall Inspection (20% per year) 

If the Town inventories at least 20% of their outfalls each year they will have 

visited each outfall within each five-year period. Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory 
Field Sheets should be completed for each outfall, see Appendix F for a copy of the 
field sheets. 

7. Further Investigations 

 
Several of the further investigations were identified to be performed by Town staff 
and would presumably be paid for in the same manner they are today from staff 
and general fund line items. Other further investigations included future capacity 

analysis and additional engineering, or investigation support may be necessary to 
complete these items. The cost for these non-Town staff investigation supports is 
included in this recommendation item. 

Table 4-3 summarizes the Category B Recommended Improvement Costs. 
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TABLE 4-3 

Category B Recommended Improvement Cost 

Item  Quantity Unit 
Unit 
Price Cost 

Replacement of 20% of Poor Condition Catch 
Basin/MHs 10 EA $5,000 $50,000 
Replacement of 20% of Poor Condition Driveway 
Culverts 3 EA $5,000 $15,000 

Replacement of 20% of Poor Condition Roadway 
Culverts 9 EA $40,000 $360,000 

Replacement of 10% of Corrugated Metal Drain Pipes * 1,700 LF $70 $118,500 

Valley Road Concept Improvement Alternative** 1 LS $391,300 $391,300 

Lindrof Street Concept Improvement Alternative** 1 LS $421,800 $421,800 

Tilden Street Concept Improvement Alternative** 1 LS $29,000 $29,000 

MS4 Outfall Inspection (20% per year)*** 1 LS $20,000 $20,000 

Further Investigation*** 1 LS $50,000 $50,000 

Category B Total Cost $1,456,000 

   *Assumed replacement with 12-inch HDPE drain pipe     

   **Refer to Section 3 for more detailed cost breakdown     

   ***Can be performed by Town staff or a consultant     

 

4.3.4 Category C Recommended Improvements 

There are several items that may require improvements to address less critical deficiencies 
or future conditions. Monitor these projects over the next five years and reprioritize as 
needed. There are also flooding issues that exist but appear to be un-related to Town-

owned drainage system and do not require further action by the Town at this time. 

Table 4-4 provides a summary of Category A and Category B Recommended Improvement 
Costs and annualizes the costs over a 5-year period and 10-year period for budgeting 

purposes. 

 
 

  

TABLE 4-4   

Summary of Capital Improvement Plan Costs   

  Total Cost 
Annualized Cost 

Per Year 

Category A (0-5 years) $2,137,000 $430,000 

Category B (6-10 years) $1,456,000 $290,000 

Category A +B (0-10 years) $3,593,000 $360,000 
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4.4 Funding Opportunities 
There are some grant funding opportunities that exist to offset portions of the stormwater 
management costs that municipalities face. However, there are not currently grants that 
fund overall stormwater management, mitigating localized flooding, or stormwater system 
capacity improvements. The current available grant opportunities focus on MS4 Permit 
compliance assistance and stormwater quality improvements. Below is a table of the 
available potential grants the Town should consider pursing for portions of the stormwater 
improvements recommended. 

TABLE 4-5    

Funding Opportunities     

 Grant Program Description 

Maximum 

Funds 
Available 

Town 

Match 
Required 

WQIP MS4 Mapping 
Projects to complete comprehensive, 
stormwater system maps for MS4 
Communities 

$500,000 
(per project) 25% 

WQIP Culvert Repair and 
Replacement 

Projects to address erosion and 
erosion risks caused by failing or 
inadequately sized culverts through 
culvert repair or replacement 

$1,000,000 
(per project) 25% 

EFC Green Innovation 
Grant Program (GIGP) 

Projects that improve water quality 
and implement green infrastructure, 
including bioretention systems 

$15,000,000 
(statewide) 10%-60% 

 

The Town has already applied for funding under the WQIP MS4 Mapping grant program. 
The other two grant program opportunities could address some portions of the 
recommended improvement included in this capital improvement plan. 

Grant funding is a good way to supplement funding for stormwater management, as 
available, but The Town of Esopus should consider a more consist source of funding to 
ensure proper management of the Town’s stormwater systems.  Municipalities typically 
fund the majority of their stormwater management expense through property taxes and 
the Town’s Annual Budget. Stormwater infrastructure is an asset that needs to be 
proactively managed to optimize the Town’s expenditures, staff time, and overall effort. 
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Preface
Soil surveys contain information that affects land use planning in survey areas. 
They highlight soil limitations that affect various land uses and provide information 
about the properties of the soils in the survey areas. Soil surveys are designed for 
many different users, including farmers, ranchers, foresters, agronomists, urban 
planners, community officials, engineers, developers, builders, and home buyers. 
Also, conservationists, teachers, students, and specialists in recreation, waste 
disposal, and pollution control can use the surveys to help them understand, 
protect, or enhance the environment.

Various land use regulations of Federal, State, and local governments may impose 
special restrictions on land use or land treatment. Soil surveys identify soil 
properties that are used in making various land use or land treatment decisions. 
The information is intended to help the land users identify and reduce the effects of 
soil limitations on various land uses. The landowner or user is responsible for 
identifying and complying with existing laws and regulations.

Although soil survey information can be used for general farm, local, and wider area 
planning, onsite investigation is needed to supplement this information in some 
cases. Examples include soil quality assessments (http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/
portal/nrcs/main/soils/health/) and certain conservation and engineering 
applications. For more detailed information, contact your local USDA Service Center 
(https://offices.sc.egov.usda.gov/locator/app?agency=nrcs) or your NRCS State Soil 
Scientist (http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/soils/contactus/?
cid=nrcs142p2_053951).

Great differences in soil properties can occur within short distances. Some soils are 
seasonally wet or subject to flooding. Some are too unstable to be used as a 
foundation for buildings or roads. Clayey or wet soils are poorly suited to use as 
septic tank absorption fields. A high water table makes a soil poorly suited to 
basements or underground installations.

The National Cooperative Soil Survey is a joint effort of the United States 
Department of Agriculture and other Federal agencies, State agencies including the 
Agricultural Experiment Stations, and local agencies. The Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS) has leadership for the Federal part of the National 
Cooperative Soil Survey.

Information about soils is updated periodically. Updated information is available 
through the NRCS Web Soil Survey, the site for official soil survey information.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its 
programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, 
and where applicable, sex, marital status, familial status, parental status, religion, 
sexual orientation, genetic information, political beliefs, reprisal, or because all or a 
part of an individual's income is derived from any public assistance program. (Not 
all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require 
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alternative means for communication of program information (Braille, large print, 
audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA's TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice 
and TDD). To file a complaint of discrimination, write to USDA, Director, Office of 
Civil Rights, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250-9410 or 
call (800) 795-3272 (voice) or (202) 720-6382 (TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity 
provider and employer.
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How Soil Surveys Are Made
Soil surveys are made to provide information about the soils and miscellaneous 
areas in a specific area. They include a description of the soils and miscellaneous 
areas and their location on the landscape and tables that show soil properties and 
limitations affecting various uses. Soil scientists observed the steepness, length, 
and shape of the slopes; the general pattern of drainage; the kinds of crops and 
native plants; and the kinds of bedrock. They observed and described many soil 
profiles. A soil profile is the sequence of natural layers, or horizons, in a soil. The 
profile extends from the surface down into the unconsolidated material in which the 
soil formed or from the surface down to bedrock. The unconsolidated material is 
devoid of roots and other living organisms and has not been changed by other 
biological activity.

Currently, soils are mapped according to the boundaries of major land resource 
areas (MLRAs). MLRAs are geographically associated land resource units that 
share common characteristics related to physiography, geology, climate, water 
resources, soils, biological resources, and land uses (USDA, 2006). Soil survey 
areas typically consist of parts of one or more MLRA.

The soils and miscellaneous areas in a survey area occur in an orderly pattern that 
is related to the geology, landforms, relief, climate, and natural vegetation of the 
area. Each kind of soil and miscellaneous area is associated with a particular kind 
of landform or with a segment of the landform. By observing the soils and 
miscellaneous areas in the survey area and relating their position to specific 
segments of the landform, a soil scientist develops a concept, or model, of how they 
were formed. Thus, during mapping, this model enables the soil scientist to predict 
with a considerable degree of accuracy the kind of soil or miscellaneous area at a 
specific location on the landscape.

Commonly, individual soils on the landscape merge into one another as their 
characteristics gradually change. To construct an accurate soil map, however, soil 
scientists must determine the boundaries between the soils. They can observe only 
a limited number of soil profiles. Nevertheless, these observations, supplemented 
by an understanding of the soil-vegetation-landscape relationship, are sufficient to 
verify predictions of the kinds of soil in an area and to determine the boundaries.

Soil scientists recorded the characteristics of the soil profiles that they studied. They 
noted soil color, texture, size and shape of soil aggregates, kind and amount of rock 
fragments, distribution of plant roots, reaction, and other features that enable them 
to identify soils. After describing the soils in the survey area and determining their 
properties, the soil scientists assigned the soils to taxonomic classes (units). 
Taxonomic classes are concepts. Each taxonomic class has a set of soil 
characteristics with precisely defined limits. The classes are used as a basis for 
comparison to classify soils systematically. Soil taxonomy, the system of taxonomic 
classification used in the United States, is based mainly on the kind and character 
of soil properties and the arrangement of horizons within the profile. After the soil 
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scientists classified and named the soils in the survey area, they compared the 
individual soils with similar soils in the same taxonomic class in other areas so that 
they could confirm data and assemble additional data based on experience and 
research.

The objective of soil mapping is not to delineate pure map unit components; the 
objective is to separate the landscape into landforms or landform segments that 
have similar use and management requirements. Each map unit is defined by a 
unique combination of soil components and/or miscellaneous areas in predictable 
proportions. Some components may be highly contrasting to the other components 
of the map unit. The presence of minor components in a map unit in no way 
diminishes the usefulness or accuracy of the data. The delineation of such 
landforms and landform segments on the map provides sufficient information for the 
development of resource plans. If intensive use of small areas is planned, onsite 
investigation is needed to define and locate the soils and miscellaneous areas.

Soil scientists make many field observations in the process of producing a soil map. 
The frequency of observation is dependent upon several factors, including scale of 
mapping, intensity of mapping, design of map units, complexity of the landscape, 
and experience of the soil scientist. Observations are made to test and refine the 
soil-landscape model and predictions and to verify the classification of the soils at 
specific locations. Once the soil-landscape model is refined, a significantly smaller 
number of measurements of individual soil properties are made and recorded. 
These measurements may include field measurements, such as those for color, 
depth to bedrock, and texture, and laboratory measurements, such as those for 
content of sand, silt, clay, salt, and other components. Properties of each soil 
typically vary from one point to another across the landscape.

Observations for map unit components are aggregated to develop ranges of 
characteristics for the components. The aggregated values are presented. Direct 
measurements do not exist for every property presented for every map unit 
component. Values for some properties are estimated from combinations of other 
properties.

While a soil survey is in progress, samples of some of the soils in the area generally 
are collected for laboratory analyses and for engineering tests. Soil scientists 
interpret the data from these analyses and tests as well as the field-observed 
characteristics and the soil properties to determine the expected behavior of the 
soils under different uses. Interpretations for all of the soils are field tested through 
observation of the soils in different uses and under different levels of management. 
Some interpretations are modified to fit local conditions, and some new 
interpretations are developed to meet local needs. Data are assembled from other 
sources, such as research information, production records, and field experience of 
specialists. For example, data on crop yields under defined levels of management 
are assembled from farm records and from field or plot experiments on the same 
kinds of soil.

Predictions about soil behavior are based not only on soil properties but also on 
such variables as climate and biological activity. Soil conditions are predictable over 
long periods of time, but they are not predictable from year to year. For example, 
soil scientists can predict with a fairly high degree of accuracy that a given soil will 
have a high water table within certain depths in most years, but they cannot predict 
that a high water table will always be at a specific level in the soil on a specific date.

After soil scientists located and identified the significant natural bodies of soil in the 
survey area, they drew the boundaries of these bodies on aerial photographs and 
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identified each as a specific map unit. Aerial photographs show trees, buildings, 
fields, roads, and rivers, all of which help in locating boundaries accurately.
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Soil Map
The soil map section includes the soil map for the defined area of interest, a list of 
soil map units on the map and extent of each map unit, and cartographic symbols 
displayed on the map. Also presented are various metadata about data used to 
produce the map, and a description of each soil map unit.
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MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION

Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)

Soils
Soil Map Unit Polygons

Soil Map Unit Lines

Soil Map Unit Points

Special Point Features
Blowout

Borrow Pit

Clay Spot

Closed Depression

Gravel Pit

Gravelly Spot

Landfill

Lava Flow

Marsh or swamp

Mine or Quarry

Miscellaneous Water

Perennial Water

Rock Outcrop

Saline Spot

Sandy Spot

Severely Eroded Spot

Sinkhole

Slide or Slip

Sodic Spot

Spoil Area

Stony Spot

Very Stony Spot

Wet Spot

Other

Special Line Features

Water Features
Streams and Canals

Transportation
Rails

Interstate Highways

US Routes

Major Roads

Local Roads

Background
Aerial Photography

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at scales 
ranging from 1:15,800 to 1:24,000.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map 
measurements.

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL: 
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator 
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts 
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the 
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more 
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as 
of the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area: Dutchess County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 15, Sep 2, 2018

Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 17, Sep 3, 2018

Your area of interest (AOI) includes more than one soil survey 
area. These survey areas may have been mapped at different 
scales, with a different land use in mind, at different times, or at 
different levels of detail. This may result in map unit symbols, soil 
properties, and interpretations that do not completely agree 
across soil survey area boundaries.

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales 
1:50,000 or larger.

Date(s) aerial images were photographed: Oct 7, 2013—Sep 3, 
2017

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were 
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background 
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MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION

imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor 
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.
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Map Unit Legend

Map Unit Symbol Map Unit Name Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

W Water 154.9 0.5%

Subtotals for Soil Survey Area 154.9 0.5%

Totals for Area of Interest 31,569.8 100.0%

Map Unit Symbol Map Unit Name Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

AA Alluvial land 85.0 0.3%

At Atherton silt loam 47.4 0.2%

BgC Bath gravelly silt loam, 8 to 15 
percent slopes

203.4 0.6%

BgD Bath gravelly silt loam, 15 to 25 
percent slopes

178.9 0.6%

BHE Bath very stony soils, steep 120.4 0.4%

BnC Bath-Nassau complex, 8 to 25 
percent slopes

2,569.5 8.1%

BOD Bath-Nassau-Rock outcrop 
complex, hilly

8,749.6 27.7%

BP Borrow pit 0.7 0.0%

BRC Bath and Mardin soils, sloping, 
very stony

36.7 0.1%

Cc Canandaigua silt loam 824.7 2.6%

Cd Canandaigua silt loam, till 
substratum

347.2 1.1%

Ce Catden muck, 0 to 2 percent 
slopes

935.6 3.0%

CF Cut and fill land 179.0 0.6%

CgA Castile gravelly silt loam, 0 to 3 
percent slopes

3.7 0.0%

CnA Chenango gravelly silt loam, 0 
to 3 percent slopes

14.5 0.0%

CnB Chenango gravelly silt loam, 3 
to 8 percent slopes

79.8 0.3%

CnC Chenango gravelly silt loam, 8 
to 15 percent slopes

33.5 0.1%

FAE Farmington-Rock outcrop 
complex, steep

13.1 0.0%

FW Fresh water marsh 63.6 0.2%

GP Gravel pit 44.5 0.1%

Ha Hamlin silt loam 126.0 0.4%

He Haven loam 23.2 0.1%

HgA Hoosic gravelly loam, 0 to 3 
percent slopes

4.0 0.0%
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Map Unit Symbol Map Unit Name Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

HgB Hoosic gravelly loam, 3 to 8 
percent slopes

81.0 0.3%

HgC Hoosic gravelly loam, rolling 134.6 0.4%

HgD Hoosic gravelly loam, 15 to 25 
percent slopes

87.6 0.3%

HSF Hoosic soils, very steep 13.7 0.0%

HuB Hudson silt loam, 3 to 8 percent 
slopes

18.8 0.1%

HuC Hudson silt loam, 8 to 15 
percent slopes

63.7 0.2%

HwD Hudson and Schoharie soils, 15 
to 25 percent slopes

121.2 0.4%

HXE Hudson and Schoharie soils, 25 
to 55 percent slopes

13.9 0.0%

Lm Lamson fine sandy loam 185.7 0.6%

LY Lyons-Atherton complex, very 
stony

313.9 1.0%

Ma Madalin silty clay loam 163.6 0.5%

MdB Mardin gravelly silt loam, 3 to 8 
percent slopes

151.0 0.5%

MgB Mardin-Nassau complex, 3 to 8 
percent slopes

1,898.1 6.0%

ML Made land 17.0 0.1%

Mr Middlebury silt loam 40.4 0.1%

NBF Nassau-Bath-Rock outcrop 
complex, very steep

4,178.7 13.2%

NOD Nassau-Rock outcrop complex, 
hilly

263.9 0.8%

OdA Odessa silt loam, 0 to 3 percent 
slopes

261.7 0.8%

OdB Odessa silt loam, 3 to 8 percent 
slopes

132.5 0.4%

Pa Palms muck 344.8 1.1%

Pb Palms muck, bedrock variant 52.3 0.2%

PlB Plainfield loamy sand, 0 to 8 
percent slopes

138.9 0.4%

PlC Plainfield loamy sand, 8 to 15 
percent slopes

111.2 0.4%

PmD Plainfield-Riverhead complex, 
moderately steep

142.4 0.5%

PmF Plainfield-Riverhead complex, 
very steep

218.8 0.7%

PrC Plainfield-Rock outcrop 
complex, rolling

939.9 3.0%

Pt Pompton fine sandy loam 66.7 0.2%

QU Quarry 126.5 0.4%
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Map Unit Symbol Map Unit Name Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

Ra Raynham silt loam 401.3 1.3%

Re Red Hook gravelly silt loam 12.0 0.0%

RhB Rhinebeck silt loam, 3 to 8 
percent slopes

407.4 1.3%

RvA Riverhead fine sandy loam, 0 to 
3 percent slopes

98.5 0.3%

RvB Riverhead fine sandy loam, 3 to 
8 percent slopes

370.2 1.2%

RvC Riverhead fine sandy loam, 8 to 
15 percent slopes

187.0 0.6%

RXC Rock outcrop-Arnot complex, 3 
to 15 percent slopes

7.6 0.0%

RXF Rock outcrop-Arnot complex, 
25 to 70 percent slopes

420.8 1.3%

SaB Schoharie silt loam, 3 to 8 
percent slopes

204.9 0.6%

SaC Schoharie silt loam, 8 to 15 
percent slopes

47.4 0.2%

Sc Scio silt loam 30.1 0.1%

STD Stockbridge-Farmington-Rock 
outcrop complex, hilly

38.2 0.1%

Te Teel silt loam 199.5 0.6%

Un Unadilla silt loam 3.3 0.0%

VoA Volusia gravelly silt loam, 0 to 3 
percent slopes

26.7 0.1%

VoB Volusia gravelly silt loam, 3 to 8 
percent slopes

97.3 0.3%

VSB Volusia channery silt loam, 0 to 
8 percent slopes, very stony

167.9 0.5%

W Water 2,819.8 8.9%

Wa Walpole fine sandy loam 48.6 0.2%

Wb Wayland soils complex, non-
calcareous substratum, 0 to 3 
percent slopes, frequently 
flooded

309.8 1.0%

Wc Wayland mucky silt loam 35.6 0.1%

WsA Williamson silt loam, 0 to 3 
percent slopes

31.7 0.1%

WsB Williamson silt loam, 3 to 8 
percent slopes

482.9 1.5%

Subtotals for Soil Survey Area 31,414.9 99.5%

Totals for Area of Interest 31,569.8 100.0%
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Map Unit Descriptions
The map units delineated on the detailed soil maps in a soil survey represent the 
soils or miscellaneous areas in the survey area. The map unit descriptions, along 
with the maps, can be used to determine the composition and properties of a unit.

A map unit delineation on a soil map represents an area dominated by one or more 
major kinds of soil or miscellaneous areas. A map unit is identified and named 
according to the taxonomic classification of the dominant soils. Within a taxonomic 
class there are precisely defined limits for the properties of the soils. On the 
landscape, however, the soils are natural phenomena, and they have the 
characteristic variability of all natural phenomena. Thus, the range of some 
observed properties may extend beyond the limits defined for a taxonomic class. 
Areas of soils of a single taxonomic class rarely, if ever, can be mapped without 
including areas of other taxonomic classes. Consequently, every map unit is made 
up of the soils or miscellaneous areas for which it is named and some minor 
components that belong to taxonomic classes other than those of the major soils.

Most minor soils have properties similar to those of the dominant soil or soils in the 
map unit, and thus they do not affect use and management. These are called 
noncontrasting, or similar, components. They may or may not be mentioned in a 
particular map unit description. Other minor components, however, have properties 
and behavioral characteristics divergent enough to affect use or to require different 
management. These are called contrasting, or dissimilar, components. They 
generally are in small areas and could not be mapped separately because of the 
scale used. Some small areas of strongly contrasting soils or miscellaneous areas 
are identified by a special symbol on the maps. If included in the database for a 
given area, the contrasting minor components are identified in the map unit 
descriptions along with some characteristics of each. A few areas of minor 
components may not have been observed, and consequently they are not 
mentioned in the descriptions, especially where the pattern was so complex that it 
was impractical to make enough observations to identify all the soils and 
miscellaneous areas on the landscape.

The presence of minor components in a map unit in no way diminishes the 
usefulness or accuracy of the data. The objective of mapping is not to delineate 
pure taxonomic classes but rather to separate the landscape into landforms or 
landform segments that have similar use and management requirements. The 
delineation of such segments on the map provides sufficient information for the 
development of resource plans. If intensive use of small areas is planned, however, 
onsite investigation is needed to define and locate the soils and miscellaneous 
areas.

An identifying symbol precedes the map unit name in the map unit descriptions. 
Each description includes general facts about the unit and gives important soil 
properties and qualities.

Soils that have profiles that are almost alike make up a soil series. Except for 
differences in texture of the surface layer, all the soils of a series have major 
horizons that are similar in composition, thickness, and arrangement.

Soils of one series can differ in texture of the surface layer, slope, stoniness, 
salinity, degree of erosion, and other characteristics that affect their use. On the 
basis of such differences, a soil series is divided into soil phases. Most of the areas 
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shown on the detailed soil maps are phases of soil series. The name of a soil phase 
commonly indicates a feature that affects use or management. For example, Alpha 
silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is a phase of the Alpha series.

Some map units are made up of two or more major soils or miscellaneous areas. 
These map units are complexes, associations, or undifferentiated groups.

A complex consists of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas in such an intricate 
pattern or in such small areas that they cannot be shown separately on the maps. 
The pattern and proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are somewhat similar 
in all areas. Alpha-Beta complex, 0 to 6 percent slopes, is an example.

An association is made up of two or more geographically associated soils or 
miscellaneous areas that are shown as one unit on the maps. Because of present 
or anticipated uses of the map units in the survey area, it was not considered 
practical or necessary to map the soils or miscellaneous areas separately. The 
pattern and relative proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are somewhat 
similar. Alpha-Beta association, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an example.

An undifferentiated group is made up of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas 
that could be mapped individually but are mapped as one unit because similar 
interpretations can be made for use and management. The pattern and proportion 
of the soils or miscellaneous areas in a mapped area are not uniform. An area can 
be made up of only one of the major soils or miscellaneous areas, or it can be made 
up of all of them. Alpha and Beta soils, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an example.

Some surveys include miscellaneous areas. Such areas have little or no soil 
material and support little or no vegetation. Rock outcrop is an example.
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Group C. Soils having a slow infiltration rate when thoroughly wet. These consist 
chiefly of soils having a layer that impedes the downward movement of water or 
soils of moderately fine texture or fine texture. These soils have a slow rate of water 
transmission.

Group D. Soils having a very slow infiltration rate (high runoff potential) when 
thoroughly wet. These consist chiefly of clays that have a high shrink-swell 
potential, soils that have a high water table, soils that have a claypan or clay layer at 
or near the surface, and soils that are shallow over nearly impervious material. 
These soils have a very slow rate of water transmission.

If a soil is assigned to a dual hydrologic group (A/D, B/D, or C/D), the first letter is 
for drained areas and the second is for undrained areas. Only the soils that in their 
natural condition are in group D are assigned to dual classes.
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MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION

Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)

Soils
Soil Rating Polygons

A

A/D

B

B/D

C

C/D

D

Not rated or not available

Soil Rating Lines
A

A/D

B

B/D

C

C/D

D

Not rated or not available

Soil Rating Points
A

A/D

B

B/D

C

C/D

D

Not rated or not available

Water Features
Streams and Canals

Transportation
Rails

Interstate Highways

US Routes

Major Roads

Local Roads

Background
Aerial Photography

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at scales 
ranging from 1:15,800 to 1:24,000.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map 
measurements.

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL: 
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator 
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts 
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the 
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more 
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as 
of the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area: Dutchess County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 15, Sep 2, 2018

Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 17, Sep 3, 2018

Your area of interest (AOI) includes more than one soil survey 
area. These survey areas may have been mapped at different 
scales, with a different land use in mind, at different times, or at 
different levels of detail. This may result in map unit symbols, soil 
properties, and interpretations that do not completely agree 
across soil survey area boundaries.

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales 
1:50,000 or larger.

Date(s) aerial images were photographed: Oct 7, 2013—Sep 3, 
2017

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were 
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background 
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MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION

imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor 
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.
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Table—Hydrologic Soil Group

Map unit symbol Map unit name Rating Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

W Water 154.9 0.5%

Subtotals for Soil Survey Area 154.9 0.5%

Totals for Area of Interest 31,569.8 100.0%

Map unit symbol Map unit name Rating Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

AA Alluvial land B/D 85.0 0.3%

At Atherton silt loam B/D 47.4 0.2%

BgC Bath gravelly silt loam, 8 
to 15 percent slopes

C 203.4 0.6%

BgD Bath gravelly silt loam, 
15 to 25 percent 
slopes

C 178.9 0.6%

BHE Bath very stony soils, 
steep

C 120.4 0.4%

BnC Bath-Nassau complex, 8 
to 25 percent slopes

C 2,569.5 8.1%

BOD Bath-Nassau-Rock 
outcrop complex, hilly

C 8,749.6 27.7%

BP Borrow pit 0.7 0.0%

BRC Bath and Mardin soils, 
sloping, very stony

D 36.7 0.1%

Cc Canandaigua silt loam C/D 824.7 2.6%

Cd Canandaigua silt loam, 
till substratum

C/D 347.2 1.1%

Ce Catden muck, 0 to 2 
percent slopes

B/D 935.6 3.0%

CF Cut and fill land B 179.0 0.6%

CgA Castile gravelly silt loam, 
0 to 3 percent slopes

A/D 3.7 0.0%

CnA Chenango gravelly silt 
loam, 0 to 3 percent 
slopes

A 14.5 0.0%

CnB Chenango gravelly silt 
loam, 3 to 8 percent 
slopes

A 79.8 0.3%

CnC Chenango gravelly silt 
loam, 8 to 15 percent 
slopes

A 33.5 0.1%

FAE Farmington-Rock 
outcrop complex, 
steep

13.1 0.0%

FW Fresh water marsh A/D 63.6 0.2%

GP Gravel pit 44.5 0.1%
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Map unit symbol Map unit name Rating Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

Ha Hamlin silt loam B 126.0 0.4%

He Haven loam B 23.2 0.1%

HgA Hoosic gravelly loam, 0 
to 3 percent slopes

A 4.0 0.0%

HgB Hoosic gravelly loam, 3 
to 8 percent slopes

A 81.0 0.3%

HgC Hoosic gravelly loam, 
rolling

A 134.6 0.4%

HgD Hoosic gravelly loam, 15 
to 25 percent slopes

A 87.6 0.3%

HSF Hoosic soils, very steep A 13.7 0.0%

HuB Hudson silt loam, 3 to 8 
percent slopes

C/D 18.8 0.1%

HuC Hudson silt loam, 8 to 15 
percent slopes

C/D 63.7 0.2%

HwD Hudson and Schoharie 
soils, 15 to 25 percent 
slopes

D 121.2 0.4%

HXE Hudson and Schoharie 
soils, 25 to 55 percent 
slopes

D 13.9 0.0%

Lm Lamson fine sandy loam A/D 185.7 0.6%

LY Lyons-Atherton complex, 
very stony

C/D 313.9 1.0%

Ma Madalin silty clay loam C/D 163.6 0.5%

MdB Mardin gravelly silt loam, 
3 to 8 percent slopes

D 151.0 0.5%

MgB Mardin-Nassau complex, 
3 to 8 percent slopes

D 1,898.1 6.0%

ML Made land B 17.0 0.1%

Mr Middlebury silt loam B/D 40.4 0.1%

NBF Nassau-Bath-Rock 
outcrop complex, very 
steep

4,178.7 13.2%

NOD Nassau-Rock outcrop 
complex, hilly

D 263.9 0.8%

OdA Odessa silt loam, 0 to 3 
percent slopes

D 261.7 0.8%

OdB Odessa silt loam, 3 to 8 
percent slopes

D 132.5 0.4%

Pa Palms muck A/D 344.8 1.1%

Pb Palms muck, bedrock 
variant

B/D 52.3 0.2%

PlB Plainfield loamy sand, 0 
to 8 percent slopes

A 138.9 0.4%

PlC Plainfield loamy sand, 8 
to 15 percent slopes

A 111.2 0.4%
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Map unit symbol Map unit name Rating Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

PmD Plainfield-Riverhead 
complex, moderately 
steep

A 142.4 0.5%

PmF Plainfield-Riverhead 
complex, very steep

A 218.8 0.7%

PrC Plainfield-Rock outcrop 
complex, rolling

A 939.9 3.0%

Pt Pompton fine sandy 
loam

B/D 66.7 0.2%

QU Quarry 126.5 0.4%

Ra Raynham silt loam C/D 401.3 1.3%

Re Red Hook gravelly silt 
loam

B/D 12.0 0.0%

RhB Rhinebeck silt loam, 3 to 
8 percent slopes

C/D 407.4 1.3%

RvA Riverhead fine sandy 
loam, 0 to 3 percent 
slopes

A 98.5 0.3%

RvB Riverhead fine sandy 
loam, 3 to 8 percent 
slopes

A 370.2 1.2%

RvC Riverhead fine sandy 
loam, 8 to 15 percent 
slopes

A 187.0 0.6%

RXC Rock outcrop-Arnot 
complex, 3 to 15 
percent slopes

D 7.6 0.0%

RXF Rock outcrop-Arnot 
complex, 25 to 70 
percent slopes

420.8 1.3%

SaB Schoharie silt loam, 3 to 
8 percent slopes

D 204.9 0.6%

SaC Schoharie silt loam, 8 to 
15 percent slopes

D 47.4 0.2%

Sc Scio silt loam B/D 30.1 0.1%

STD Stockbridge-Farmington-
Rock outcrop complex, 
hilly

38.2 0.1%

Te Teel silt loam B/D 199.5 0.6%

Un Unadilla silt loam B 3.3 0.0%

VoA Volusia gravelly silt loam, 
0 to 3 percent slopes

D 26.7 0.1%

VoB Volusia gravelly silt loam, 
3 to 8 percent slopes

D 97.3 0.3%

VSB Volusia channery silt 
loam, 0 to 8 percent 
slopes, very stony

D 167.9 0.5%

W Water 2,819.8 8.9%

Wa Walpole fine sandy loam A/D 48.6 0.2%
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Map unit symbol Map unit name Rating Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

Wb Wayland soils complex, 
non-calcareous 
substratum, 0 to 3 
percent slopes, 
frequently flooded

B/D 309.8 1.0%

Wc Wayland mucky silt loam C/D 35.6 0.1%

WsA Williamson silt loam, 0 to 
3 percent slopes

D 31.7 0.1%

WsB Williamson silt loam, 3 to 
8 percent slopes

D 482.9 1.5%

Subtotals for Soil Survey Area 31,414.9 99.5%

Totals for Area of Interest 31,569.8 100.0%

Rating Options—Hydrologic Soil Group

Aggregation Method: Dominant Condition

Component Percent Cutoff: None Specified 

Tie-break Rule: Higher
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FHWA FLH CULVERT ASSESSMENT GUIDE 
 

 
 

CONDITION ASSESSMENT RATING CODES 
 
 
 
Good  
 
 
 
 
 
Fair  
 
 
 
 
 
Poor 
 
 
 
 
 
Critical 
 
 
 
 
 
Unknown 
 

 
Like new, with little or no deterioration, structurally sound and 
functionally adequate. 

 
 
 
Some deterioration, but structurally sound and functionally 
adequate. 

 
 
 
 
Significant deterioration and/or functional inadequacy, 
requiring repair action that should, if possible, be incorporated 
into the planned roadway project. 

 
 
Very poor conditions that indicate possible imminent failure 
that could threaten public safety, requiring immediate repair 
action. 

 
 
 
All or part of the culvert is inaccessible for assessment or a 
rating cannot be assigned. 

 
Notes: 

� In general, the lowest elemental rating for the culvert determines the overall rating. 
� Culvert conditions are assigned the above ratings, while failing culvert performance parameters are indicated by a check 

box if present. 
� This guide is used for the rating of culverts with spans less than 20 feet as measured along the centerline of the roadway, 

as defined by NBIS. (1) 
� Due to the varied background and experience of the assessors, and variety of structures and deterioration modes, there is 

some inherent subjectivity to assigning the ratings in this guide.
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FHWA FLH CULVERT ASSESSMENT GUIDE 
 

 
CONCRETE & RCP CONDITIONS 

 
Refer to Photographic Guide for further assistance with rating assignments. 

 
 Good Fair Poor Critical 
Invert 
Deterioration 

Little or no abrasion, 
with light scaling 
and exposed 
aggregate 

Moderate abrasion and 
scaling with minor 
aggregate loss but no 
exposure of steel 
reinforcement 

Heavy abrasion and 
scaling with exposed  
steel reinforcement 

Holes or section loss with 
extensive voids beneath and 
embankment or roadway damage 

Joints  Smooth, tight joints 
with minor chips, 
cracks  

Open or displaced 
with minor infil/exfil 
of water and/or soil 
 
 

Open or displaced with 
significant infil/exfil of 
soil and/or water and 
voids visible 

Broken open or separated > 4” 
gap with extensive voids and 
embankment or roadway damage 

Cross-
Section 
Deformation 

None observed Cracks present, but no 
perceptible cross-
section deformation 

Longitudinal cracks in 
crown, invert and/or 
haunches, with  
perceptible cross-
section deformation 

Deformation and cracking has led 
to extensive infiltration of 
backfill soil, structural failure or 
embankment and/or roadway 
damage 

Cracking Boxes and Arches:  
Minor hairline or 
map cracks due to 
shrinkage <=1/8” 
wide at isolated 
areas, not at the 
crown or spring 
lines, with <25% 
cross-section 
coverage 
 
RCP:  No cracks 

Boxes and Arches:  
Minor cracks <= 1/4” 
wide, with minor 
spalls and infil/exfil of 
water or soil, along 
crown or haunches, 
<50% cross-section 
coverage any size 
 
RCP:  Few hairline 
cracks, not at crown or 
haunches 

Boxes and Arches:  
Open cracks >1/4” wide 
with significant 
infil/exfil and voids, or 
>50% cross-section 
coverage any size 
 
RCP: Cracks >1/8” 
wide, or any along 
crown or haunches, or 
>25% cross-section 
coverage any size 

Resultant displacement at cracks 
has led to extensive infiltration of 
backfill soil, structural failure 
and/or resultant embankment 
and/or roadway damage 

Corrosion/ 
Chemical 

Boxes and Arches: 
Efflorescence 
present for boxes & 
arches 
 
RCP: No 
efflorescence 

Boxes and Arches: 
Rust staining at cracks 
and spalls 
 
RCP:  No rust staining 

Boxes and Arches: 
Exposed steel 
reinforcement 
 
RCP: Rust staining or 
exposed steel 
reinforcement 

Significant section loss of steel 
reinforcement that causes pipe 
deformation, holes in pipe walls 
and embankment and/or roadway 
damage 

Notes: 
� If the structure is open-bottomed and the side of a footing is exposed, a Level 2 assessment is required. 
� If the structure is open-bottomed and rated in Poor or Critical condition, a Level 2 assessment is required. 
� If the structure is known to have deteriorated from New/Good condition to Poor or Critical due to invert abrasion or 

corrosion/chemical attack in 5 years or less, a Level 2 assessment is required. 
� See Level 2 Disciplines Matrix in Decision-Making Tool for guidance on Level 2 assessments.
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FHWA FLH CULVERT ASSESSMENT GUIDE 
 

 
 

CORRUGATED METAL PIPE CONDITIONS 
 

Refer to Photographic Guide for further assistance with rating assignments. 
 
 
 Good Fair Poor Critical 
Corrosion 
(Above 
Invert) 

Little or no surface 
rust above the invert 
 
Little or no coating 
loss if coated above 
the invert 

Minor surface rust and 
limited pitting above 
the invert 
 
Connection hardware 
corroded but intact 

Perforations 
visible or easily 
made by hammer 
test strike above 
the invert 
 
Connection 
hardware failing 

Significant section loss resulting in 
extensive infiltration of backfill soil, 
voids and embankment and/or roadway 
damage 

Cross-section 
Deformation 

None Slight perceptible 
deformation at worst 
section, or local 
bulging 

Deformation with 
accompanying 
longitudinal 
cracking or 
crushing in 
crown, invert 
and/or spring 
lines 

Excessive deformation resulting in 
extensive infiltration of backfill soil, 
voids and piping with resultant 
embankment and/or roadway damage  

Invert 
Deterioration 

Little or no coating 
loss, and/or light 
rust staining, but no 
metal section loss  

General corrosion, 
scaling or pitting with 
coating loss, but 
significant remaining 
metal section 
 

Perforations 
visible or easily 
made by hammer 
test strike in 
invert area 
 
 

Significant section loss in invert beyond 
perforations resulting in extensive voids 
beneath invert and/or embankment 
and/or roadway damage 

Joints & 
Seams 

Minor damage with 
no separation gaps 

Open or displaced with 
minor infil/exfil of 
water and/or soil 
 
 

Open or 
displaced with 
significant 
infil/exfil of soil 
and/or water and 
voids visible 

Open or displaced with significant 
infiltration of backfill soil, and 
accompanying embankment and/or 
roadway damage 

 
Notes: 

� If the structure is open-bottomed and the side of a footing is exposed, a Level 2 assessment is required. 
� If the structure is open-bottomed and rated in Poor or Critical condition, a Level 2 assessment is required. 
� If the structure in known to have deteriorated from New/Good condition to Poor or Critical due to abrasion or corrosion 

in 5 years or less, a Level 2 assessment is required.  
� See Level 2 Disciplines Matrix in Decision-Making Tool for guidance on Level 2 assessments. 
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FHWA FLH CULVERT ASSESSMENT GUIDE 
 

 
 

PLASTIC PIPE CONDITIONS 
 

Refer to Photographic Guide for further assistance with rating assignments. 
 
 
 Good Fair Poor Critical 
Liner/ 
Corrugation 
Wall 
Condition 

Liner is smooth with 
no signs of re-
corrugation (rippling 
in smooth liner) 
 
No splits, tears, 
cracking or localized 
bulging 
 

Slight re-corrugation 
of inner liner or wall 
buckling 
 
Splits, tears, and 
cracks <=6” long at 
limited locations 
 
 

Significant re-
corrugation of 
inner liner or wall 
buckling 
 
Splits, tears and 
cracks at several 
locations >6” 
long 
 
 

Excessive tears,  splits and/or bulges 
resulting in extensive infiltration of 
backfill soil, voids and piping with 
resultant embankment and/or roadway 
damage 

Invert 
Deterioration 

None Minor wear or 
abrasion 

Significant wear 
and perforations 

Significant section loss in invert 
through outer wall of pipe resulting in 
voids beneath invert and/or 
embankment and/or roadway damage 

Joints  Minor damage with 
no separation gaps 

Open or displaced with 
minor infil/exfil of 
water and/or soil 
 
 

Open or 
displaced with 
significant 
infil/exfil of soil 
and/or water and 
voids visible 

Open or displaced with significant 
infiltration of backfill soil, and 
accompanying settlement of, or 
sinkholes in, embankment and/or 
roadway damage 

Cross-section 
Deformation 

No cross-section 
deformation 

Slight perceptible 
deformation and/or 
few bulges  
 

Significant  
perceptible 
deformation 

Excessive deformation resulting in 
embankment and/or roadway damage 
and/or significant loss of conveyance 

 
Notes: 

� If the structure is known to have deteriorated from New/Good condition to Poor or Critical due to abrasion in 5 years or 
less, a Level 2 assessment is required.  

� See Level 2 Disciplines Matrix in Decision-Making Tool for guidance on Level 2 assessments. 
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FHWA FLH CULVERT ASSESSMENT GUIDE 
 

 
 

TIMBER CONDITIONS 
 

Refer to Photographic Guide for further assistance with rating assignments. 
 
 
 Good Fair Poor Critical 
Invert 
Deterioration 

None Minor section loss 
with no perforations 

Significant 
section loss 
and/or 
perforations 
present with 
accompanying 
infiltration and 
voids 

Complete loss of section at invert 
resulting in extensive voids beneath 
invert and/or embankment and/or 
roadway damage 

Joints & 
Seams 

Minor damage with 
no separation gaps 
 
Surface rusting of 
connection hardware 

Displaced or separated 
with minor infil/exfil, 
but no visible voids 
 
Connection hardware 
corroded but intact 
 
Perceptible 
deformation and/or 
warping, with minor 
cracks  

Displaced or 
separated with 
significant 
infil/exfil and 
visible voids 
 
Connection 
hardware failing 
 
Significant 
warping and 
cracking/breaking 

Excessive deformation, displacement or 
separated with accompanying 
embankment and/or roadway 
settlement/ sinkholes 
 
Connection hardware failure resulting 
in joint and seam damage and 
infiltration of backfill soil and roadway 
damage 

Rot and 
Borer Attack 

None Minor, local damage 
or section loss  

Significant 
section loss, 
crushing and/or 
cracks and holes 
with significant 
infil/exfil of soil 
and water with 
voids visible 

Severe deformation due to section 
losses and/or crushing, with 
embankment and/or roadway damage 

 
Notes: 

� If the structure is open-bottomed and the side of a footing is exposed, a Level 2 assessment is required. 
� If the structure is open-bottomed and rated in Poor or Critical condition, a Level 2 assessment is required. 
� If the structure has deteriorated from New/Good condition to Poor or Critical in 5 years or less, a Level 2 assessment is 

required.  
� See Level 2 Disciplines Matrix in Decision-Making Tool for guidance on Level 2 assessments. 
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FHWA FLH CULVERT ASSESSMENT GUIDE 
 

 
 

MASONRY CONDITIONS 
 

Refer to Photographic Guide for further assistance with rating assignments. 
 
 
 Good Fair Poor Critical 
Cross-section 
Deformation 

None Minor cracking 
visible, but no 
perceptible 
deformation 

Perceptible 
deformation, and 
longitudinal 
cracks in crown, 
invert and/or 
spring lines 

Holes and  gaps have led to extensive 
infiltration of backfill soil and resultant 
embankment and/or roadway damage 

Invert 
Deterioration  
 
 

Minor scaling of 
joint material or 
blocks  in invert area 

Significant scaling  
with loose mortar 
and/or blocks in invert 
area 

Displaced mortar 
and/or blocks, 
holes in invert 
area 

Significant holes and section loss at 
invert resulting in extensive voids 
beneath invert and/or embankment 
and/or roadway damage 

Mortar and 
Masonry 

Isolated, minor  
mortar deterioration  
 
All blocks in place 
and stable  
 
No infil/exfil of soil 
 

Mortar/block crushing 
and loss, loose blocks 
 
Minor infil/exfil of soil 
 
 

Missing and/or 
displaced blocks  
 
Infiltration and 
voids  
 
 

Widespread holes have led to extensive 
infiltration of backfill soil, voids, and 
piping with resultant embankment 
and/or roadway damage 

 
Notes: 

� If the structure is open-bottomed and the side of a footing is exposed, a Level 2 assessment is required. 
� If the structure is open-bottomed and rated in Poor or Critical condition, a Level 2 assessment is required. 
� If the structure has deteriorated from New/Good condition to Poor or Critical in 5 years or less, a Level 2 assessment is 

required.  
� See Level 2 Disciplines Matrix in Decision-Making Tool for further guidance on Level 2 assessments. 
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FHWA FLH CULVERT ASSESSMENT GUIDE 
 

 
 

APPURTENANCES CONDITIONS 
 

Refer to Photographic Guide for further assistance with rating assignments. 
 
 
 Good Fair Poor Critical 
Headwall/ 
Wingwall 

Little or no cracking, 
rotation, or 
displacement 
 
Light concrete 
scaling, timber rot, 
metal corrosion or 
other surface 
deterioration 
 
No footing exposed 

Minor cracks and 
spalls in concrete 
 
Minor rotation 
and/or displacement 
with gap in barrel 
seam 
 
Minor footing 
exposure 

Area affected by cracking 
and spalling is >50% and/or 
rebar exposed 
 
Significant displacement at 
cracks or wall rotation 
causing a gap at the wall-to-
barrel interface >4”. 
 
Footing exposed and 
undermined 

Partially or totally collapsed, with resultant 
damage to embankment and/or roadway 
damage 

Apron No cracking, piping 
or undermining  

Minor cracking but 
no visible piping or 
undermining 

Significant cracking affects 
>50% of apron  
 
Significant piping or 
undermining 

Partially or totally collapsed, significantly 
effecting performance and/or causing 
embankment and/or roadway damage 

Flared End 
Section or 
Pipe End 

Little or no visible 
cracking, 
deterioration, or 
deformation 
 
No undermining 

Minor cracking, 
deterioration, or 
deformation 
 
Minor undermining  

Significant cracks, piping or 
undermining affects >50% 
of appurtenance 
 
End crushed or separated 
from barrel 
 

Deterioration is significantly effecting 
performance and/or causing embankment 
and/or roadway damage 

Scour 
Protection 

Little or no 
displacement or 
undermining of 
individual rip rap or 
armor units 
 
Tight interface with 
culvert structure 

Localized 
displacement of 
individual rip rap or 
armor units, 
undermining or 
deterioration 
 
Slight separation at 
culvert interface 

 Significant displacements, 
undermining or 
deterioration effecting the 
performance of the counter 
measure and culvert 
structure 

Partially or totally failed, significantly 
effecting performance and/or causing 
embankment and/or roadway damage 

 
Notes: 

� If the apron has deteriorated from New/Good condition to Poor or Critical in 5 years or less due to aggressive abrasion, a 
Level 2 assessment is required.  

� See Level 2 Disciplines Matrix in Decision-Making Tool for guidance on Level 2 assessments. 
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Results from Site Visits & Recommendations for Reported Flooding Areas 

 2019 Esopus Flooding Assessment Study 

 Capacity Analysis 
Priorities 

   20 of 62 Properties or 32%  

   Resident Name Address  Hamlet 
Date of Site 

Investigation 
Capacity 
Analysis 

Issue as stated by Resident and/or Town Tighe & Bond Observation Recommendations  

1 
Gloria VanVilet & Craig 

Johnston 
187 Doris 

Street 
Port Ewen 4/29/2019 

Eugene to Doris 
Street 

Resident States: Doris and Eugene Street and Lee Road 
(intersection) catch basin constantly overflows in this 

location. 
Town States: Potential issue with capacity in system. 

Floods during larger storm events.  

Tighe & Bond observed debris in catch basins and light debris on 
top of catch basin grates along Eugene Street. Changes in water 

elevation within the system suggest there may be a blockage within 
the system is limiting the system’s capacity. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. 

2 Brian VanVliet 
188 Eugene 

Street 
Port Ewen 8/9/2019 

Eugene to Doris 
Street 

Resident States: The back and side yards flood during 
storm events. Town states that water can be as deep a 3’.  

Tighe & Bond observed that the stormwater system from Park Lane 
cuts through the residents back yard to a catch basin. Stormwater 
line turns at catch basin and goes thru another resident’s property. 
Resident says that stormwater over flows catch basin and overtop 

roads in front yard during large stormwater events.  

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. 

3 N/A 

Corner of 
West Stout 
Lane Park 

Lane 

Port Ewen 5/23/2019 
Eugene to Doris 

Street 
Town States: The intersection of West Stout Ave and Park 

Lane experiences flooding 

Tighe & Bond observed light debris on the grate of the south catch 
basin. It appears that the system takes a large amount of runoff from 
the park including runoff from north side of the park.15-inch culverts 
may be undersized given the apparent area contributing stormwater 

to the system. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. 

4 N/A 
203 – 207 
Clay Road 

Ulster Park 5/8/2019 Clay Road 

Residents States: Town has attempted to assist them with 
flooding condition by recently replacing pipe but flooding 
still exists. Back yard of 203 Clay Road floods, garage of 
205 Clay Road garage floods, 207 Clay Road basement 
floods and 213 Clay Road has added drainage structures 
to protect house but still has issues with groundwater in 
yard. Tighe & Bond spoke with resident from 203 & 205 

Clay Road at the time of investigation 

Tighe & Bond observed a small stream, coming from a pond 
upgradient, discharging through the back yard of 203 Clay Road and 

at the back of the garage located at 205 Clay Road. The Town 
attempted to directed it around the garage using a 12-inch pipe and 
concrete structures. A grate is placed over the 12-inch pipe to keep 
debris from entering the structure. The system appears undersized 

and prone to clogging. 

Perform a capacity analysis of pipe and channel size for flow from 
Rt. 9W. Swale could be rerouted as necessary to relocate the 

channel away from structures and allow peak flows to pass without 
over toping banks and jeopardizing structures. Given the results 
from the capacity analysis, consider implementing the proposed 

concept improvement alternative in Section 3, if financial resources 
allow. 

5 David & Cynthia Berryan 
183 

Schryver 
Street 

Port Ewen 4/29/2019 
Salem Street to 

Sentar Lane 

Resident States: That the back yard has become 
increasingly wet and that the groundwater table appears to 
have risen. Neighboring properties have holes in ground 

that they keep filling. Holes appear to be created on top of 
where there is believed to be stormwater pipes 

Tighe & Bond observed the ground to be moderately wet and 
observed holes and depressions in the ground where stormwater 

pipes appeared to be in ground. Pipes are observed to be CMP and 
potentially at the end of service life. A hole in pipe could cause soil 

to enter the pipe and be carried away by water causing depressions 
and holes. In addition, a hole in a CMP pipe can introduce water 

from upstream to the immediate groundwater table causing a 
localized increase to the groundwater table. Resident has not 

identified a flooding condition due to the stormwater system but due 
to upstream development and age of system capacity should be 

checked. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. 

6 Guy Brought 
170 Horton 

Lane 
Port Ewen 5/23/2019 

Salem Street to 
Sentar Lane 

Resident States: That the front yard is subject to flooding 
during storm events and often takes longer than expected 

to dry back out.  

Tighe & Bond observed that appropriate ditches and drainage 
appear to be provided at the front yard of 170 Horton Lane. 

However, the Towns stormwater water system surrounds the 
property on the north, east, and south sides of the property. Pipes 
are observed to be CMP and potentially at the end of service life. A 

hole in a CMP pipe can introduce water from upstream the 
immediate groundwater table causing a localized increase to the 

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. 
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groundwater table. Due to upstream development and age of system 
capacity is recommended to be checked. 

7 Maria Cristina Brusca 
186 

Hasbrouck 
Ave. 

Port Ewen 4/29/2019 
Salem Street to 

Sentar Lane 
Resident States: That they have noticed depressions 
forming in the back yard making it difficult to maintain. 

Tighe & Bond observed what appears to be the depressions forming 
in the yard. Nearby manhole had a CMP pipe that extended into the 
back yard of 186 Hasbrouck Ave. Resident stated that they do not 
know what purpose it serves and could be part of the cause for the 

depressions. A hole in pipe could cause soil to enter the pipe and be 
carried away by water causing depressions and holes. While the 

condition of the existing drainage pipes and structures appears to be 
a cause of flooding and saturated ground conditions, there may also 

be a system capacity issue due to increase development in the 
contributing watershed. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. If it is 

determined that the CMP pipe extending from the manhole is no 
longer in use, it could be dug removed or properly abandoned.  

8 Nancy Cericola 
169 Sunset 

Drive 
Port Ewen 4/29/2019 

Salem Street to 
Sentar Lane 

Resident States: Back yard is increasingly wet making the 
yard unusable. Resident also has issues with water at the 

front of the house during winter when snow piles are 
plowed on top of catch basin, blocking the grates.   

Tighe & Bond observed that the properties back yard was wet, and 
the ground was soft under foot. The property has a 24-inch CMP 

pipe running along the back yard. The CMP pipe was observed at a 
nearby manhole and showed deterioration at the invert. Several 

properties along this line are also experiencing groundwater issues.  
A hole in a CMP pipe can introduce water from upstream to the 
immediate groundwater table causing a localized increase to the 

groundwater table. While the condition of the existing drainage pipes 
and structures appears to be a cause of flooding and saturated 

ground conditions, there may also be a system capacity issue due to 
increase development in the contributing watershed. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow.   

9 Mike Dauner 182 
Hasbrouck 

Port Ewen 4/29/2019 

Salem Street to 
Sentar Lane 

Resident States: There is a drainage issue causing holes 
in the vicinity of the drain. Drain was installed in the 1950s, 
Resident is concerned the pipe may be collapsing in this 

area. 
 

Tighe & Bond observed what appears to be the depressions forming 
in the yard near the CMP pipes that run through the back yard. A 

number of properties in the area are experiencing the same 
problem. While the condition of the existing drainage pipes and 

structures appears to be a cause of flooding and saturated ground 
conditions, there may also be a system capacity issue due to 

increase development in the contributing watershed. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow.   

10 Brittany Miller 
169 Sentar 

Lane 
Port Ewen 4/29/2019 

Salem Street to 
Sentar Lane 

Resident States: Back yard is increasingly wet making the 
yard unusable and difficult to maintain. Areas of back yard 
are ponding up and not infiltrating into the ground due to 
high water table.   

Tighe & Bond observed the ground to be wet and show evidence of 
ponding. A larger stormwater structure exists in the back yard and 
appears to be a convergence point for two systems and an outlet 
pipe that heads to the west. From observation at the stormwater 
structure there is deterioration at the invert of all the CMP pipes. 

Several properties along this line are also experiencing groundwater 
issues. A hole in a CMP pipe can introduce water from upstream to 
the immediate groundwater table causing a localized increase to the 
groundwater table While the condition of the existing drainage pipes 

and structures appears to be a cause of flooding and saturated 
ground conditions, there may also be a system capacity issue due to 

increase development in the contributing watershed. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow.   
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11 Frank & Christine Sessler 
173 Horton 

Lane 
Port Ewen 4/29/2019 

Salem Street to 
Sentar 

Resident States: Water shoots out the top of pipe in back 
yard and runs down back yard and into house. Backyard is 

consistently wet groundwater table appears to be rising  

Tighe & Bond observed that there has been a hole cut in existing 
CMP pipe in the resident’s back yard and a grate put on top for the 

water to enter the pipe. During large storm events, surcharging 
within the pipe reportedly caused the pipe to overflow and flood the 
resident’s yard. Also found that the CMP pipe appears to be at the 

end of service life. A hole in a CMP pipe rom deterioration or 
alteration can introduce water from upstream the immediate 

groundwater table causing a localized increase to the groundwater 
table. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. 

12 Darin Dekoskie 
240 Tilden 

Street 
Port Ewen 5/3/2019 Tilden Street 

Resident States: A large amount of runoff from upstream 
comes down the hill side to the Tilden Street. It flows over 
land till it reaches the gutter line along west side of Tilden 
where it is channeled toward a catch basin at the end of 
Tilden. During storm events the catch basin is subject to 
flooding. Town recently added a catch basin to help with 

flooding 

Tighe & Bond observed water flowing out of the ground on a dry day 
and following the gutter to the catch basin. High groundwater means 

water has little to no opportunity to infiltrate into the ground. 
Moderate amount debris was observed around the catch basin. The 
additional catch basin that the town has added discharges flow back 

to existing catch basin meaning little to no gain in capacity was 
added. Outlet of the catch basin is a CMP pipe that runs under 

private property and out to river. CMP pipe shows signs of age and 
may be at the end of its service life 

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. 

13 
Alexandra Pappas & Chad 

Gomes 
253 Tilden 

Street 
Port Ewen 5/3/2019 Tilden Street 

Resident States: In the past the stormwater system has 
flooded and caused damage to the dirt and driveway all of 
the water went over the guard rail and caused a sinkhole 

because of storm drain clogged.  

Tighe & Bond observed water flowing out of the ground on a dry day 
and following the gutter to the catch basin. High groundwater means 

water has little to no opportunity to infiltrate into the ground. 
Moderate amount debris was observed around the catch basin. The 
additional catch basin that the town has added flows back to existing 
catch basin meaning little to no gain in capacity was added. Outlet of 

basin is a CMP pipe that runs under resident’s property and out to 
river. CMP pipe shows signs of age and may be at the end of its 

service life.  

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. 

14 Meredith Hughes 
190 Lindorf 

Street 
Ulster Park 5/8/2019 Lindorf Street 

Resident States: That they believe ground water elevation 
has recently risen causing issues with water in the 

basement. Resident hired a contractor to manage roof 
runoff and provide footing drains to try to keep water away 

from house however is still having issues with water at 
basement and in front yard.  

Tighe & Bond observed that a stream exists at the east property line 
which the Town drainage system discharges to. Stream appears to 
be appropriately sized and does not appear to be contributing to the 
issue. The resident stated during Tighe & Bond’s observation that 

the stream does not flood and overtop. Water was observed in front 
yard in multiple locations. Also, checked an onsite well on the 
resident’s property which showed groundwater in proximity to 

surface of front lawn. A large portion of the surrounding properties 
appear to have ground water related issues.  

Perform a capacity analysis and repair of the downstream 
stormwater system which should yield a reduction in the amount of 

surface water contributing to groundwater. Given the results from the 
capacity analysis, consider implementing the proposed concept 

improvement alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow.  If 
the Town is financially able to extend the stormwater system and 

allow basement foundation drains and sump pumps to be connected 
to the stormwater system, it could help with the groundwater level in 

the area. 

15 Madeline Korth 
204 Lindorf 

Street 
Ulster Park 4/29/2019 Lindorf Street 

Resident States: That they believe ground water elevation 
has recently risen causing issues with water in the 

basement. Resident hired a contractor to manage roof 
runoff and provide footing drains to try to keep water away 

from house however is still having issues with water. 

Tighe & Bond observed high groundwater in the back yard 
particularly where footing drains and roof runoff was being 

channeled. Resident has created a micro swale to help move the 
water downstream (toward another resident’s back yard). A large 
portion of the surrounding properties appear to have ground water 

related issues. 

Perform a capacity analysis and repair of the downstream 
stormwater system which should yield a reduction in the amount of 

surface water contributing to groundwater. Given the results from the 
capacity analysis, consider implementing the proposed concept 

improvement alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow.  If 
the Town is financially able to extend the stormwater system and 

allow basement foundation drains and sump pumps to be connected 
to the stormwater system, it could help with the groundwater level in 

the area. 
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16 Joyce Pade 
205 

Rodgers 
Street 

Ulster Park 4/29/2019 Lindorf Street 

Resident States: That they believe ground water elevation 
has recently risen causing issues with water in the 

basement. Resident has a sump pump that runs almost 
continuously keep water out of the basement.  

Tighe & Bond observed high groundwater in the back yard 
particularly where footing drains and roof runoff was being 

channeled. Resident has created a small swale to help move the 
water downstream. A large portion of the surrounding properties 

appear to have ground water related issues. 

Perform a capacity analysis and repair of the downstream 
stormwater system which should yield a reduction in the amount of 

surface water contributing to groundwater. Given the results from the 
capacity analysis, consider implementing the proposed concept 

improvement alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow.  If 
the Town is financially able to extend the stormwater system and 

allow basement foundation drains and sump pumps to be connected 
to the stormwater system, it could help with the groundwater level in 

the area. 

17 Alicia Barnes 
187 Lindorf 

Street 
Ulster Park 5/30/2019 Lindorf Street 

Resident States: That they believe ground water elevation 
has recently risen causing issues. Resident has issues 
maintaining front yard due to ponding water. Also stated 

that the Town has recently had water push out of cracks in 
the road due to high groundwater. 

Tighe & Bond observed that the ground was soft underfoot while 
walking in front yard and the grading of the road and front lawn 

causes a low spot for water to pond. Resident regrading of their front 
lawn could prevent ponding issues. A large portion of the 

surrounding properties appear to have ground water related issues. 

Perform a capacity analysis and repair of the downstream 
stormwater system which should yield a reduction in the amount of 

surface water contributing to groundwater. Given the results from the 
capacity analysis, consider implementing the proposed concept 

improvement alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. If 
the Town is financially able to extend the stormwater system and 

allow basement foundation drains and sump pumps to be connected 
to the stormwater system, it could help with the groundwater level in 

the area. 

18 Harry & Gina VanVliet 
225 Lindorf 

Street 
Ulster Park 4/29/2019 Lindorf Street 

Resident States: That the stormwater system on the west 
side of the property is not working and causing 

groundwater issues in the basement. Contractors that 
perform basement water proofing work have advised 

Resident that they will not perform work until theTtown 
fixes stormwater system.  

Tighe & Bond observed that the stormwater system is not collecting 
stormwater and is allowing it to pond and run along the property on 
top of the ground. The running water has begun to create its own 

channel around the stormwater system creating a flooding condition 
in back yards between 225 Lindorf and back yard and Clay Road.  

Perform a capacity analysis and repair of the stormwater system 
which should yield a reduction in the amount of surface water 

contributing to groundwater. Given the results from the capacity 
analysis, consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 

alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. If the Town is 
financially able to extend the stormwater system and allow 

basement foundation drains and sump pumps to be connected to 
the stormwater system, it could help with the groundwater level in 

the area. 

19 Ann Roschelle 
7 Valley 

Road 
Ulster Park 5/8/2019 Valley Road 

Resident States: There has been an ongoing issue for 12-
14 years as rain water runs over the pipes and the ground 

floods causing issues in the front yard and house. 
Resident believes the system needs larger pipes and 

catch basin water runs over instead of into it. In the winter 
the drains freeze. 

 

Tighe & Bond observed that on a dry day the system was taking on 
flow from up stream. This steady flow reduces the capacity of the 
stormwater system. In addition, the well for the resident’s property 

was pushing water out of the well head which indicates high ground 
water. When flooding of the system occurs the high groundwater 

prevents the water from infiltrating compounding the issue.  

Tighe & Bond recommends that a capacity analysis of the drainage 
network be performed. Given the results from the capacity analysis, 

consider implementing the proposed concept improvement 
alternative in Section 3, if financial resources allow. 

20 Joanne Auffarth 
6 Highland 

Road 
Ulster Park 08/09/2019 Valley Road 

Resident States: Water comes off the hill from Highland 
Road and the stormwater system cannot keep up during 

storm events. Water sometime pushes up out of the 
basins. Being at the bottom of the hill the resident 

struggles with groundwater level causing flooding in the 
basement. In 2011 the resident lost everything in the 

basement to flooding water elevation was 6’ deep in the 
basement. Resident also states the road has been raised 

up over the years causing an impoundment.  

Tighe & Bond observed a catch basin in front of the resident’s 
property with a 6” PVC outlet pipe. Given the observed contributing 

area this pipe appears to be under sized and prone to clogging. 
Tighe & Bond also observed the water mark in the resident 

basement which appeared to be approximately 6’ from the floor of 
the basement. The resident currently was working on reconstructing 
the sump pump to provide better drainage in basin. Tighe & Bond 

also observed a dry stream in the back yard of the resident’s 
property. Resident stated that the stream flows during storm events. 

Perform a capacity analysis of drainage network within the roadway. 
Given the results from the capacity analysis, consider implementing 

the proposed concept improvement alternative in Section 3, if 
financial resources allow. 
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1 John Bell 5 River Road Port Ewen 5/3/2019 Repair 

Resident States: Backyard is often saturated weeks 
after heavy rainfall. Many issues with culvert and 
drainage pipe (cannot take the volume of water it 

receives) sends 6 inches of water with garbage through 
the backyard. Front yard and basement are flooded due 

to runoff from River Road  

Tighe & Bond observed that the current drainage 
configuration of River Road sends stormwater runoff 

from river road to front yard of the house. The resident 
has attempted to use some home remedies to fix the 

issues. Water from river road could be channeled away 
from house. CMP that diverts a stream under the back 

yard does appear to be aged. An existing catch basin in 
back yard and captures surface run off but the ground 

does appear to be wet.   

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town request the 
County review stormwater channelization along River 

Road. The Culvert in back yard is a future candidate for 
a capacity analysis and potential replacement by the 

County.  

2 Linda Breithaupt 57 Main Street Esopus 5/8/2019 Repair 

Resident states: That runoff from Parker Ave. is causing 
issues on the property. Runoff has cause flooding in the 
basement, collapsed wall and is causing a hole in back 

yard. County has recently fixed the opposite side of 
Parker Ave but did not channelize water on south side 

of Parker Ave. 

Tighe & Bond observed that the road does channelize 
water towards the resident’s property. Water is not 
picked up in the catch basin that exists but instead 
flows along the house foundation and over the back 

yard to a small pond. The resident has replaced 
stormwater piping on the property, but the surrounding 

system is aged and is recommended to be further 
investigated. In addition, the outfall for the system 
which is located to the southwest of the resident’s 

property is over-grown with debris.  

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town request the 
County review stormwater channelization along Parker 

Ave adjacent to the resident’s foundation.  

3 Pauline Simon 251 Agnes Street Port Ewen 4/29/2019 Maintenance 

Resident states: During Irene in 2011 their property and 
abutting property flooded into the house causing major 
damage. The back yard is always wet and never really 

drains out. Downstream a culvert that passes under 
Salem Street is being blocked by fallen vegetation. The 

stream that runs along the back yard used to be 
cleaned out by the Town but has not been cleaned out 

in many years.  

Tighe & Bond observed that the back yard of the 
resident’s property is wet. A stream that is on a private 
abutters land flows along the back yard and converges 
with another stream at the resident’s back yard. Both 

streams appear to be over-grown with vegetation. The 
stream is about a foot or two below the resident’s yard 

elevation causing a ground water issue. In addition, 
Tighe & Bond observed fallen vegetation at the culvert 

under Salem street. The vegetation debris does not 
appear to be causing a restriction at this time, but it is 

recommended to be removed so as not to cause a 
future restriction. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town request the 
County remove any fallen vegetation from inlet and 

outlet of the culvert that crosses Salem Street 
downstream. The stream on private property may have 
been maintained by the Town at one time but is owned 
by different land owner and does not appear to be the 

Town’s responsibility to keep clear.  

4 Gary & Barbara Wilson 249 Agnes Street Port Ewen 4/29/2019 Maintenance 

Resident states: During Irene in 2011 their property and 
abutting property flooded into the house causing major 
damage. The back yard is always wet and never really 

drains out. Downstream a culvert that passes under 
Salem Street is being blocked by fallen vegetation. 

Tighe & Bond observed that the back yard of the 
resident’s property is wet. A stream that is on a private 
abutters land flows along the back yard and converges 
with another stream at the resident’s back yard. Both 
streams appear to be over grown with vegetation. The 
stream is about a foot or two below the resident’s yard 

elevation causing a ground water issue. In addition, 
Tighe & Bond observed fallen vegetation at the culvert 

under Salem street. The vegetation debris does not 
appear to be causing a restriction at this time, but it is 

recommended to be removed so as not to cause a 
future restriction. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town request the 
County remove any fallen vegetation from inlet and 

outlet of the culvert that crosses Salem Street 
downstream. The stream on private property may have 
been maintained by the Town at one time but is owned 
by different land owner and does not appear to be the 

Town’s responsibility to keep clear. 
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1 Certified Marina 166 First Street Connelly 4/29/2019 Maintenance 

Resident States: The Town was supposed to maintain system 
on the property per the easement provided to them. Catch 
basins grates are not cleaned and causing flooding on the 

property. 

Tighe & Bond observed that the catch basin was cleaned out at the 
time of inspection but is subject to a lot of vegetation debris as it 

takes run off from the woods. System was operating appropriately at 
time of inspection 

Tighe & Bond recommends the Town formalizes a plan 
for maintenance of stormwater structures on the 
property under existing maintenance agreement. 

 

2 
Steve & Elaine 

Hamilton 
179 Horton Lane Port Ewen 4/29/2019 

Maintenance / 
Replacement 

Resident States: Water shoots out the top of pipe in back yard 
and runs down back yard and into house. Backyard is 

consistently wet, and the ground water table appears to be 
rising.  

Tighe & Bond observed that there has been a hole cut in existing 
CMP pipe in the resident’s back yard and a grate put on top for the 

water to enter the pipe. During large storm events, surcharging 
within the pipe caused the pipe to overflow and flood the resident’s 

yard. Also found that the CMP pipe appears to be at the end of 
service life. A hole in a CMP pipe rom deterioration or alteration can 

introduce water from upstream the immediate groundwater table 
causing a localized increase to the groundwater table. 

Tighe & Bond recommends the Town to CCTV line 
that potentially has clogging issues and clear line. If 
CMP has failed than the culvert should be replaced. 

This Resident is also part of a Salem to Sentar 
capacity analysis, which recommended that the Town 

consider implementing the proposed concept 
improvement alternative in Section 3, if financial 

resources allow and proposes replacement of the pipe 
in question. 

3 
Roger and Cynthia 

Frary 
109 Pine Tree Drive St. Remy 5/8/2019 

New System 
Components 

Resident States: That the Town is discharging water on to 
property causing drainage issues including flooding of the road 

and flooding of the resident’s property.  

Tighe & Bond observed a culvert across Main Street that conveys 
stormwater from the east side of the street to the west side of the 
street. It appears that the drainage swale on 512 Main Street has 

been obstructed causing flooding on the resident’s property. Historic 
conveyance of stormwater appears to have been through the culvert, 

through the drainage swale, and to a catch basin off Decker Ave.  

The Town has determined that the obstruction of the 
drainage swale is not the Town’s responsibility to 

address. If the condition compromises the integrity of 
the Town-owned road or creates a hazard to motorist 
using the road, the Town should consider addressing 
the obstruction of the drainage swale. Discharge of 

any stormwater facilities associated with the watershed 
contributing to the culvert should be to the same catch 

basin that historically received overland stormwater 
flow, so as not to change the existing drainage pattern. 

 

4 Douglas Navarra  512 Main Street St. Remy 5/8/2019 
New System 
Components 

Resident States: That the Town is discharging water on to 
property causing drainage issues including flooding of the road 

and flooding of the resident’s property.  

Tighe & Bond observed a culvert across Main Street that conveys 
stormwater from the east side of the street to the west side of the 

street. It appears that the drainage swale on the property has been 
obstructed causing flooding on the resident’s property and 109 Pine 
Tree Drive. Historic conveyance of stormwater appears to have been 
through the culvert, through the drainage swale, and to a catch basin 

off Decker Ave. 

The Town has determined that the obstruction of the 
drainage swale is not the Town’s responsibility to 

address. If the condition compromises the integrity of 
the Town-owned road or creates a hazard to motorist 
using the road, the Town should consider addressing 
the obstruction of the drainage swale. Discharge of 

any stormwater facilities associated with the watershed 
contributing to the culvert should be to the same catch 

basin that historically received overland stormwater 
flow, so as not to change the existing drainage pattern. 

 

5 Robert Maher 736 Floyd Ackert Road Esopus 5/13/2019 Maintenance 

Resident States: They measured 10,000 gpd of flow through 
culvert under Floyd Acker Road originating from upstream 

property discharge from newly drilled well running past their 
septic system. Reportedly the water from the tapped aquifer in 
the upstream property discharges to a catch basin in the gravel 

driveway on that resident’s property and then is piped 

Tighe & Bond observed water flowing from upstream property 
through the culvert across Floyd Ackert road to the resident’s 

property. Outfall of the culvert across Floyd Ackert road has become 
obstructed with sediment and vegetation causing the water to 

meander its way back to stream along the resident’s back yard. The 
resident’s yard is very wet.  

Tighe & Bond recommends the Town maintain the 
outfall of the culverts crossing the road to the extent 

practical. Vegetation build up at outlet should be 
removed to promote a more direct path from the 

culvert to the receiving stream. 
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downstream to the culvert under the road. Resident has 
sampled and tested the water and found to have E.Coli and 

coliforms. When Resident contact DEC and DOH they said that 
if there is no solid waste in the water that is flowing past their 

property then they cannot act. 
  

6 
John & Kristie 
Mazzaccari 

95 Hudson Lane Ulster Park 5/8/2019 
New System 
Components 

Resident States: That stormwater runoff flows down Hudson 
Lane and across the resident’s property. Causing damage to 

driveway and storage shed.  

Tighe & Bond observed that the grades of Hudson Lane promote 
runoff onto the resident’s property. While onsite driveway condition 

and shed condition was noted. Resident was working on small 
retaining wall and drainage structures in the area of the damaged 

property. The back yard has standing water in it and a well 
overflowing at the back of the property is evidence that the property 

has high groundwater.  

It is Tighe & Bonds understanding that the Town 
intends to provide a swale along roadway to route 

drainage away from property to a catch basin at the 
rear of the property. Tighe & Bond recommends a 

grass lined swale.  

 

7 Julie & Al Robinson 150 Doris Street Port Ewen 4/29/2019 Replacement 
Resident States: The front yard floods frequently due to a catch 
basin without enough capacity. Resident is cleaning structure 

often to try and keep it working.  

Tighe & Bond observed that the catch basin at the resident’s front 
yard is undersized and has no sump. The small size makes it prone 

to clogging with debris from the road and lawn mowing activities.  

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town replace the 
catch basin with a deeper structure with sump and 

enlarge outlet to prevent clogging. 
 

8 Jason Bates 54 Pokonie Road Ulster Park 5/30/2019 
New System 
Components 

Resident States: A culvert passes under Pokonoie road toward 
the driveway causing erosion of the driveway. Resident is also 

concerned for septic system in back yard. 

Tighe & Bond observed that the culvert is pointing at the resident’s 
driveway and there was evidence of erosion. Septic system appears 

to be far enough away from culvert that it should not be affected.  

It is Tighe & Bonds understanding that the Town 
Highway Department has already agreed to provide a 
catch basin and 20 feet of HDPE pipe to route water 

away from driveway. 

9 Patty Kowatch 252 Bowne Street Port Ewen 08/09//2019 
New System 
Components 

Resident States: Back yard floods and stays wet for long 
periods of time. Resident has constructed french drains and 
perforated piping in back yard to help remove water quickly, 
but it still floods and has even threatened to pond up to first 

floor elevation at house. 

Tighe & Bond observed a depression in the residents back yard that 
holds water. After reviewing upstream stormwater runoff, it appears 
that the stormwater from Doris Street and Lee Road flow to a catch 

basin that discharges stormwater thru an outfall in back of the 
resident’s property. Tighe & Bond could not find the out fall for the 

catch basin, but it is assumed to discharge to the wood.  

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town uncovers 
the outfall to help understand drainage patterns and 
identify if the stormwater from Doris and Lee Street 
can be routed around the resident’s property via a 
surface drainage improvement on the resident’s 

property.  By providing surface drainage the Town 
could push the stormwater to the Bowne Street 

drainage system around the resident property. If the 
Town cannot reroute the drainage with surface water 
improvements Tighe & Bond recommends the Town 
works with the resident to obtain an easement to tie 

the existing catch basin to the Bowne street drainage 
system with pipe.  
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10 
Stephen & Karen 

Garner 
4 Four Sisters Lane Ulster Park 09/10/2019 

Observation/ 
Replacement 

Did not receive any information from Resident. 

The residents yard appears to be a low spot between higher 
topography to the north and Four Sisters Lane to the south. The 

general topography promotes water runoff to occur thru resident’s 
property. Tighe & Bond noted the potential for multiple curb cuts on 

9W where runoff could be bypassing the intended stormwater 
system and running off into the Heavenly Valley Community causing 

additional runoff to flow thru the community.   

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town observes 
stormwater flow during a storm event to confirm that all 
stormwater from Town & State roads is being captured 

in the stormwater system and not contributing to 
flooding of private property. To assist with potential 

ground water issues Tighe & Bond recommends that 
the Town considers extending the stormwater system, 
if financial resource allow, and encourages residents to 

tie in sump pumps and roof leaders to the piped 
stormwater system to prevent flooding of downstream 

residents. 

11 
Michael & Elizabeth 

Manicone 
4 Peters Pass Ulster Park 09/10/2019 

Observation/ 
Replacement 

Did not receive any information from Resident. 

The resident’s property is directly below Route 9W. Tighe & Bond 
noted the potential for multiple curb cuts on 9W where runoff could 
be bypassing the intended stormwater system and running off into 

the Heavenly Valley Community causing additional runoff to flow thru 
the community including the resident’s property 

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town observes 
stormwater flow during a storm event to confirm that all 
stormwater from Town & State roads is being captured 

in the stormwater system and not contributing to 
flooding of private property. To assist with potential 

ground water issues Tighe & Bond recommends that 
the Town considers extending the stormwater system, 
if financial resource allow, and encourages residents to 

tie in sump pumps and roof leaders to the piped 
stormwater system to prevent flooding of downstream 

residents. 

12 Lu Lien Mei Wang 5 Four Sisters Lane Ulster Park 09/10/2019 
Observation/ 
Replacement 

Resident States: that they have had flooding in their basement 
since 1991. Resident has installed a french drain and outside 
sump pump which has decreased the flooding in severity and 

frequency, but it still occurs during major storm events.  

The residents yard appears to be a low spot between Four Sisters 
Lane and Saint Joseph’s Blvd to the south. The general topography 

promotes water runoff to occur thru resident’s property. Tighe & 
Bond noted the potential for multiple curb cuts on 9W where runoff 

could be bypassing the intended stormwater system and running off 
into the Heavenly Valley Community causing additional runoff to flow 

thru the community.   

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town observes 
stormwater flow during a storm event to confirm that all 
stormwater from Town & State roads is being captured 

in the stormwater system and not contributing to 
flooding of private property. To assist with potential 

ground water issues Tighe & Bond recommends that 
the Town considers extending the stormwater system, 
if financial resource allow, and encourages residents to 

tie in sump pumps and roof leaders to the piped 
stormwater system to prevent flooding of downstream 

residents. 

13 Jo Ellen Roth 6 St. Joseph Blvd Ulster Park 09/10/2019 
Observation/ 
Replacement 

Resident States: that back yard has water coming out of the hill 
side constantly and running thru the back of the property. Old 

stone drain that runs along property line is not being 
maintained further up the hill causing additional water on 

property. Resident has added perforated drains but can not dry 
out back yard. 

The residents yard appears to be a low spot between higher 
topography to the south and St. Joseph Blvd to the north. The 

general topography promotes water runoff to occur thru resident’s 
property. Tighe & Bond noted the potential for multiple curb cuts on 

9W where runoff could be bypassing the intended stormwater 
system and running off into the Heavenly Valley Community causing 

additional runoff to flow thru the community.   

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town observes 
stormwater flow during a storm event to confirm that all 
stormwater from Town & State roads is being captured 

in the stormwater system and not contributing to 
flooding of private property. To assist with potential 

ground water issues Tighe & Bond recommends that 
the Town considers extending the stormwater system, 
if financial resources allow, and encourages residents 

to tie in sump pumps and roof leaders to the piped 
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stormwater system to prevent flooding of downstream 
residents. 

14 Carmela Laterza 7 Four Sisters Lane Ulster Park 09/10/2019 
Observation/ 
Replacement 

Resident States: that water seeps in basement floor and has 
gotten progressively worse in the last 2-3 years. The other 
issues the resident has is the amount of water that flows 

through back yard during a rain storm.  

The residents yard appears to be a low spot between Four Sisters 
Lane and Saint Joseph’s Blvd to the south. The general topography 

promotes water runoff to occur thru resident’s property. Tighe & 
Bond noted the potential for multiple curb cuts on 9W where runoff 

could be bypassing the intended stormwater system and running off 
into the Heavenly Valley Community causing additional runoff to flow 

thru the community.   

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town observes 
stormwater flow during a storm event to confirm that all 
stormwater from Town & State roads is being captured 

in the stormwater system and not contributing to 
flooding of private property. To assist with potential 

ground water issues Tighe & Bond recommends that 
the Town considers extending the stormwater system, 
if financial resources allow, and encourages residents 

to tie in sump pumps and roof leaders to the piped 
stormwater system to prevent flooding of downstream 

residents. 

15 
Aaron & Courtney 

Hauver 
8 Four Sisters Lane Ulster Park 09/10/2019 

Observation/ 
Replacement 

Resident States: they have had flooding in their basement for 
the last 5 years with the worst event happening in September 

2018. Flooding has called mildew and mold and they are 
unable to finish the basement space.  

The resident’s property is directly below Route 9W. Tighe & Bond 
noted the potential for multiple curb cuts on 9W where runoff could 
be bypassing the intended stormwater system and running off into 

the Heavenly Valley Community causing additional runoff to flow thru 
the community including the resident’s property 

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town observes 
stormwater flow during a storm event to confirm that all 
stormwater from Town & State roads is being captured 

in the stormwater system and not contributing to 
flooding of private property. To assist with potential 

ground water issues Tighe & Bond recommends that 
the Town considers extending the stormwater system, 
if financial resource allow, and encourages residents to 

tie in sump pumps and roof leaders to the piped 
stormwater system to prevent flooding of downstream 

residents. 

16 Pat & Carol Rogers 11 Four Sisters Lane Ulster Park 
08/09/2019 

& 09/10/2019 
Observation/ 
Replacement 

Resident States: Most other residents are having an issue with 
groundwater in the area. Everyone is pumping groundwater out 
to keep basements dry. Resident has recently put in new sump 
pump and it pumps almost every day out to the Town drainage 
system. Resident also states that during rainstorms water flows 

like a river along back yards.  

Tighe & Bond observed that the resident’s sump pump is cycling on 
and off continuously during on-site observation and that the resident 

is pumping to road side swale. The community is on a hill and 
residents upstream have roof leaders and sump pumps that just 

move the problem downhill. Tighe & Bond also noted that given the 
grading of the Town road the drainage system may not be capturing 

all of the stormwater at the top of the hill. Would need to revisit 
during rain storm to evaluate.   

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town observes 
stormwater flow during a storm event to confirm that all 
stormwater from Town & State roads is being captured 

in the stormwater system and not contributing to 
flooding of private property. To assist with potential 

ground water issues Tighe & Bond recommends that 
the Town considers extending the stormwater system, 
if financial resource allow, and encourages residents to 

tie in sump pumps and roof leaders to the piped 
stormwater system to prevent flooding of downstream 

residents. 

17 Thang & My Nguyen 10 Four Sister Lane Ulster Park 
08/09/2019 

& 09/10/2019 
Observation/ 
Replacement 

Resident States: That Flooding has been a concern since 
1987. The resident paid the Town to upsize the pipes to 

alleviate flooding but are still having flooding concerns. Water 
floods into garage and along walkway. Resident has put a 

The residents yard appears to be a low spot between higher 
topography to the north and Four Sisters Lane to the south. The 

general topography promotes water runoff to occur thru resident’s 
property. Tighe & Bond noted the potential for multiple curb cuts on 

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town observes 
stormwater flow during a storm event to confirm that all 
stormwater from Town & State roads is being captured 

in the stormwater system and not contributing to 
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retaining wall in to try and push drainage to storm water 
system. 

9W where runoff could be bypassing the intended stormwater 
system and running off into the Heavenly Valley Community causing 

additional runoff to flow thru the community.   

flooding of private property. To assist with potential 
ground water issues Tighe & Bond recommends that 

the Town considers extending the stormwater system, 
if financial resource allow, and encourages residents to 

tie in sump pumps and roof leaders to the piped 
stormwater system to prevent flooding of downstream 

residents 

18 Christina Fabbie 12 Four Sisters Lane Ulster Park 09/10/2019 
Observation/ 
Replacement 

Resident States: That flooding is occurring in the road and on 
the property. Road flooding is a hazard in the winter when it 

freezes. Resident stated that maintenance of out fall for catch 
basin has been poor in the past. 

The residents yard appears to be a low spot between higher 
topography to the north and Four Sisters Lane to the south. The 

general topography promotes water runoff to occur thru resident’s 
property to a catch basin on Four Sisters lane Tighe & Bond noted 

the potential for multiple curb cuts on 9W where runoff could be 
bypassing the intended stormwater system and running off into the 

Heavenly Valley Community causing additional runoff to flow thru the 
community.  Tighe & Bond did not note an issue with the catch basin 

during sit investigation 

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town observes 
stormwater flow during a storm event to confirm that all 
stormwater from Town & State roads is being captured 

in the stormwater system and not contributing to 
flooding of private property. To assist with potential 

ground water issues Tighe & Bond recommends that 
the Town considers extending the stormwater system, 
if financial resource allow, and encourages residents to 

tie in sump pumps and roof leaders to the piped 
stormwater system to prevent flooding of downstream 
residents. Town should look into maintaining outfalls 

for stormwater system.  

19 Juan Jerri 18 St. Joseph Blvd. Ulster Park 09/10/2019 
Observation/ 
Replacement 

Resident States: Flooding is occurring in basement. Resident 
has taken steps to reroute water around house but believes 

they are getting runoff from Route 9W 

The resident’s property is directly below Route 9W. Tighe & Bond 
noted the potential for multiple curb cuts on 9W where runoff could 
be bypassing the intended stormwater system and running off into 

the Heavenly Valley Community causing additional runoff to flow thru 
the community including the resident’s property 

flooding of private property. To assist with potential 
ground water issues Tighe & Bond recommends that 

the Town considers extending the stormwater system, 
if financial resource, allow and encourages residents to 

tie in sump pumps and roof leaders to the piped 
stormwater system to prevent flooding of downstream 
residents. Town should look into maintaining outfalls 

for stormwater system. 
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1 John Bell 5 River Road Port Ewen 5/3/2019 CCTV 

Resident States: Backyard is often saturated weeks 
after heavy rainfall.  Many issues with culvert and 
drainage pipe (cannot take the volume of water it 
receives) sends 6 inches of water with garbage 

through the backyard. Front yard and basement are 
flooded due to runoff from River Road.  

Tighe & Bond observed a CMP that diverts a stream under the 
back yard does appear to be aged. An existing catch basin in 
back yard and captures surface run off but the ground does 
appear to be wet. A hole in a CMP pipe can introduce water 

from upstream to the immediate groundwater table causing a 
localized increase to the groundwater table. Resident has 

identified a flooding condition due to the stormwater system 
capacity of the culvert. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town CCTV 
condition of culvert under back yard for failures in the 
pipe causing the elevated groundwater table. If pipe 
needs to be replaced, the Town may want to have 

capacity analysis completed on pipe. This property is 
also included in the County Drainage category, but this 

issue appears to unrelated to the County drainage 
system. 

 

2 Louis Dekoskie 257 Tilden Street Port Ewen 5/3/2019 Future Capacity Analysis 

Resident states that during larger storm events the 
culvert overflows and crosses over yard. The flooding 
does not reach any structures. Tighe & Bond spoke 

with the resident’s son at time of visit. 

Tighe & Bond observed a culvert that handles the flow of water 
from the hill side. The meandering stream makes a change of 

direction just prior to culvert which could cause it jump over the 
stream bank in a large storm event. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town have a 
capacity analysis performed on the pipe, so it can be 

sized correctly.  

3 Peter Koelli 
142 Sackett 

Street 
Port Ewen 5/8/2019 

Stormwater Management 
Officer / Building 

Department 

Resident States: A swale in the back yard keeps filling 
up with debris and floods the back yard. The flooding 
makes the yard tough to maintain. Resident would like 

the Town to help keep swale clear. 

Tighe & Bond observed no Town facilities responsible for the 
sediment. Traveled upstream to find that a resident located at 

134 Legion Court is stockpiling soil on site.  

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Stormwater 
Management Officer to confirm if adequate erosion and 
sediment control is being provided. It is not the Town’s 
responsibility to maintain swales owned by residents on 
private property. The Town can also refer this project to 

the State of New York Highway Department. Runoff 
from the state ROW is not being controlled by the curb 
line. It is jumping out of the ROW at the Fire House and 

Sass electric curb cuts causing erosion of the 
embankment down to the residents house.  

4 Jay Maurer  211 Tilden Street Port Ewen 5/3/2019 & 5/30/2019 CCTV 

Resident States: Have been dealing with a slope 
failure in the back yard for a number of years. Slope 
failure is caused by groundwater issues. In addition, 

lack of drainage on Tilden Street causes water to 
come down driveway.  

Tighe & Bond observed slope failures on the property. The 
grassed slope is very steep and is seeping groundwater. A 
natural gas line crosses the property in the area of slope 

failures. The Town has a large drainage line the crosses the 
property from the west to the east and discharges to the river. 

The CMP stormwater line is not located near the slope failures. 
Water running on Tilden could be channeled better with asphalt 

gutters.   

Tighe & Bond recommends the Town CCTV the 
stormwater system that crosses the property and 

continue to CCTV upstream to ensure that the Town’s 
stormwater system is not contributing to groundwater 

issues and/or erosion of embankment issues.  
 

5 
Bernice (Peter) 

McNeirney 
99 East Main 

Street 
Port Ewen 5/30/2019 Highway Department 

Resident States: Backyard is flooding with standing 
water. House is located below the hill behind Stewarts; 
drainage installed by the State. Problems have been 

getting worse each year. 
 

Tighe & Bond observed the damp back yard of the property and 
investigated upstream. It appears that a large amount of 

impervious area is being discharged toward the resident’s 
property. A church just upstream has a large parking lot with no 
drainage and has roof drains discharging toward the resident’s 
property. Resident just upstream is having the same problem. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town work with the 
church on Hoyt Street to see if roof and parking lot 

drainage from Hoyt street can be tied into existing storm 
system and routed around the residence. 

.  

6 Debra DiPietro 199 Hoyt Street Port Ewen 5/30/2019 Highway Department 
Resident States: That front and back yard are flooding 

from drainage coming off Hoyt Street. 

Tighe & Bond observed the damp back yard of the Resident and 
investigated up stream. It appears that a large amount of 
impervious area is being discharged toward the resident’s 

property. A church just upstream has a large parking lot with no 

Tighe & Bond recommends that Town work with the 
church on Hoyt Street to see if roof and parking lot 

drainage from Hoyt street can be tied into existing storm 
system and routed around the residence. 
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drainage and has roof drains discharging toward the resident’s 
back yard. Resident just downstream is having the same 

problem. 

.  

7 Collete Quintero 143 Hoyt Street Port Ewen 5/3/2019 Highway Department / Town 
Resident States: Drainage around park entrance is 

causing icing condition in the winter. This makes it very 
slippery to access driveway in the winter. 

Tighe & Bond observed a convergence of a few stormwater 
systems near the park entrance. Failure of pavement in the area 

of the park entrance indicates ponding of water.  

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town identify this 
project as potential candidate for a re-route of 

stormwater off private property and into the ROW. 
Water could be re-routed starting at Sackett Street down 

Canal Street to Hudson River. The Town may want to 
have capacity analysis completed on pipe. 

8 
Imelda (Mindy) 

Vanek 
105 Canal Street Port Ewen 5/3/2019 Highway Department / Town 

Resident States: Property has become difficult to 
manage due to flooding. This includes damage to 

house and back yard.  

Tighe & Bond observed that stormwater is being routed under 
back yard via a 24-inch HDPE pipe. A gap in pipe on the 

neighbor’s property makes the resident’s property subject to 
flooding.  

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town identify this 
project as potential candidate for a re-route of 

stormwater off private property and into the ROW. 
Water could be re-routed starting at Sackett Street down 

Canal Street to Hudson River. The Town may want to 
have capacity analysis completed on pipe. 

 

9 Jesse Tyler 8 Pine Street St. Remy 5/2019 Town 

Resident States: A neighbor has blocked off a section 
of the stream with a small culvert to extend a driveway. 

During large storm events this has caused major 
flooding of the property. 

Tighe & Bond observed the culvert and the fill placed within the 
stream to extend the driveway. The culvert is limiting the cross 
section of the stream and has the potential for causing flooding 

in larger storm events. 

Tighe & Bond recommends the Town have their legal 
counsel investigate further. The Town may want to have 

capacity analysis completed on culvert. 
 
 

10 
Jacqueline & Ron 

(Vladamir) 
159 Minturn 

Street 
Port Ewen 5/8/2019 Town / Monitor  

Resident States: Ever since a water main failure on 
Minturn street ground water has been flowing through 
his property underground causing depression to form 

and for him to have a wet back yard. 

Tighe & Bond observed the property and saw foundation drains 
running on a dry day. Tighe & Bond cannot comment on how the 

water main failure would affect ground water flow at this time. 

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town continue to 
watch if any slope failures occur adjacent to Town-

owned drainage. Settlement of roadway in area may 
indicate water has found a preferential path under the 

roadway along the repaired water main. 

11 Joan Burroughs 25 Riverby Lane West Park  08/09/2019 Town/State 

Resident States: That stormwater comes from 9W over 
Holly Cross Monastery property flows thru woods 

washing out the resident’s roadway access to the river. 
Resident has tried to stabilized roadway with stones.   

Tighe & Bond observed that stormwater from 9W and the Holy 
Cross Monastery is being captured in a catch basin which 

outfalls to a swale and is being directed towards the resident’s 
property. From observation it is unclear if the catch basin is 

owned by the Monastery or the State.  

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town work with the 
State and the Monastery to understand who owns this 
discharge and help calm relocate the discharge to no 

cause an erosive discharge on another resident’s 
property.  
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1 Diane Dintruff 150 Minturn Street Port Ewen 5/3/2019 
Owner Maintenance/ High 

Groundwater 
Resident States: Back yard is very wet, and they have 

experienced erosion of driveway.  

Tighe & Bond observed that the back yard was soft under 
foot and wet at time of the visit. There was little to know 

evidence of driveway deterioration. Tighe & Bond walked 
upstream but did not find any evidence of Town owned 

drainage discharging to the back yard.  

It is Tighe & Bond’s assessment that the issue is due to 
locally high groundwater table and is not the responsibility 
of the Town. Recommend that the Town take no further 

action at this time.  
 

2 Chris Fusco 71 Main Street Esopus 5/8/2019 Owner Maintenance 
Resident States: That a neighbor has recently changed 
drainage patterns trapping water in the resident’s back 

yard. 

Tighe & Bond observed that the back yard was damp at 
time of visit. It appears that and abutting neighbor placed 

an embankment to keep water from passing over their 
property.  

It is Tighe & Bond’s assessment that the change in 
drainage patterns is not due to the Town owned facilities 

and is not the responsibility of the Town. Recommend that 
the Town take no further action at this time.  

 

3 The Hills 72 The Hills Port Ewen 4/29/2019 Owner Maintenance 
Town States: Drainage issue occurred, and litigation was 

pending.  
Tighe & Bond observed that all stormwater systems were 

operating appropriately at the time of visit.  

It is Tighe & Bond assessment that the problem was due 
to a clogged pipe that was cleared. Recommend that the 

Town take no further action at this time. 
 

4 
Rondout Harbor 

Homeowners 
87 Rondout Harbor  Port Ewen 4/29/2019 

Abutting Owner 
Maintenance 

Town States: Drainage issue occurred, and litigation was 
pending.  

Tighe & Bond observed that all stormwater systems were 
operating appropriately at the time of visit.  

It is Tighe & Bond assessment that the problem was due 
to a clogged pipe that was cleared. Recommend that the 

Town take no further action at this time. 
 

5 Mary Jane Schwark 156 Minturn Street Port Ewen 5/8/2019 
Owner Maintenance/ High 

Groundwater  
Resident States: That back yard and home are flooding 

due to swale in back yard. 

Tighe & Bond observed swale in back yard, and it is full of 
vegetation and debris. Tighe & Bond also observed 

evidence of a high ground water table.  

It is Tighe & Bond’s assessment that the resident has 
allowed the swale on their private property to grow in with 

vegetation and they should maintain free of woody 
vegetation. The Town is not responsible for maintaining 

swales on private property. Recommend that the Town take 
no further action at this time. 

 

6 Carrie Bono 1468 State Route 213 St. Remy 5/30/2019 High Groundwater 

Resident States: High ground water is causing issues at 
house and resident is having a hard time keeping up with 

groundwater in basement. Tighe & Bond spoke with 
residents’ mother. 

Tighe & Bond observed that the area has a high 
groundwater table issue. A pond on an abutting property 

has a water surface elevation higher than that of the 
resident’s property. Between the pond and the resident’s 
property there is a CMP pipe that has failed and does not 
appear to be owned by the Town. This failed CMP pipe is 

potentially Introducing water into the ground.  

It is Tighe & Bond’s assessment that the resident’s 
problems are caused by a high groundwater table and a 
failure of a private CMP pipe. Recommend that the Town 
take no further action at this time. 

7 Edith And Robert 2 River Road Ulster Park 5/30/2019 High Groundwater 
Resident States: That runoff from 9W is causing ground to 

stay wet making it difficult to maintain. 

Tighe & Bond observed that all 9W drainage appears to 
be working appropriately and does not appear to be 

caused by the State stormwater system.  

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town take no further 
action at this time.  
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8 Frank Banks 23 Parker Avenue Esopus -- -- -- 
Resident asked to be removed from the study after initially 

being added to the list. 
 

Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town take no further 
action at this time.  

 

9 Arlene Post 205 Lindorf Street Ulster Park -- --  
Resident asked to be removed from the study after initially 

being added to the list. 
Tighe & Bond recommends that the Town take no further 

action at this time. 

 

Limitations: 

Tighe & Bond’s observation and recommendations are based on visual assessments of the above ground stormwater system and relative topography. Tighe & Bond was not present at the sites visited during flooding conditions and has relied on input from residents and Town staff to understand historical 

flooding issues. 
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APPENDIX E 



8/12/2019 Precipitation Frequency Data Server

https://hdsc.nws.noaa.gov/hdsc/pfds/pfds_printpage.html?lat=41.8984&lon=-73.9771&data=depth&units=english&series=pds 1/4

NOAA Atlas 14, Volume 10, Version 3 
Location name: Port Ewen, New York, USA* 

Latitude: 41.8984°, Longitude: -73.9771° 
Elevation: 186.58 ft**

* source: ESRI Maps 
** source: USGS

POINT PRECIPITATION FREQUENCY ESTIMATES

Sanja Perica, Sandra Pavlovic, Michael St. Laurent, Carl Trypaluk, Dale Unruh, Orlan Wilhite

NOAA, National Weather Service, Silver Spring, Maryland

PF_tabular | PF_graphical | Maps_&_aerials

PF tabular
PDS-based point precipitation frequency estimates with 90% confidence intervals (in inches)1

Duration
Average recurrence interval (years)

1 2 5 10 25 50 100 200 500 1000

5-min 0.332
(0.255‑0.424)

0.398
(0.306‑0.509)

0.506
(0.388‑0.649)

0.596
(0.454‑0.768)

0.719
(0.531‑0.965)

0.813
(0.588‑1.11)

0.909
(0.639‑1.29)

1.01
(0.680‑1.47)

1.15
(0.747‑1.74)

1.27
(0.801‑1.95)

10-min 0.471
(0.362‑0.601)

0.564
(0.433‑0.721)

0.717
(0.549‑0.919)

0.844
(0.643‑1.09)

1.02
(0.752‑1.37)

1.15
(0.833‑1.58)

1.29
(0.905‑1.82)

1.43
(0.963‑2.09)

1.64
(1.06‑2.46)

1.79
(1.14‑2.76)

15-min 0.554
(0.426‑0.707)

0.664
(0.510‑0.848)

0.844
(0.646‑1.08)

0.994
(0.756‑1.28)

1.20
(0.885‑1.61)

1.36
(0.981‑1.85)

1.52
(1.06‑2.15)

1.69
(1.13‑2.45)

1.92
(1.25‑2.90)

2.11
(1.34‑3.24)

30-min 0.744
(0.572‑0.949)

0.891
(0.685‑1.14)

1.13
(0.867‑1.45)

1.33
(1.02‑1.72)

1.61
(1.19‑2.16)

1.82
(1.32‑2.49)

2.03
(1.43‑2.88)

2.27
(1.52‑3.30)

2.58
(1.67‑3.89)

2.84
(1.80‑4.36)

60-min 0.934
(0.718‑1.19)

1.12
(0.860‑1.43)

1.42
(1.09‑1.82)

1.67
(1.27‑2.16)

2.02
(1.49‑2.71)

2.28
(1.65‑3.12)

2.55
(1.79‑3.61)

2.84
(1.91‑4.14)

3.24
(2.10‑4.89)

3.56
(2.25‑5.48)

2-hr 1.21
(0.937‑1.54)

1.44
(1.12‑1.83)

1.83
(1.41‑2.33)

2.14
(1.64‑2.74)

2.58
(1.92‑3.44)

2.91
(2.12‑3.97)

3.25
(2.30‑4.59)

3.63
(2.45‑5.25)

4.16
(2.71‑6.23)

4.59
(2.92‑7.02)

3-hr 1.40
(1.09‑1.77)

1.67
(1.30‑2.11)

2.11
(1.64‑2.68)

2.48
(1.91‑3.17)

2.99
(2.23‑3.98)

3.37
(2.47‑4.59)

3.77
(2.69‑5.32)

4.23
(2.86‑6.09)

4.88
(3.17‑7.27)

5.41
(3.44‑8.23)

6-hr 1.76
(1.37‑2.20)

2.12
(1.66‑2.66)

2.71
(2.12‑3.42)

3.21
(2.49‑4.06)

3.89
(2.92‑5.16)

4.39
(3.24‑5.96)

4.93
(3.55‑6.96)

5.57
(3.77‑7.98)

6.52
(4.25‑9.65)

7.31
(4.67‑11.0)

12-hr 2.15
(1.70‑2.68)

2.64
(2.08‑3.30)

3.44
(2.70‑4.31)

4.10
(3.20‑5.17)

5.02
(3.80‑6.63)

5.69
(4.24‑7.70)

6.42
(4.67‑9.06)

7.32
(4.97‑10.4)

8.68
(5.68‑12.8)

9.86
(6.31‑14.8)

24-hr 2.55
(2.03‑3.16)

3.16
(2.51‑3.92)

4.17
(3.29‑5.18)

5.00
(3.93‑6.25)

6.14
(4.69‑8.08)

6.98
(5.24‑9.40)

7.91
(5.79‑11.1)

9.04
(6.17‑12.8)

10.8
(7.10‑15.8)

12.3
(7.92‑18.4)

2-day 2.95
(2.36‑3.62)

3.65
(2.91‑4.49)

4.79
(3.81‑5.92)

5.74
(4.54‑7.13)

7.05
(5.41‑9.20)

8.01
(6.04‑10.7)

9.06
(6.67‑12.6)

10.4
(7.10‑14.6)

12.4
(8.15‑18.0)

14.1
(9.09‑20.9)

3-day 3.23
(2.59‑3.95)

3.96
(3.18‑4.86)

5.17
(4.13‑6.36)

6.17
(4.90‑7.63)

7.54
(5.81‑9.80)

8.56
(6.47‑11.4)

9.66
(7.13‑13.4)

11.0
(7.58‑15.4)

13.1
(8.67‑19.0)

14.9
(9.64‑22.0)

4-day 3.47
(2.79‑4.24)

4.23
(3.40‑5.17)

5.48
(4.39‑6.72)

6.51
(5.19‑8.03)

7.94
(6.13‑10.3)

8.99
(6.81‑11.9)

10.1
(7.48‑14.0)

11.5
(7.94‑16.1)

13.7
(9.05‑19.7)

15.5
(10.0‑22.9)

7-day 4.12
(3.34‑5.00)

4.94
(4.00‑6.01)

6.29
(5.07‑7.68)

7.41
(5.94‑9.10)

8.96
(6.95‑11.5)

10.1
(7.68‑13.3)

11.3
(8.37‑15.5)

12.8
(8.86‑17.8)

15.0
(9.98‑21.6)

16.9
(11.0‑24.7)

10-day 4.75
(3.87‑5.76)

5.63
(4.57‑6.82)

7.05
(5.71‑8.58)

8.24
(6.63‑10.1)

9.87
(7.67‑12.6)

11.1
(8.43‑14.5)

12.4
(9.14‑16.8)

13.9
(9.64‑19.2)

16.1
(10.7‑23.0)

18.0
(11.7‑26.2)

20-day 6.72
(5.50‑8.08)

7.70
(6.30‑9.27)

9.30
(7.58‑11.2)

10.6
(8.61‑12.9)

12.5
(9.72‑15.7)

13.8
(10.6‑17.8)

15.3
(11.2‑20.4)

16.8
(11.7‑23.0)

19.0
(12.7‑26.9)

20.8
(13.5‑30.0)

30-day 8.37
(6.89‑10.0)

9.43
(7.75‑11.3)

11.2
(9.14‑13.4)

12.6
(10.3‑15.2)

14.6
(11.4‑18.3)

16.1
(12.3‑20.6)

17.6
(13.0‑23.3)

19.2
(13.5‑26.2)

21.4
(14.3‑30.1)

23.0
(15.0‑33.1)

45-day 10.4
(8.63‑12.5)

11.6
(9.57‑13.9)

13.5
(11.1‑16.2)

15.1
(12.3‑18.2)

17.2
(13.5‑21.5)

18.9
(14.5‑24.0)

20.6
(15.1‑26.9)

22.2
(15.6‑30.1)

24.3
(16.4‑34.1)

25.9
(16.9‑37.1)

60-day 12.2
(10.1‑14.5)

13.4
(11.1‑16.0)

15.5
(12.8‑18.5)

17.2
(14.1‑20.6)

19.5
(15.3‑24.2)

21.3
(16.3‑26.9)

23.1
(17.0‑30.0)

24.8
(17.4‑33.4)

26.9
(18.1‑37.6)

28.4
(18.6‑40.6)

1 Precipitation frequency (PF) estimates in this table are based on frequency analysis of partial duration series (PDS).
Numbers in parenthesis are PF estimates at lower and upper bounds of the 90% confidence interval. The probability that precipitation frequency estimates
(for a given duration and average recurrence interval) will be greater than the upper bound (or less than the lower bound) is 5%. Estimates at upper
bounds are not checked against probable maximum precipitation (PMP) estimates and may be higher than currently valid PMP values.
Please refer to NOAA Atlas 14 document for more information.
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

4.403.5464.7166.04166.6812.0DrainageMH-14CB-1DrainPipe-427
3.221.69110.8165.79166.0412.0O-4DrainageMH-14DrainPipe-428
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

3.023.5464.7166.04166.6812.0DrainageMH-14CB-1DrainPipe-427
2.971.69110.8165.79166.0412.0O-4DrainageMH-14DrainPipe-428

Page 1 of 127 Siemon Company Drive Suite 200 W  Watertown, CT 06795 USA  
+1-203-755-1666

8/13/2019

Bentley SewerGEMS CONNECT Edition
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DCammarata
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Flow (Maximum)

(cfs)
Capacity (Full 

Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)3.5464.7166.04166.6812.0DrainageMH-14CB-1DrainPipe-427
(N/A)1.69110.8165.79166.0412.0O-4DrainageMH-14DrainPipe-428
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

5.713.5464.7166.04166.6812.0DrainageMH-14CB-1DrainPipe-427
3.311.69110.8165.79166.0412.0O-4DrainageMH-14DrainPipe-428
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

5.913.5464.7166.04166.6812.0DrainageMH-14CB-1DrainPipe-427
3.321.69110.8165.79166.0412.0O-4DrainageMH-14DrainPipe-428
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

16.3716.6364.7163.50163.6524.0DrainageMH-14CB-1DrainPipe-427
16.3910.74110.8163.25163.5024.0O-4DrainageMH-14DrainPipe-428
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)5.1310.1179.79180.0012.0CatchBasin-161POS-1CO-4
(N/A)3.9319.7180.22179.9812.0CatchBasin-156O-5CO-6
0.006.4844.8180.87182.3512.0CatchBasin-143CatchBasin-145DrainPipe-151
0.003.2943.7181.68182.6710.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-143DrainPipe-152
0.002.01177.2180.42180.9812.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-144DrainPipe-153
0.002.98115.0181.18181.9912.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-147DrainPipe-154
0.002.6951.0182.15182.4412.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-146DrainPipe-155
0.000.6238.5182.54182.448.0CatchBasin-146CatchBasin-148DrainPipe-156
0.000.03106.1182.89183.003.0CatchBasin-147MH-142DrainPipe-157
0.002.83160.9182.05183.0712.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-149DrainPipe-158
0.001.04107.9182.34183.148.0CatchBasin-148CatchBasin-165BDrainPipe-159
0.002.99190.4180.82182.1612.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-160DrainPipe-166
0.000.8624.5181.42182.006.0CatchBasin-154MH-69DrainPipe-167
0.042.8515.4180.62180.5212.0CatchBasin-155CatchBasin-154DrainPipe-168
0.000.3920.6181.12182.004.0CatchBasin-155MH-64DrainPipe-169
0.110.81194.6180.42180.3212.0CatchBasin-156CatchBasin-155DrainPipe-170
0.201.8690.7180.08180.3212.0CatchBasin-157CatchBasin-156DrainPipe-171
0.000.2529.4180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-80DrainPipe-172
0.000.2921.9180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-57DrainPipe-173
0.332.1551.2180.09180.2812.0CatchBasin-161CatchBasin-157DrainPipe-174
0.531.76181.8179.54179.9912.0CatchBasin-162CatchBasin-161DrainPipe-175
3.806.8945.8178.72179.2415.0CatchBasin-165CatchBasin-162DrainPipe-176
0.004.5132.3182.36182.8812.0CatchBasin-160CatchBasin-161BDrainPipe-178
7.095.92283.5176.04178.4215.0CatchBasin-299CatchBasin-165DrainPipe-179
0.001.15146.2183.34184.668.0CatchBasin-165BCatchBasin-166DrainPipe-184
0.000.6932.0184.56184.076.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-168DrainPipe-185
0.001.2754.2184.56185.168.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-167DrainPipe-186
0.000.40107.2184.07184.616.0CatchBasin-168CatchBasin-169DrainPipe-187
3.145.1447.7175.70176.7012.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-294DrainPipe-294
0.000.7736.0175.32176.006.0MH-93CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-295
5.605.6030.6173.66174.4212.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-296
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

12.5319.2032.1167.53170.3615.0O-4CatchBasin-296DrainPipe-297
6.692.79283.2170.96172.7012.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-297DrainPipe-298
6.8012.13250.2172.70176.0418.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-299DrainPipe-299
0.000.179.7180.92181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-15DrainPipe-446
0.000.339.3180.72181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-12DrainPipe-447
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Bentley SewerGEMS CONNECT Edition
[10.01.00.70]Bentley Systems, Inc.  Haestad Methods Solution CenterEugene Model.stsw
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Text Box
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)5.1310.1179.79180.0012.0CatchBasin-161POS-1CO-4
(N/A)3.9319.7180.22179.9812.0CatchBasin-156O-5CO-6
0.006.4844.8180.87182.3512.0CatchBasin-143CatchBasin-145DrainPipe-151
0.003.2943.7181.68182.6710.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-143DrainPipe-152
0.052.01177.2180.42180.9812.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-144DrainPipe-153
0.002.98115.0181.18181.9912.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-147DrainPipe-154
0.002.6951.0182.15182.4412.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-146DrainPipe-155
0.000.6238.5182.54182.448.0CatchBasin-146CatchBasin-148DrainPipe-156
0.000.03106.1182.89183.003.0CatchBasin-147MH-142DrainPipe-157
0.002.83160.9182.05183.0712.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-149DrainPipe-158
0.001.04107.9182.34183.148.0CatchBasin-148CatchBasin-165BDrainPipe-159
0.002.99190.4180.82182.1612.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-160DrainPipe-166
0.000.8624.5181.42182.006.0CatchBasin-154MH-69DrainPipe-167
0.142.8515.4180.62180.5212.0CatchBasin-155CatchBasin-154DrainPipe-168
0.000.3920.6181.12182.004.0CatchBasin-155MH-64DrainPipe-169
0.200.81194.6180.42180.3212.0CatchBasin-156CatchBasin-155DrainPipe-170
0.401.8690.7180.08180.3212.0CatchBasin-157CatchBasin-156DrainPipe-171
0.000.2529.4180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-80DrainPipe-172
0.000.2921.9180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-57DrainPipe-173
0.412.1551.2180.09180.2812.0CatchBasin-161CatchBasin-157DrainPipe-174
0.481.76181.8179.54179.9912.0CatchBasin-162CatchBasin-161DrainPipe-175
4.296.8945.8178.72179.2415.0CatchBasin-165CatchBasin-162DrainPipe-176
0.004.5132.3182.36182.8812.0CatchBasin-160CatchBasin-161BDrainPipe-178
7.845.92283.5176.04178.4215.0CatchBasin-299CatchBasin-165DrainPipe-179
0.001.15146.2183.34184.668.0CatchBasin-165BCatchBasin-166DrainPipe-184
0.000.6932.0184.56184.076.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-168DrainPipe-185
0.001.2754.2184.56185.168.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-167DrainPipe-186
0.000.40107.2184.07184.616.0CatchBasin-168CatchBasin-169DrainPipe-187
4.625.1447.7175.70176.7012.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-294DrainPipe-294
0.010.7736.0175.32176.006.0MH-93CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-295
8.305.6030.6173.66174.4212.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-296
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

16.0219.2032.1167.53170.3615.0O-4CatchBasin-296DrainPipe-297
5.402.79283.2170.96172.7012.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-297DrainPipe-298
8.6912.13250.2172.70176.0418.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-299DrainPipe-299
0.000.179.7180.92181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-15DrainPipe-446
0.000.339.3180.72181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-12DrainPipe-447
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Flow (Maximum)

(cfs)
Capacity (Full 

Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)5.1310.1179.79180.0012.0CatchBasin-161POS-1CO-4
(N/A)3.9319.7180.22179.9812.0CatchBasin-156O-5CO-6
(N/A)6.4844.8180.87182.3512.0CatchBasin-143CatchBasin-145DrainPipe-151
(N/A)3.2943.7181.68182.6710.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-143DrainPipe-152
(N/A)2.01177.2180.42180.9812.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-144DrainPipe-153
(N/A)2.98115.0181.18181.9912.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-147DrainPipe-154
(N/A)2.6951.0182.15182.4412.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-146DrainPipe-155
(N/A)0.6238.5182.54182.448.0CatchBasin-146CatchBasin-148DrainPipe-156
(N/A)0.03106.1182.89183.003.0CatchBasin-147MH-142DrainPipe-157
(N/A)2.83160.9182.05183.0712.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-149DrainPipe-158
(N/A)1.04107.9182.34183.148.0CatchBasin-148CatchBasin-165BDrainPipe-159
(N/A)2.99190.4180.82182.1612.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-160DrainPipe-166
(N/A)0.8624.5181.42182.006.0CatchBasin-154MH-69DrainPipe-167
(N/A)2.8515.4180.62180.5212.0CatchBasin-155CatchBasin-154DrainPipe-168
(N/A)0.3920.6181.12182.004.0CatchBasin-155MH-64DrainPipe-169
(N/A)0.81194.6180.42180.3212.0CatchBasin-156CatchBasin-155DrainPipe-170
(N/A)1.8690.7180.08180.3212.0CatchBasin-157CatchBasin-156DrainPipe-171
(N/A)0.2529.4180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-80DrainPipe-172
(N/A)0.2921.9180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-57DrainPipe-173
(N/A)2.1551.2180.09180.2812.0CatchBasin-161CatchBasin-157DrainPipe-174
(N/A)1.76181.8179.54179.9912.0CatchBasin-162CatchBasin-161DrainPipe-175
(N/A)6.8945.8178.72179.2415.0CatchBasin-165CatchBasin-162DrainPipe-176
(N/A)4.5132.3182.36182.8812.0CatchBasin-160CatchBasin-161BDrainPipe-178
(N/A)5.92283.5176.04178.4215.0CatchBasin-299CatchBasin-165DrainPipe-179
(N/A)1.15146.2183.34184.668.0CatchBasin-165BCatchBasin-166DrainPipe-184
(N/A)0.6932.0184.56184.076.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-168DrainPipe-185
(N/A)1.2754.2184.56185.168.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-167DrainPipe-186
(N/A)0.40107.2184.07184.616.0CatchBasin-168CatchBasin-169DrainPipe-187
(N/A)5.1447.7175.70176.7012.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-294DrainPipe-294
(N/A)0.7736.0175.32176.006.0MH-93CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-295
(N/A)5.6030.6173.66174.4212.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-296
(N/A)19.2032.1167.53170.3615.0O-4CatchBasin-296DrainPipe-297
(N/A)2.79283.2170.96172.7012.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-297DrainPipe-298
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Flow (Maximum)

(cfs)
Capacity (Full 

Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)12.13250.2172.70176.0418.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-299DrainPipe-299
(N/A)0.179.7180.92181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-15DrainPipe-446
(N/A)0.339.3180.72181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-12DrainPipe-447
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)5.1310.1179.79180.0012.0CatchBasin-161POS-1CO-4
(N/A)3.9319.7180.22179.9812.0CatchBasin-156O-5CO-6
0.006.4844.8180.87182.3512.0CatchBasin-143CatchBasin-145DrainPipe-151
0.003.2943.7181.68182.6710.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-143DrainPipe-152
0.112.01177.2180.42180.9812.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-144DrainPipe-153
0.002.98115.0181.18181.9912.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-147DrainPipe-154
0.002.6951.0182.15182.4412.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-146DrainPipe-155
0.000.6238.5182.54182.448.0CatchBasin-146CatchBasin-148DrainPipe-156
0.000.03106.1182.89183.003.0CatchBasin-147MH-142DrainPipe-157
0.002.83160.9182.05183.0712.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-149DrainPipe-158
0.001.04107.9182.34183.148.0CatchBasin-148CatchBasin-165BDrainPipe-159
0.022.99190.4180.82182.1612.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-160DrainPipe-166
0.000.8624.5181.42182.006.0CatchBasin-154MH-69DrainPipe-167
0.282.8515.4180.62180.5212.0CatchBasin-155CatchBasin-154DrainPipe-168
0.000.3920.6181.12182.004.0CatchBasin-155MH-64DrainPipe-169
0.260.81194.6180.42180.3212.0CatchBasin-156CatchBasin-155DrainPipe-170
0.351.8690.7180.08180.3212.0CatchBasin-157CatchBasin-156DrainPipe-171
0.000.2529.4180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-80DrainPipe-172
0.000.2921.9180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-57DrainPipe-173
0.352.1551.2180.09180.2812.0CatchBasin-161CatchBasin-157DrainPipe-174
0.351.76181.8179.54179.9912.0CatchBasin-162CatchBasin-161DrainPipe-175
4.516.8945.8178.72179.2415.0CatchBasin-165CatchBasin-162DrainPipe-176
0.004.5132.3182.36182.8812.0CatchBasin-160CatchBasin-161BDrainPipe-178
6.315.92283.5176.04178.4215.0CatchBasin-299CatchBasin-165DrainPipe-179
0.001.15146.2183.34184.668.0CatchBasin-165BCatchBasin-166DrainPipe-184
0.000.6932.0184.56184.076.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-168DrainPipe-185
0.001.2754.2184.56185.168.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-167DrainPipe-186
0.000.40107.2184.07184.616.0CatchBasin-168CatchBasin-169DrainPipe-187
6.975.1447.7175.70176.7012.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-294DrainPipe-294
0.040.7736.0175.32176.006.0MH-93CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-295

12.395.6030.6173.66174.4212.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-296
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

21.0319.2032.1167.53170.3615.0O-4CatchBasin-296DrainPipe-297
5.462.79283.2170.96172.7012.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-297DrainPipe-298
8.1312.13250.2172.70176.0418.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-299DrainPipe-299
0.000.179.7180.92181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-15DrainPipe-446
0.000.339.3180.72181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-12DrainPipe-447
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)5.1310.1179.79180.0012.0CatchBasin-161POS-1CO-4
(N/A)3.9319.7180.22179.9812.0CatchBasin-156O-5CO-6
0.006.4844.8180.87182.3512.0CatchBasin-143CatchBasin-145DrainPipe-151
0.003.2943.7181.68182.6710.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-143DrainPipe-152
0.092.01177.2180.42180.9812.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-144DrainPipe-153
0.012.98115.0181.18181.9912.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-147DrainPipe-154
0.002.6951.0182.15182.4412.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-146DrainPipe-155
0.000.6238.5182.54182.448.0CatchBasin-146CatchBasin-148DrainPipe-156
0.000.03106.1182.89183.003.0CatchBasin-147MH-142DrainPipe-157
0.002.83160.9182.05183.0712.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-149DrainPipe-158
0.001.04107.9182.34183.148.0CatchBasin-148CatchBasin-165BDrainPipe-159
0.032.99190.4180.82182.1612.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-160DrainPipe-166
0.000.8624.5181.42182.006.0CatchBasin-154MH-69DrainPipe-167
0.182.8515.4180.62180.5212.0CatchBasin-155CatchBasin-154DrainPipe-168
0.000.3920.6181.12182.004.0CatchBasin-155MH-64DrainPipe-169
0.190.81194.6180.42180.3212.0CatchBasin-156CatchBasin-155DrainPipe-170
0.241.8690.7180.08180.3212.0CatchBasin-157CatchBasin-156DrainPipe-171
0.000.2529.4180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-80DrainPipe-172
0.000.2921.9180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-57DrainPipe-173
0.252.1551.2180.09180.2812.0CatchBasin-161CatchBasin-157DrainPipe-174
0.251.76181.8179.54179.9912.0CatchBasin-162CatchBasin-161DrainPipe-175
4.576.8945.8178.72179.2415.0CatchBasin-165CatchBasin-162DrainPipe-176
0.004.5132.3182.36182.8812.0CatchBasin-160CatchBasin-161BDrainPipe-178
6.325.92283.5176.04178.4215.0CatchBasin-299CatchBasin-165DrainPipe-179
0.001.15146.2183.34184.668.0CatchBasin-165BCatchBasin-166DrainPipe-184
0.000.6932.0184.56184.076.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-168DrainPipe-185
0.001.2754.2184.56185.168.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-167DrainPipe-186
0.000.40107.2184.07184.616.0CatchBasin-168CatchBasin-169DrainPipe-187
7.105.1447.7175.70176.7012.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-294DrainPipe-294
0.020.7736.0175.32176.006.0MH-93CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-295

11.995.6030.6173.66174.4212.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-296
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

20.9019.2032.1167.53170.3615.0O-4CatchBasin-296DrainPipe-297
5.492.79283.2170.96172.7012.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-297DrainPipe-298
8.4612.13250.2172.70176.0418.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-299DrainPipe-299
0.000.179.7180.92181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-15DrainPipe-446
0.000.339.3180.72181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-12DrainPipe-447
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)22.4010.1177.98178.0012.0CatchBasin-161POS-1CO-4
(N/A)3.9319.7180.22179.9812.0CatchBasin-156O-5CO-6
0.006.4844.8180.87182.3512.0CatchBasin-143CatchBasin-145DrainPipe-151
0.003.2943.7181.68182.6710.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-143DrainPipe-152
0.362.01177.2180.42180.9812.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-144DrainPipe-153
0.162.98115.0181.18181.9912.0CatchBasin-144CatchBasin-147DrainPipe-154
0.002.6951.0182.15182.4412.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-146DrainPipe-155
0.000.6238.5182.54182.448.0CatchBasin-146CatchBasin-148DrainPipe-156
0.000.03106.1182.89183.003.0CatchBasin-147MH-142DrainPipe-157
0.002.83160.9182.05183.0712.0CatchBasin-145CatchBasin-149DrainPipe-158
0.001.04107.9182.34183.148.0CatchBasin-148CatchBasin-165BDrainPipe-159
0.092.99190.4180.82182.1612.0CatchBasin-154CatchBasin-160DrainPipe-166
0.000.8624.5181.42182.006.0CatchBasin-154MH-69DrainPipe-167
0.472.8515.4180.62180.5212.0CatchBasin-155CatchBasin-154DrainPipe-168
0.000.3920.6181.12182.004.0CatchBasin-155MH-64DrainPipe-169
0.480.81194.6180.42180.3212.0CatchBasin-156CatchBasin-155DrainPipe-170
0.491.8690.7180.08180.3212.0CatchBasin-157CatchBasin-156DrainPipe-171
0.000.2529.4180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-80DrainPipe-172
0.000.2921.9180.48181.004.0CatchBasin-157MH-57DrainPipe-173
7.042.1551.2180.09180.2812.0CatchBasin-161CatchBasin-157DrainPipe-174
7.1610.61181.8175.27175.6724.0CatchBasin-162CatchBasin-161DrainPipe-175

18.3610.5645.8174.07174.1724.0CatchBasin-165CatchBasin-162DrainPipe-176
0.004.5132.3182.36182.8812.0CatchBasin-160CatchBasin-161BDrainPipe-178

34.6555.59283.5173.35173.9736.0CatchBasin-299CatchBasin-165DrainPipe-179
0.001.15146.2183.34184.668.0CatchBasin-165BCatchBasin-166DrainPipe-184
0.000.6932.0184.56184.076.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-168DrainPipe-185
0.001.2754.2184.56185.168.0CatchBasin-166CatchBasin-167DrainPipe-186
0.000.40107.2184.07184.616.0CatchBasin-168CatchBasin-169DrainPipe-187
7.523.4047.7174.45174.5018.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-294DrainPipe-294
0.040.7736.0175.32176.006.0MH-93CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-295

12.405.6030.6173.66174.4212.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-295DrainPipe-296
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

60.34198.2732.1167.53170.3636.0O-4CatchBasin-296DrainPipe-297
51.0052.25283.2170.96172.7036.0CatchBasin-296CatchBasin-297DrainPipe-298
36.1335.27250.2172.70173.2536.0CatchBasin-297CatchBasin-299DrainPipe-299
0.000.179.7180.92181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-15DrainPipe-446
0.000.339.3180.72181.004.0CatchBasin-156MH-12DrainPipe-447
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

7.865.8426.8139.23139.9512.0CatchBasin-279CatchBasin-278DrainPipe-267
0.905.9322.0138.96139.5712.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-280DrainPipe-268
7.752.1176.9138.96139.2312.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-279DrainPipe-269
8.267.3429.4137.71138.9612.0CatchBasin-282CatchBasin-281DrainPipe-270
3.332.3059.8137.46137.7112.0CatchBasin-283CatchBasin-282DrainPipe-271
2.932.4779.1137.84137.4612.0CatchBasin-284CatchBasin-283DrainPipe-272
5.224.62165.2135.06137.8412.0CatchBasin-285CatchBasin-284DrainPipe-273
4.402.36195.2134.20135.0612.0CatchBasin-286CatchBasin-285DrainPipe-274
6.130.0065.9134.20134.2012.0O-4CatchBasin-286DrainPipe-275
2.089.41196.7139.95153.6712.0CatchBasin-278CatchBasin-287DrainPipe-276
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

8.345.8426.8139.23139.9512.0CatchBasin-279CatchBasin-278DrainPipe-267
1.355.9322.0138.96139.5712.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-280DrainPipe-268
7.402.1176.9138.96139.2312.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-279DrainPipe-269
8.657.3429.4137.71138.9612.0CatchBasin-282CatchBasin-281DrainPipe-270
3.302.3059.8137.46137.7112.0CatchBasin-283CatchBasin-282DrainPipe-271
2.862.4779.1137.84137.4612.0CatchBasin-284CatchBasin-283DrainPipe-272
4.754.62165.2135.06137.8412.0CatchBasin-285CatchBasin-284DrainPipe-273
4.302.36195.2134.20135.0612.0CatchBasin-286CatchBasin-285DrainPipe-274
6.910.0065.9134.20134.2012.0O-4CatchBasin-286DrainPipe-275
3.159.41196.7139.95153.6712.0CatchBasin-278CatchBasin-287DrainPipe-276
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Flow (Maximum)

(cfs)
Capacity (Full 

Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)5.8426.8139.23139.9512.0CatchBasin-279CatchBasin-278DrainPipe-267
(N/A)5.9322.0138.96139.5712.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-280DrainPipe-268
(N/A)2.1176.9138.96139.2312.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-279DrainPipe-269
(N/A)7.3429.4137.71138.9612.0CatchBasin-282CatchBasin-281DrainPipe-270
(N/A)2.3059.8137.46137.7112.0CatchBasin-283CatchBasin-282DrainPipe-271
(N/A)2.4779.1137.84137.4612.0CatchBasin-284CatchBasin-283DrainPipe-272
(N/A)4.62165.2135.06137.8412.0CatchBasin-285CatchBasin-284DrainPipe-273
(N/A)2.36195.2134.20135.0612.0CatchBasin-286CatchBasin-285DrainPipe-274
(N/A)0.0065.9134.20134.2012.0O-4CatchBasin-286DrainPipe-275
(N/A)9.41196.7139.95153.6712.0CatchBasin-278CatchBasin-287DrainPipe-276
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

9.005.8426.8139.23139.9512.0CatchBasin-279CatchBasin-278DrainPipe-267
2.255.9322.0138.96139.5712.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-280DrainPipe-268
7.432.1176.9138.96139.2312.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-279DrainPipe-269
9.437.3429.4137.71138.9612.0CatchBasin-282CatchBasin-281DrainPipe-270
3.242.3059.8137.46137.7112.0CatchBasin-283CatchBasin-282DrainPipe-271
2.832.4779.1137.84137.4612.0CatchBasin-284CatchBasin-283DrainPipe-272
4.844.62165.2135.06137.8412.0CatchBasin-285CatchBasin-284DrainPipe-273
4.292.36195.2134.20135.0612.0CatchBasin-286CatchBasin-285DrainPipe-274
7.690.0065.9134.20134.2012.0O-4CatchBasin-286DrainPipe-275
5.299.41196.7139.95153.6712.0CatchBasin-278CatchBasin-287DrainPipe-276
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

9.235.8426.8139.23139.9512.0CatchBasin-279CatchBasin-278DrainPipe-267
2.645.9322.0138.96139.5712.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-280DrainPipe-268
7.442.1176.9138.96139.2312.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-279DrainPipe-269
9.747.3429.4137.71138.9612.0CatchBasin-282CatchBasin-281DrainPipe-270
3.222.3059.8137.46137.7112.0CatchBasin-283CatchBasin-282DrainPipe-271
2.822.4779.1137.84137.4612.0CatchBasin-284CatchBasin-283DrainPipe-272
4.954.62165.2135.06137.8412.0CatchBasin-285CatchBasin-284DrainPipe-273
4.292.36195.2134.20135.0612.0CatchBasin-286CatchBasin-285DrainPipe-274
7.760.0065.9134.20134.2012.0O-4CatchBasin-286DrainPipe-275
6.209.41196.7139.95153.6712.0CatchBasin-278CatchBasin-287DrainPipe-276
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

50.53109.3326.8139.23139.9536.0CatchBasin-279CatchBasin-278DrainPipe-267
2.23110.9622.0138.96139.5736.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-280DrainPipe-268

50.6939.5276.9138.96139.2336.0CatchBasin-281CatchBasin-279DrainPipe-269
52.00120.5029.4138.00138.9636.0CatchBasin-282CatchBasin-281DrainPipe-270
52.7186.2259.8137.00138.0036.0CatchBasin-283CatchBasin-282DrainPipe-271
53.0674.9779.1136.00137.0036.0CatchBasin-284CatchBasin-283DrainPipe-272
80.47108.35165.2135.06136.0048.0CatchBasin-285CatchBasin-284DrainPipe-273
89.1495.33195.2134.20135.0648.0CatchBasin-286CatchBasin-285DrainPipe-274
95.4779.1365.9134.00134.2048.0O-4CatchBasin-286DrainPipe-275
5.299.41196.7139.95153.6712.0CatchBasin-278CatchBasin-287DrainPipe-276
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

22.365.1248.4157.52158.5212.0O-4DrainageMH-2CO-2
4.444.57274.2177.54176.1715.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-133CO-4
5.907.4832.0177.11177.5415.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-112CO-6
6.859.78445.0166.91177.1115.0CatchBasin-128CatchBasin-113CO-8
8.209.03204.9162.91166.9115.0CatchBasin-89CatchBasin-128CO-10
0.5817.33236.1177.11194.1015.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-124CO-12
3.389.2419.0176.27176.6615.0CatchBasin-132CatchBasin-131CO-16

(N/A)8.0483.4173.08177.3312.0CatchBasin-104CatchBasin-108CO-18
0.400.9119.9165.94166.466.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-83DrainPipe-76
2.464.0935.4164.47164.9412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-82DrainPipe-77
0.001.6034.5165.66165.5912.0CatchBasin-82MH-89DrainPipe-78
5.295.6638.5164.67165.6412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-81DrainPipe-79
0.250.4199.3165.07165.606.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-87DrainPipe-80
7.9811.51165.8162.48164.4718.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-80DrainPipe-81
4.933.1247.1165.74166.1012.0CatchBasin-81CatchBasin-84DrainPipe-82
5.553.85104.6166.40167.6212.0CatchBasin-84CatchBasin-106DrainPipe-83

11.4810.77272.2159.52162.3818.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-85DrainPipe-84
5.3510.3846.4164.25164.3524.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-86DrainPipe-85
0.000.2926.2165.48165.556.0CatchBasin-87MH-74DrainPipe-86

14.1114.07186.7158.52161.8718.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-88DrainPipe-87
13.373.9228.4163.01162.9115.0CatchBasin-88CatchBasin-89DrainPipe-88
6.975.36214.3168.22173.0812.0CatchBasin-106CatchBasin-104DrainPipe-104
2.876.2735.1176.44177.5312.0CS-1CatchBasin-108DrainPipe-105
1.731.69250.7176.09181.008.0CatchBasin-110CatchBasin-109DrainPipe-106
1.330.87264.1181.79183.158.0CatchBasin-109CatchBasin-117DrainPipe-107
2.083.48414.1165.44175.8910.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-110DrainPipe-108
0.410.7361.8177.74178.796.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-111DrainPipe-109
0.000.3019.9178.74179.254.0CatchBasin-112MH-50DrainPipe-110
0.010.6162.3177.84178.008.0CatchBasin-112MH-125DrainPipe-111
1.140.5939.3183.95184.396.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-116DrainPipe-116
0.861.1733.8183.95184.278.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-119DrainPipe-117
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

0.203.8880.3180.46181.4112.0CatchBasin-122CatchBasin-121DrainPipe-118
0.905.3953.7179.23180.4612.0CatchBasin-123CatchBasin-122DrainPipe-119
2.284.8892.4177.50179.2312.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-123DrainPipe-120
0.000.0943.4177.90178.004.0CatchBasin-124MH-103DrainPipe-122
1.791.2467.2177.58177.5012.0CatchBasin-126CatchBasin-124DrainPipe-123
2.475.8937.7177.70178.0115.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-125DrainPipe-125
0.000.0116.0178.61178.651.5CatchBasin-125MH-37DrainPipe-126
1.801.5297.7177.76177.5812.0CatchBasin-130CatchBasin-126DrainPipe-127
1.687.36142.8160.72166.8212.0DrainageMH-2CB-78DrainPipe-129
3.195.2464.4176.66178.0612.0CatchBasin-131CatchBasin-130DrainPipe-133
3.432.00100.9176.17176.2715.0CatchBasin-133CatchBasin-132DrainPipe-136
0.005.1729.7178.37179.0012.0CatchBasin-133MH-81DrainPipe-137
0.005.9425.2178.37179.0712.0CatchBasin-133MH-72DrainPipe-138
0.142.2812.8165.25165.3012.0CatchBasin-86MH-24DrainPipe-437
0.000.3811.3165.85165.906.0CatchBasin-86MH-20DrainPipe-438
0.004.0010.4163.37163.5012.0CatchBasin-89MH-17DrainPipe-439
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

15.175.1248.4157.52158.5212.0O-4DrainageMH-2CO-2
5.234.57274.2177.54176.1715.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-133CO-4
7.947.4832.0177.11177.5415.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-112CO-6
9.519.78445.0166.91177.1115.0CatchBasin-128CatchBasin-113CO-8
9.199.03204.9162.91166.9115.0CatchBasin-89CatchBasin-128CO-10
0.8617.33236.1177.11194.1015.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-124CO-12
3.289.2419.0176.27176.6615.0CatchBasin-132CatchBasin-131CO-16

(N/A)8.0483.4173.08177.3312.0CatchBasin-104CatchBasin-108CO-18
1.090.9119.9165.94166.466.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-83DrainPipe-76
3.794.0935.4164.47164.9412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-82DrainPipe-77
0.001.6034.5165.66165.5912.0CatchBasin-82MH-89DrainPipe-78
5.335.6638.5164.67165.6412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-81DrainPipe-79
0.410.4199.3165.07165.606.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-87DrainPipe-80
9.9011.51165.8162.48164.4718.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-80DrainPipe-81
5.093.1247.1165.74166.1012.0CatchBasin-81CatchBasin-84DrainPipe-82
5.713.85104.6166.40167.6212.0CatchBasin-84CatchBasin-106DrainPipe-83

13.5810.77272.2159.52162.3818.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-85DrainPipe-84
8.0210.3846.4164.25164.3524.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-86DrainPipe-85
0.010.2926.2165.48165.556.0CatchBasin-87MH-74DrainPipe-86

15.3414.07186.7158.52161.8718.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-88DrainPipe-87
14.163.9228.4163.01162.9115.0CatchBasin-88CatchBasin-89DrainPipe-88
11.825.36214.3168.22173.0812.0CatchBasin-106CatchBasin-104DrainPipe-104
4.796.2735.1176.44177.5312.0CS-1CatchBasin-108DrainPipe-105
1.871.69250.7176.09181.008.0CatchBasin-110CatchBasin-109DrainPipe-106
1.340.87264.1181.79183.158.0CatchBasin-109CatchBasin-117DrainPipe-107
2.493.48414.1165.44175.8910.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-110DrainPipe-108
0.680.7361.8177.74178.796.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-111DrainPipe-109
0.000.3019.9178.74179.254.0CatchBasin-112MH-50DrainPipe-110
0.010.6162.3177.84178.008.0CatchBasin-112MH-125DrainPipe-111
1.050.5939.3183.95184.396.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-116DrainPipe-116
1.181.1733.8183.95184.278.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-119DrainPipe-117
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

0.303.8880.3180.46181.4112.0CatchBasin-122CatchBasin-121DrainPipe-118
1.435.3953.7179.23180.4612.0CatchBasin-123CatchBasin-122DrainPipe-119
3.554.8892.4177.50179.2312.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-123DrainPipe-120
0.010.0943.4177.90178.004.0CatchBasin-124MH-103DrainPipe-122
1.811.2467.2177.58177.5012.0CatchBasin-126CatchBasin-124DrainPipe-123
4.595.8937.7177.70178.0115.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-125DrainPipe-125
0.000.0116.0178.61178.651.5CatchBasin-125MH-37DrainPipe-126
1.821.5297.7177.76177.5812.0CatchBasin-130CatchBasin-126DrainPipe-127
2.807.36142.8160.72166.8212.0DrainageMH-2CB-78DrainPipe-129
3.105.2464.4176.66178.0612.0CatchBasin-131CatchBasin-130DrainPipe-133
3.382.00100.9176.17176.2715.0CatchBasin-133CatchBasin-132DrainPipe-136
0.005.1729.7178.37179.0012.0CatchBasin-133MH-81DrainPipe-137
0.005.9425.2178.37179.0712.0CatchBasin-133MH-72DrainPipe-138
0.052.2812.8165.25165.3012.0CatchBasin-86MH-24DrainPipe-437
0.000.3811.3165.85165.906.0CatchBasin-86MH-20DrainPipe-438
0.004.0010.4163.37163.5012.0CatchBasin-89MH-17DrainPipe-439
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

11.605.1248.4157.52158.5212.0O-4DrainageMH-2CO-2
5.374.57274.2177.54176.1715.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-133CO-4
8.017.4832.0177.11177.5415.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-112CO-6
9.859.78445.0166.91177.1115.0CatchBasin-128CatchBasin-113CO-8
8.869.03204.9162.91166.9115.0CatchBasin-89CatchBasin-128CO-10
1.0917.33236.1177.11194.1015.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-124CO-12
3.219.2419.0176.27176.6615.0CatchBasin-132CatchBasin-131CO-16

(N/A)8.0483.4173.08177.3312.0CatchBasin-104CatchBasin-108CO-18
1.150.9119.9165.94166.466.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-83DrainPipe-76
4.394.0935.4164.47164.9412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-82DrainPipe-77
0.001.6034.5165.66165.5912.0CatchBasin-82MH-89DrainPipe-78
6.015.6638.5164.67165.6412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-81DrainPipe-79
0.480.4199.3165.07165.606.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-87DrainPipe-80

10.8611.51165.8162.48164.4718.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-80DrainPipe-81
5.183.1247.1165.74166.1012.0CatchBasin-81CatchBasin-84DrainPipe-82
5.833.85104.6166.40167.6212.0CatchBasin-84CatchBasin-106DrainPipe-83

12.3310.77272.2159.52162.3818.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-85DrainPipe-84
10.7010.3846.4164.25164.3524.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-86DrainPipe-85
0.020.2926.2165.48165.556.0CatchBasin-87MH-74DrainPipe-86

16.1114.07186.7158.52161.8718.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-88DrainPipe-87
14.593.9228.4163.01162.9115.0CatchBasin-88CatchBasin-89DrainPipe-88
12.225.36214.3168.22173.0812.0CatchBasin-106CatchBasin-104DrainPipe-104
6.456.2735.1176.44177.5312.0CS-1CatchBasin-108DrainPipe-105
1.951.69250.7176.09181.008.0CatchBasin-110CatchBasin-109DrainPipe-106
1.340.87264.1181.79183.158.0CatchBasin-109CatchBasin-117DrainPipe-107
2.783.48414.1165.44175.8910.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-110DrainPipe-108
0.920.7361.8177.74178.796.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-111DrainPipe-109
0.000.3019.9178.74179.254.0CatchBasin-112MH-50DrainPipe-110
0.200.6162.3177.84178.008.0CatchBasin-112MH-125DrainPipe-111
1.190.5939.3183.95184.396.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-116DrainPipe-116
1.231.1733.8183.95184.278.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-119DrainPipe-117
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

0.393.8880.3180.46181.4112.0CatchBasin-122CatchBasin-121DrainPipe-118
1.885.3953.7179.23180.4612.0CatchBasin-123CatchBasin-122DrainPipe-119
4.634.8892.4177.50179.2312.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-123DrainPipe-120
0.000.0943.4177.90178.004.0CatchBasin-124MH-103DrainPipe-122
1.831.2467.2177.58177.5012.0CatchBasin-126CatchBasin-124DrainPipe-123
5.425.8937.7177.70178.0115.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-125DrainPipe-125
0.000.0116.0178.61178.651.5CatchBasin-125MH-37DrainPipe-126
1.841.5297.7177.76177.5812.0CatchBasin-130CatchBasin-126DrainPipe-127
3.777.36142.8160.72166.8212.0DrainageMH-2CB-78DrainPipe-129
3.045.2464.4176.66178.0612.0CatchBasin-131CatchBasin-130DrainPipe-133
3.292.00100.9176.17176.2715.0CatchBasin-133CatchBasin-132DrainPipe-136
0.005.1729.7178.37179.0012.0CatchBasin-133MH-81DrainPipe-137
0.005.9425.2178.37179.0712.0CatchBasin-133MH-72DrainPipe-138
0.042.2812.8165.25165.3012.0CatchBasin-86MH-24DrainPipe-437
0.000.3811.3165.85165.906.0CatchBasin-86MH-20DrainPipe-438
0.004.0010.4163.37163.5012.0CatchBasin-89MH-17DrainPipe-439
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

11.335.1248.4157.52158.5212.0O-4DrainageMH-2CO-2
5.444.57274.2177.54176.1715.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-133CO-4
8.047.4832.0177.11177.5415.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-112CO-6

10.119.78445.0166.91177.1115.0CatchBasin-128CatchBasin-113CO-8
8.809.03204.9162.91166.9115.0CatchBasin-89CatchBasin-128CO-10
1.4117.33236.1177.11194.1015.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-124CO-12
3.079.2419.0176.27176.6615.0CatchBasin-132CatchBasin-131CO-16

(N/A)8.0483.4173.08177.3312.0CatchBasin-104CatchBasin-108CO-18
1.180.9119.9165.94166.466.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-83DrainPipe-76
5.104.0935.4164.47164.9412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-82DrainPipe-77
0.021.6034.5165.66165.5912.0CatchBasin-82MH-89DrainPipe-78
6.305.6638.5164.67165.6412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-81DrainPipe-79
0.470.4199.3165.07165.606.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-87DrainPipe-80

11.9511.51165.8162.48164.4718.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-80DrainPipe-81
5.293.1247.1165.74166.1012.0CatchBasin-81CatchBasin-84DrainPipe-82
6.093.85104.6166.40167.6212.0CatchBasin-84CatchBasin-106DrainPipe-83

12.4810.77272.2159.52162.3818.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-85DrainPipe-84
14.0010.3846.4164.25164.3524.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-86DrainPipe-85
0.030.2926.2165.48165.556.0CatchBasin-87MH-74DrainPipe-86

16.6414.07186.7158.52161.8718.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-88DrainPipe-87
14.873.9228.4163.01162.9115.0CatchBasin-88CatchBasin-89DrainPipe-88
9.555.36214.3168.22173.0812.0CatchBasin-106CatchBasin-104DrainPipe-104
7.216.2735.1176.44177.5312.0CS-1CatchBasin-108DrainPipe-105
1.951.69250.7176.09181.008.0CatchBasin-110CatchBasin-109DrainPipe-106
1.340.87264.1181.79183.158.0CatchBasin-109CatchBasin-117DrainPipe-107
3.123.48414.1165.44175.8910.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-110DrainPipe-108
1.080.7361.8177.74178.796.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-111DrainPipe-109
0.000.3019.9178.74179.254.0CatchBasin-112MH-50DrainPipe-110
0.180.6162.3177.84178.008.0CatchBasin-112MH-125DrainPipe-111
1.090.5939.3183.95184.396.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-116DrainPipe-116
1.311.1733.8183.95184.278.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-119DrainPipe-117
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

0.493.8880.3180.46181.4112.0CatchBasin-122CatchBasin-121DrainPipe-118
2.465.3953.7179.23180.4612.0CatchBasin-123CatchBasin-122DrainPipe-119
6.124.8892.4177.50179.2312.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-123DrainPipe-120
0.010.0943.4177.90178.004.0CatchBasin-124MH-103DrainPipe-122
1.851.2467.2177.58177.5012.0CatchBasin-126CatchBasin-124DrainPipe-123
6.205.8937.7177.70178.0115.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-125DrainPipe-125
0.000.0116.0178.61178.651.5CatchBasin-125MH-37DrainPipe-126
1.851.5297.7177.76177.5812.0CatchBasin-130CatchBasin-126DrainPipe-127
5.177.36142.8160.72166.8212.0DrainageMH-2CB-78DrainPipe-129
2.935.2464.4176.66178.0612.0CatchBasin-131CatchBasin-130DrainPipe-133
3.192.00100.9176.17176.2715.0CatchBasin-133CatchBasin-132DrainPipe-136
0.005.1729.7178.37179.0012.0CatchBasin-133MH-81DrainPipe-137
0.005.9425.2178.37179.0712.0CatchBasin-133MH-72DrainPipe-138
0.052.2812.8165.25165.3012.0CatchBasin-86MH-24DrainPipe-437
0.000.3811.3165.85165.906.0CatchBasin-86MH-20DrainPipe-438
0.004.0010.4163.37163.5012.0CatchBasin-89MH-17DrainPipe-439
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

11.365.1248.4157.52158.5212.0O-4DrainageMH-2CO-2
5.494.57274.2177.54176.1715.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-133CO-4
7.857.4832.0177.11177.5415.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-112CO-6

10.059.78445.0166.91177.1115.0CatchBasin-128CatchBasin-113CO-8
8.859.03204.9162.91166.9115.0CatchBasin-89CatchBasin-128CO-10
1.6417.33236.1177.11194.1015.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-124CO-12
3.039.2419.0176.27176.6615.0CatchBasin-132CatchBasin-131CO-16

(N/A)8.0483.4173.08177.3312.0CatchBasin-104CatchBasin-108CO-18
1.210.9119.9165.94166.466.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-83DrainPipe-76
5.664.0935.4164.47164.9412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-82DrainPipe-77
0.031.6034.5165.66165.5912.0CatchBasin-82MH-89DrainPipe-78
6.325.6638.5164.67165.6412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-81DrainPipe-79
0.470.4199.3165.07165.606.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-87DrainPipe-80

12.7811.51165.8162.48164.4718.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-80DrainPipe-81
5.203.1247.1165.74166.1012.0CatchBasin-81CatchBasin-84DrainPipe-82
5.743.85104.6166.40167.6212.0CatchBasin-84CatchBasin-106DrainPipe-83

12.5410.77272.2159.52162.3818.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-85DrainPipe-84
15.9010.3846.4164.25164.3524.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-86DrainPipe-85
0.020.2926.2165.48165.556.0CatchBasin-87MH-74DrainPipe-86

16.8214.07186.7158.52161.8718.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-88DrainPipe-87
15.053.9228.4163.01162.9115.0CatchBasin-88CatchBasin-89DrainPipe-88
11.795.36214.3168.22173.0812.0CatchBasin-106CatchBasin-104DrainPipe-104
7.336.2735.1176.44177.5312.0CS-1CatchBasin-108DrainPipe-105
1.961.69250.7176.09181.008.0CatchBasin-110CatchBasin-109DrainPipe-106
1.340.87264.1181.79183.158.0CatchBasin-109CatchBasin-117DrainPipe-107
3.353.48414.1165.44175.8910.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-110DrainPipe-108
1.080.7361.8177.74178.796.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-111DrainPipe-109
0.000.3019.9178.74179.254.0CatchBasin-112MH-50DrainPipe-110
0.010.6162.3177.84178.008.0CatchBasin-112MH-125DrainPipe-111
1.100.5939.3183.95184.396.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-116DrainPipe-116
1.351.1733.8183.95184.278.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-119DrainPipe-117
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

0.583.8880.3180.46181.4112.0CatchBasin-122CatchBasin-121DrainPipe-118
2.965.3953.7179.23180.4612.0CatchBasin-123CatchBasin-122DrainPipe-119
6.314.8892.4177.50179.2312.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-123DrainPipe-120
0.000.0943.4177.90178.004.0CatchBasin-124MH-103DrainPipe-122
1.851.2467.2177.58177.5012.0CatchBasin-126CatchBasin-124DrainPipe-123
6.685.8937.7177.70178.0115.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-125DrainPipe-125
0.000.0116.0178.61178.651.5CatchBasin-125MH-37DrainPipe-126
1.861.5297.7177.76177.5812.0CatchBasin-130CatchBasin-126DrainPipe-127
6.237.36142.8160.72166.8212.0DrainageMH-2CB-78DrainPipe-129
2.895.2464.4176.66178.0612.0CatchBasin-131CatchBasin-130DrainPipe-133
3.172.00100.9176.17176.2715.0CatchBasin-133CatchBasin-132DrainPipe-136
0.005.1729.7178.37179.0012.0CatchBasin-133MH-81DrainPipe-137
0.005.9425.2178.37179.0712.0CatchBasin-133MH-72DrainPipe-138
0.042.2812.8165.25165.3012.0CatchBasin-86MH-24DrainPipe-437
0.010.3811.3165.85165.906.0CatchBasin-86MH-20DrainPipe-438
0.004.0010.4163.37163.5012.0CatchBasin-89MH-17DrainPipe-439
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

72.180.0048.4153.00157.0048.0O-4DrainageMH-2CO-2
35.0952.84274.2173.70175.1530.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-133CO-4
39.6837.6532.0173.43173.6030.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-112CO-6
42.0880.11445.0163.91173.3336.0CatchBasin-128CatchBasin-113CO-8
46.77200.70204.9159.91163.9148.0CatchBasin-89CatchBasin-128CO-10
1.4120.50236.1170.33194.1015.0CatchBasin-113CatchBasin-124CO-12

26.96168.1219.0175.88175.9830.0CatchBasin-132CatchBasin-131CO-16
(N/A)8.0483.4173.08177.3312.0CatchBasin-104CatchBasin-108CO-18
1.180.9119.9165.94166.466.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-83DrainPipe-76
5.104.0935.4164.47164.9412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-82DrainPipe-77
0.021.6034.5165.66165.5912.0CatchBasin-82MH-89DrainPipe-78
6.305.6638.5164.67165.6412.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-81DrainPipe-79
0.470.4199.3165.07165.606.0CatchBasin-80CatchBasin-87DrainPipe-80

11.9511.51165.8162.48164.4718.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-80DrainPipe-81
5.293.1247.1165.74166.1012.0CatchBasin-81CatchBasin-84DrainPipe-82
6.093.85104.6166.40167.6212.0CatchBasin-84CatchBasin-106DrainPipe-83

18.1510.77272.2159.52162.3818.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-85DrainPipe-84
13.7510.3846.4164.25164.3524.0CatchBasin-85CatchBasin-86DrainPipe-85
0.030.2926.2165.48165.556.0CatchBasin-87MH-74DrainPipe-86

61.19255.54186.7158.00158.9148.0DrainageMH-2CatchBasin-88DrainPipe-87
61.0166.0328.4159.85159.9148.0CatchBasin-88CatchBasin-89DrainPipe-88
9.555.36214.3168.22173.0812.0CatchBasin-106CatchBasin-104DrainPipe-104
7.216.2735.1176.44177.5312.0CS-1CatchBasin-108DrainPipe-105
1.951.69250.7176.09181.008.0CatchBasin-110CatchBasin-109DrainPipe-106
1.340.87264.1181.79183.158.0CatchBasin-109CatchBasin-117DrainPipe-107
3.123.48414.1165.44175.8910.0CatchBasin-82CatchBasin-110DrainPipe-108
1.080.7361.8177.74178.796.0CatchBasin-112CatchBasin-111DrainPipe-109
0.000.3019.9178.74179.254.0CatchBasin-112MH-50DrainPipe-110
0.000.6162.3177.84178.008.0CatchBasin-112MH-125DrainPipe-111
1.090.5939.3183.95184.396.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-116DrainPipe-116
1.311.1733.8183.95184.278.0CatchBasin-117CatchBasin-119DrainPipe-117
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

0.493.8880.3180.46181.4112.0CatchBasin-122CatchBasin-121DrainPipe-118
2.525.3953.7179.23180.4612.0CatchBasin-123CatchBasin-122DrainPipe-119
6.1130.9892.4177.50179.2324.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-123DrainPipe-120
0.000.0943.4177.90178.004.0CatchBasin-124MH-103DrainPipe-122

15.937.8767.2177.58177.5024.0CatchBasin-126CatchBasin-124DrainPipe-123
10.135.8937.7177.70178.0115.0CatchBasin-124CatchBasin-125DrainPipe-125
0.000.0116.0178.61178.651.5CatchBasin-125MH-37DrainPipe-126

15.9446.6397.7176.53177.5824.0CatchBasin-130CatchBasin-126DrainPipe-127
5.177.36142.8160.72166.8212.0DrainageMH-2CB-78DrainPipe-129

25.8730.2464.4176.08176.4330.0CatchBasin-131CatchBasin-130DrainPipe-133
27.3729.73100.9175.25175.7830.0CatchBasin-133CatchBasin-132DrainPipe-136
0.005.1729.7178.37179.0012.0CatchBasin-133MH-81DrainPipe-137
0.005.9425.2178.37179.0712.0CatchBasin-133MH-72DrainPipe-138
0.102.2812.8165.25165.3012.0CatchBasin-86MH-24DrainPipe-437
0.010.3811.3165.85165.906.0CatchBasin-86MH-20DrainPipe-438
0.004.0010.4163.37163.5012.0CatchBasin-89MH-17DrainPipe-439
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)26.08237.01.3840.0015.0O-4MH-178CO-2
(N/A)10.21132.066.0069.3015.0CatchBasin-138CB-1CO-4
0.003.6376.963.4965.6010.0CatchBasin-138CB-137DrainPipe-158

12.5542.6853.840.0063.4915.0MH-178CatchBasin-138DrainPipe-159
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Flow (Maximum)

(cfs)
Capacity (Full 

Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)26.08237.01.3840.0015.0O-4MH-178CO-2
(N/A)10.21132.066.0069.3015.0CatchBasin-138CB-1CO-4
(N/A)3.6376.963.4965.6010.0CatchBasin-138CB-137DrainPipe-158
(N/A)42.6853.840.0063.4915.0MH-178CatchBasin-138DrainPipe-159
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Flow (Maximum)

(cfs)
Capacity (Full 

Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)26.08237.01.3840.0015.0O-4MH-178CO-2
(N/A)10.21132.066.0069.3015.0CatchBasin-138CB-1CO-4
(N/A)3.6376.963.4965.6010.0CatchBasin-138CB-137DrainPipe-158
(N/A)42.6853.840.0063.4915.0MH-178CatchBasin-138DrainPipe-159
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

35.4626.08237.01.3840.0015.0O-4MH-178CO-2
(N/A)10.21132.066.0069.3015.0CatchBasin-138CB-1CO-4
0.543.6376.963.4965.6010.0CatchBasin-138CB-137DrainPipe-158

35.6642.6853.840.0063.4915.0MH-178CatchBasin-138DrainPipe-159
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)26.08237.01.3840.0015.0O-4MH-178CO-2
(N/A)10.21132.066.0069.3015.0CatchBasin-138CB-1CO-4
0.623.6376.963.4965.6010.0CatchBasin-138CB-137DrainPipe-158

42.3942.6853.840.0063.4915.0MH-178CatchBasin-138DrainPipe-159
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

16.0326.08237.01.3840.0015.0O-4MH-178CO-2
12.8110.21132.066.0069.3015.0CatchBasin-138CB-1CO-4
0.543.6376.963.4965.6010.0CatchBasin-138CB-137DrainPipe-158

16.0342.6853.840.0063.4915.0MH-178CatchBasin-138DrainPipe-159
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)1.66119.2221.98222.2412.0CB-288CB-2CO-2
(N/A)0.8833.5222.24223.076.0CB-2CB-1CO-4
4.572.21260.0220.00221.0012.0O-4MH-146DrainPipe-277
0.111.6646.2223.90224.0012.0CB-291CB-292DrainPipe-278
1.384.72107.2222.02223.9012.0CB-290CB-291DrainPipe-279
5.380.6034.9221.98221.9912.0CB-288CB-289DrainPipe-280
0.660.6097.7221.99222.0212.0CB-289CB-290DrainPipe-281
5.422.33230.0221.00221.9812.0MH-146CB-288DrainPipe-282
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

1.871.66119.2221.98222.2412.0CB-288CB-2CO-2
1.860.8833.5222.24223.076.0CB-2CB-1CO-4
3.682.21260.0220.00221.0012.0O-4MH-146DrainPipe-277
0.211.6646.2223.90224.0012.0CB-291CB-292DrainPipe-278
3.444.72107.2222.02223.9012.0CB-290CB-291DrainPipe-279
2.780.6034.9221.98221.9912.0CB-288CB-289DrainPipe-280
2.260.6097.7221.99222.0212.0CB-289CB-290DrainPipe-281
3.722.33230.0221.00221.9812.0MH-146CB-288DrainPipe-282
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

1.731.66119.2221.98222.2412.0CB-288CB-2CO-2
1.670.8833.5222.24223.076.0CB-2CB-1CO-4
3.612.21260.0220.00221.0012.0O-4MH-146DrainPipe-277
0.341.6646.2223.90224.0012.0CB-291CB-292DrainPipe-278
4.644.72107.2222.02223.9012.0CB-290CB-291DrainPipe-279
2.890.6034.9221.98221.9912.0CB-288CB-289DrainPipe-280
2.300.6097.7221.99222.0212.0CB-289CB-290DrainPipe-281
3.612.33230.0221.00221.9812.0MH-146CB-288DrainPipe-282
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

(N/A)1.66119.2221.98222.2412.0CB-288CB-2CO-2
(N/A)0.8833.5222.24223.076.0CB-2CB-1CO-4
4.122.21260.0220.00221.0012.0O-4MH-146DrainPipe-277
0.481.6646.2223.90224.0012.0CB-291CB-292DrainPipe-278
4.654.72107.2222.02223.9012.0CB-290CB-291DrainPipe-279
5.560.6034.9221.98221.9912.0CB-288CB-289DrainPipe-280
0.960.6097.7221.99222.0212.0CB-289CB-290DrainPipe-281
4.122.33230.0221.00221.9812.0MH-146CB-288DrainPipe-282
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

1.901.66119.2221.98222.2412.0CB-288CB-2CO-2
1.660.8833.5222.24223.076.0CB-2CB-1CO-4
3.712.21260.0220.00221.0012.0O-4MH-146DrainPipe-277
0.551.6646.2223.90224.0012.0CB-291CB-292DrainPipe-278
4.884.72107.2222.02223.9012.0CB-290CB-291DrainPipe-279
3.180.6034.9221.98221.9912.0CB-288CB-289DrainPipe-280
2.300.6097.7221.99222.0212.0CB-289CB-290DrainPipe-281
3.772.33230.0221.00221.9812.0MH-146CB-288DrainPipe-282
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FlexTable: Conduit Table
Current Time:  0.00 hours

Flow (Maximum)
(cfs)

Capacity (Full 
Flow)
(cfs)

Length (Unified)
(ft)

Invert (Stop)
(ft)

Invert (Start)
(ft)

Diameter
(in)

Stop NodeStart NodeLabel

23.3624.90119.2221.98222.2430.0CB-288CB-2CO-2
23.2864.5633.5222.24223.0730.0CB-2CB-1CO-4
30.3225.44260.0220.00221.0030.0O-4MH-146DrainPipe-277
0.531.6646.2223.90224.0012.0CB-291CB-292DrainPipe-278
8.4729.96107.2222.02223.9024.0CB-290CB-291DrainPipe-279

10.866.9434.9221.98221.9930.0CB-288CB-289DrainPipe-280
9.297.1997.7221.99222.0230.0CB-289CB-290DrainPipe-281

30.3426.77230.0221.00221.9830.0MH-146CB-288DrainPipe-282
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APPENDIX F 



 

OUTFALL RECONNAISSANCE INVENTORY/ SAMPLE COLLECTION FIELD SHEET 
 
Section 1: Background Data 

Subwatershed:       Outfall ID:       

Today’s date:       Time (Military):       

Investigators:       Form completed by:       

Temperature (°F):       Rainfall (in.):    Last 24 hours:         Last 48 hours:       

Latitutde:        Longitude:       GPS Unit:       GPS LMK #:       

Camera:       Photo #s:       

Land Use in Drainage Area (Check all that apply): 
 

 Industrial 
 

 Ultra-Urban Residential 
 

 Suburban Residential 
 

 Commercial 

 
 

 Open Space 
 

 Institutional  
 
Other:                  
 
Known Industries:               

Notes (e.g.., origin of outfall, if known):       
 
 

  
Section 2: Outfall Description 

LOCATION MATERIAL SHAPE DIMENSIONS (IN.) SUBMERGED 

 Closed Pipe 

 RCP   CMP 
 

 PVC   HDPE 
 

 Steel  
 

 Other:         

 Circular 
 

 Eliptical 
 

 Box 
 

 Other:        

 Single 
 

 Double 
 

 Triple 
 

 Other:        

Diameter/Dimensions:  
 
          

In Water: 
  No 
  Partially 
  Fully 
 
With Sediment: 
  No 
  Partially 
  Fully 

 Open drainage 

 Concrete 
 

 Earthen 
 

 rip-rap 
 

 Other:       

 Trapezoid 
 

 Parabolic 
 

 Other:       

Depth:       
 
Top Width:       
 
Bottom Width:       

 

 In-Stream (applicable when collecting samples) 

Flow Present?   Yes    No   If No, Skip to Section 5 

Flow Description 
(If present)  Trickle   Moderate  Substantial 

 
Section 3: Quantitative Characterization 

FIELD DATA FOR FLOWING OUTFALLS 

PARAMETER RESULT UNIT EQUIPMENT 

Flow #1 
Volume       Liter Bottle 

Time to fill       Sec  

Flow #2 

Flow depth       In Tape measure 

Flow width      ’      ” Ft, In Tape measure 

Measured length      ’      ” Ft, In Tape measure 

Time of travel       S Stop watch 

Temperature       °F Thermometer 

pH       pH Units Test strip/Probe 

Ammonia       mg/L Test strip 



 

Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory Field Sheet 
 
Section 4: Physical Indicators for Flowing Outfalls Only 
Are Any Physical Indicators Present in the flow?  Yes   No  (If No, Skip to Section 5) 

INDICATOR CHECK if 
Present DESCRIPTION RELATIVE SEVERITY INDEX (1-3) 

Odor  
 Sewage  Rancid/sour  Petroleum/gas 

 

 Sulfide           Other:       
 1 – Faint   2 – Easily detected  3 – Noticeable from a 

distance 

Color  
 Clear      Brown    Gray       Yellow  

 

 Green     Orange   Red       Other:        
 1 – Faint colors in 

sample bottle 
 2 – Clearly visible in 

sample bottle 
 3 – Clearly visible in 

outfall flow 

Turbidity  See severity  1 – Slight cloudiness   2 – Cloudy  3 – Opaque 

Floatables 
-Does Not Include 

Trash!! 
 

 Sewage (Toilet Paper, etc.)      Suds 
 

 Petroleum (oil sheen)            Other:        
 1 – Few/slight; origin 

not obvious 

 2 – Some; indications 
of origin (e.g., 
possible suds or oil 
sheen) 

 3 - Some; origin clear 
(e.g., obvious oil 
sheen, suds, or floating 
sanitary materials) 

 
Section 5: Physical Indicators for Both Flowing and Non-Flowing Outfalls 
Are physical indicators that are not related to flow present?  Yes  No  (If No, Skip to Section 6) 

INDICATOR CHECK if Present DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Outfall Damage    Spalling, Cracking or Chipping    Peeling Paint 
 Corrosion       

Deposits/Stains   Oily  Flow Line  Paint   Other:              

Abnormal Vegetation   Excessive  Inhibited       

Poor pool quality   Odors           Colors            Floatables  Oil Sheen 
 Suds   Excessive Algae    Other:             

Pipe benthic growth   Brown           Orange             Green           Other:              

 
Section 6: Overall Outfall Characterization 

  Unlikely           Potential  (presence of two or more indicators)        Suspect (one or more indicators with a severity of 3)           Obvious 

 
Section 7: Data Collection 
1. Sample for the lab?            Yes    No 

2. If yes, collected from:            Flow           Pool 

3. Intermittent flow trap set?                Yes    No   If Yes, type:  OBM   Caulk dam   
 
Section 8: Any Non-Illicit Discharge Concerns (e.g., trash or needed infrastructure repairs)?       
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New York State Stormwater Management Design Manual           
Chapter 5:  Green Infrastructure Practices 
Section 5.3 Green Infrastructure Techniques  

•  

Table 5.7 Green Infrastructure Techniques for Runoff Reduction 

Practice Description 

Conservation of Natural 
Areas 

Retain the pre-development hydrologic and water quality characteristics of 
undisturbed natural areas, stream and wetland buffers by restoring and/or 
permanently conserving these areas on a site. 

Sheetflow to Riparian 
Buffers  or Filter Strips 

Undisturbed natural areas such as forested conservation areas and stream 
buffers or vegetated filter strips and riparian buffers can be used to treat and 
control stormwater runoff from some areas of a development project. 

Vegetated Swale 

The natural drainage paths, or properly designed vegetated channels, can be 
used instead of constructing underground storm sewers or concrete open 
channels to increase time of concentration, reduce the peak discharge, and 
provide infiltration. 

Tree Planting / Tree Pit 

Plant or conserve trees to reduce stormwater runoff, increase nutrient 
uptake, and provide bank stabilization. Trees can be used for applications 
such as landscaping, stormwater management practice areas, conservation 
areas and erosion and sediment control. 

Disconnection of 
Rooftop Runoff  

Direct runoff from residential rooftop areas and upland overland runoff 
flow to designated pervious areas to reduce runoff volumes and rates. 

Stream Daylighting 
Stream Daylight previously-culverted/piped streams to restore natural 
habitats, better attenuate runoff by increasing the storage size, promoting 
infiltration, and help reduce pollutant loads. 

Rain Gardens 
Manage and treat small volumes of stormwater runoff using a conditioned 
planting soil bed and planting materials to filter runoff stored within a 
shallow depression. 

Green Roofs 

Capture runoff by a layer of vegetation and soil installed on top of a 
conventional flat or sloped roof. The rooftop vegetation allows evaporation 
and evapotranspiration processes to reduce volume and discharge rate of 
runoff entering conveyance system. 

Stormwater Planters 

Small landscaped stormwater treatment devices that can be designed as 
infiltration or filtering practices. Stormwater planters use soil infiltration 
and biogeochemical processes to decrease stormwater quantity and improve 
water quality. 

Rain Barrels and 
/Cisterns 

Capture and store stormwater runoff to be used for irrigation systems or 
filtered and reused for non-contact activities. 

Porous Pavement 

Pervious types of pavements that provide an alternative to conventional 
paved surfaces, designed to infiltrate rainfall through the surface, thereby 
reducing stormwater runoff from a site and providing some pollutant 
uptake in the underlying soils.  When designed in accordance with the 
design elements in section 5.3.11, the WQv for the contributing drainage 
area is applied towards the runoff reduction 

5-42 



New York State Stormwater Management Design Manual           
Chapter 6: Performance Criteria 

Section 6.1 Stormwater Ponds 

Description: Constructed stormwater retention basin 
that has a permanent pool (or micropool).  Runoff from 
each rain event is detained and treated in the pool 
through settling and biological uptake mechanisms. 

Design Options:  Micropool Extended Detention (P-
1), Wet Pond (P-2), Wet Extended Detention (P-3), 
Multiple Pond (P-4), Pocket Pond (P-5) 

KEY CONSIDERATIONS 

FEASIBILITY 

• Contributing drainage area greater than 10 acres for P-1, 25 
acres for P-2 to P-4. 

• Follow DEC Guidelines for Design of Dams. 

• Provide a minimum 2’ separation from the groundwater in 
sole source aquifers. 

• Do not locate ponds in jurisdictional wetlands. 

• Avoid directing hotspot runoff to design P-5. 

CONVEYANCE 

• Forebay at each inlet, unless the inlet contributes less than 
10% of the total inflow, 4’ to 6’ deep. 

• Stabilize the channel below the pond to prevent erosion. 

• Stilling basin at the outlet to reduce velocities. 

PREATREATMENT  

• Forebay volume at least 10% of the WQv 

• Forebay shall be designed with non-erosive outlet conditions. 

• Provide direct access to the forebay for maintenance 
equipment 

• In sole source aquifers, provide 100% pretreatment for hotspot 
runoff. 

TREATMENT 

• Provide the water quality volume in a combination of 
permanent pool and extended detention (Table 6.1 in manual 
provides limitations on storage breakdown) 

• Minimum length to width ratio of 1.5:1 

• Minimum surface area to drainage area ratio of 1:100 

LANDSCAPING  

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 
SUITABILITY 

 

X Water Quality 

X Channel Protection 

X Overbank Flood Protection 

X Extreme Flood Protection  

 

Accepts Hotspot Runoff:  Yes 

(2 feet minimum separation distance 
required to water table) 

FEASIBILITY 
 CONSIDERATIONS 

 

L Cost 

L Maintenance Burden 

 

Key:   L=Low  M=Moderate  H=High 

 

Residential Subdivision Use:  Yes 

High Density/Ultra-Urban:  No 

Soils:  Hydrologic group ‘A’ soils may 
require pond liner 

Hydrologic group ‘D’ soils may have 
compaction constraints 

Other Considerations:   

• Thermal effects 

Stormwater Ponds 

6-20 



New York State Stormwater Management Design Manual           
Chapter 6: Performance Criteria 

Section 6.1 Stormwater Ponds 

• Provide a minimum 10’ and preferably 15’ safety bench 
extending from the high water mark, with a maximum slope of 
6%. 

• Provide an aquatic bench extending 15 feet outward from the 
shoreline, and a maximum depth of 18" below normal water 
elevation. 

• Develop a landscaping plan. 

• Provide a 25’pond buffer. 

• No woody vegetation within 15 feet of the toe of the 
embankment, or 25 feet from the principal spillway. 

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS  

• Legally binding maintenance agreement 

• Sediment removal from forebay every five to six years or 
when 50% full. 

• Provide a maintenance easement and right-of-way. 

• Removable trash rack on the principal spillway. 

• Non-clogging low flow orifice  

• Riser in the embankment. 

• Pond drain required, capable of drawing down the pond in 24 
hours.   

• Notification required for pond drainage. 

• Provide an adjustable gate valve on both the WQv-ED pipe, 
and the pond drain. 

• Side Slopes less than 3:1, and terminate at a safety bench. 

• Principal spillway shall not permit access by small children, 
and endwalls above pipes greater than 48” in diameter shall be 
fenced. 

• Outlet clogging 

• Safety bench 

 

POLLUTANT REMOVAL 

G  Phosphorus 

G  Nitrogen 

G Metals - Cadmium, Copper,Lead, 
and Zinc removal 

G Pathogens Coliform, E.Coli, 
Streptococci removal 

 

Key:   G=Good  F=Fair  P=Poor 

6-21 



New York State Stormwater Management Design Manual           
Chapter 6: Performance Criteria 
Section 6.3 Stormwater Infiltration 

Description: Excavated trench or basin used to capture 
and allow infiltration of stormwater runoff into the 
surrounding soils from the bottom and sides of the basin 
or trench. 

Design Options: Infiltration Trench (I-1), Shallow 
Infiltration Basin (I-2), Dry Well (I-3) 

 

 

KEY CONSIDERATIONS 

FEASIBILITY 

• Minimum soil infiltration rate of 0.5 inches per hour 

• Soils less than 20% clay, and 40% silt/clay, and no fill 
soils. 

• Natural slope less than 15% 

• Cannot accept hotspot runoff, except under the conditions 
outlined in Section 6.3.1. 

• Separation from groundwater table of at least three feet 
(four feet in sole source aquifers). 

• 25’ separation from structures for I-1 and I-2; 10’ for I-3. 

 

 CONVEYANCE 

• Flows exiting the practice must be non-erosive (3.5 to 5.0 
fps) 

• Maximum dewatering time of 48 hours. 

• Design off-line if stormwater is conveyed to the practice 
by a storm drain pipe. 

PRETREATMENT 

• Pretreatment of 25% of the WQv at all sites. 

• 50% pretreatment if fc >2.0 inches/hour. 

• 100% pretreatment in areas with fc >5.0 inches/hour. 

• Exit velocities from pretreatment must be non-erosive for 
the 2-year storm. 

TREATMENT 

• Water quality volume designed to exfiltrate through the 
floor of the practice. 

• Construction sequence to maximize practice life. 

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 
SUITABILITY 

 

X Water Quality 

X Channel Protection 

    Overbank Flood Protection 

    Extreme Flood Protection  

 

Accepts Hotspot Runoff:  No 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 
CONSIDERATIONS 

 

H Capital Cost 

H Maintenance Burden 

 

Residential  
Subdivision Use:  Yes 

 

High Density/Ultra-Urban:  Yes 

Drainage Area:  10 acres max. 

Soils:  Pervious soils required  
 (0.5 in/hr or greater) 

 

Other Considerations:   

• Must not be placed under 
pavement or concrete 

 

Infiltration Practices 
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New York State Stormwater Management Design Manual           
Chapter 6: Performance Criteria 
Section 6.3 Stormwater Infiltration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Trench depth shall be less than four feet (I-2 and I-3). 

• Follow the methodologies in Chapter 6 to size practices. 

LANDSCAPING 

• Upstream area shall be completely stabilized before flow 
is directed to the practice. 

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 

• Never serves as a sediment control device 

• Observation well shall be installed in every trench, (6” 
PVC pipe, with a lockable cap) 

• Provide direct maintenance access. 

Key:   L=Low  M=Moderate  H=High 

 

POLLUTANT REMOVAL 

 

G Phosphorus  

G Nitrogen  

G  Metals - Cadmium, Copper, Lead, 
and Zinc removal 

G Pathogens - Coliform, 
Streptococci, E.Coli removal 

 

Key:   G=Good  F=Fair  P=Poor 
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Chapter 6: Performance Criteria 
Section 6.4 Stormwater Filtering Systems 

Description: Shallow stormwater basin or 

landscaped area which utilizes engineered soils and 

vegetation to capture and treat runoff.  The practice 

is often located in parking lot islands, and can also 

be used to treat residential areas. 

 

 

KEY CONSIDERATIONS 

CONVEYANCE 

• Provide overflow for the 10-year storm to the 
conveyance system. 

• Conveyance to the system is typically overland flow 
delivered to the surface of the system, typically 
through curb cuts or over a concrete lip. 

PRETREATMENT 

• Pretreatment consists of a grass channel or grass filter 
strip, a gravel diaphragm, and a mulch layer, sized 
based on the methodologies described in Section 
6.4.2. 

TREATMENT 

• Treatment area should have a four foot deep planting 
soil bed, a surface mulch layer, and a 6" ponding 
layer. 

• Size the treatment area using equations provided in 
Chapter 6. 

LANDSCAPING 

• Detailed landscaping plan required.  

 

MAINTENANCE 

• Inspect and repair/replace treatment area components 

• Stone drop (at least 6") provided at the inlet 

• Remulch annually 

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 
SUITABILITY 

X Water Quality 

    Channel Protection 

    Overbank Flood Protection 

    Extreme Flood Protection  

 

Accepts Hotspot Runoff:  Yes 

(requires impermeable liner)  

 

IMPLEMENTATION 
CONSIDERATIONS 

 

M Capital Cost 

M  Maintenance Burden 

 

Residential 
Subdivision Use:  Yes 

High Density/Ultra-Urban:  Yes 

Drainage Area: 5 acres max. 

Soils:  Planting soils must meet 
specified criteria; No restrictions on 
surrounding soils 

Other Considerations:   

• Use of native plants is 
recommended 

Bioretetion Areas (F-5) 
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Chapter 6: Performance Criteria 
Section 6.4 Stormwater Filtering Systems 

 

 

 

 

 

Key:   L=Low  M=Medium  H=High 

 
POLLUTANT REMOVAL 

G Phosphorus 

G Nitrogen  

G Metals - Cadmium, Copper, Lead, 
and Zinc removal 

F Pathogens – Coliform, 
Streptococci, E.Coli removal 

 

Key:   G=Good  F=Fair  P=Poor 
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Chapter 6: Performance Criteria 
Section 6.5 Open Channel Systems 

Description: Vegetated channels that are explicitly 

designed and constructed to capture and treat 

stormwater runoff within dry or wet cells formed by 

check dams or other means. 

Design Options:  Dry Swale (O-1), Wet Swale (O-

2) 

 

KEY CONSIDERATIONS 

FEASIBILITY 

• Maximum longitudinal slope of 4% 

CONVEYANCE 

• Non-erosive (3.5 to 5.0 fps) peak velocity for the 2-year storm 

• Safe conveyance of the ten-year storm with a minimum of 6 
inches of freeboard.  

• Side slopes gentler than 2:1 (3:1 preferred). 

• The maximum allowable temporary ponding time of 48 hours 

PRETREATMENT 

• 10% of the WQv in pretreatment, usually provided using 
check dams at culverts or driveway crossings. 

TREATMENT 

• Temporary storage the WQv within the facility to be released 
over a minimum 30 minute duration. 

• Bottom width no greater than 8 feet, but no less than two feet. 

• Soil media as detailed in Appendix H. 

MAINTENANCE  

• Removal of sediment build-up within the bottom of 
the channel or filter strip when 25% of the original 
WQv volume has been exceeded. 

• Maintain a grass height of 4” to 6” in dry swales. 

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 
SUITABILITY 

X Water Quality 

    Channel Protection 

    Overbank Flood Protection 

    Extreme Flood Protection  

 

Accepts Hotspot Runoff:  Yes 

(requires impermeable liner)  

IMPLEMENTATION 
CONSIDERATIONS 

L Capital Cost 

L Maintenance Burden 

 

Residential  
 Subdivision Use:  Yes 

 High Density/Ultra-Urban:  No 

 Drainage Area: 5 acres max. 

 Soils:  No restrictions 

 Other Considerations:   

• Permeable soil layer (dry swale) 

• Wetland plants (wet swale) 

Key:   H=High  M=Medium  L=Low 

 

POLLUTANT REMOVAL 

G Phosphorus  

Open Channels 
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Section 7.1  Land Use 

Chapter 7: SMP Selection 

This chapter presents a series of matrices that can be used as a screening process to select the best SMP or 

group of SMPs for a development site.  It also provides guidance for best locating practices on the site.  The 

matrices presented can be used to screen practices in a step-wise fashion. The screening factors include: 

1. Land Use  

2. Physical Feasibility 

3. Watershed/ Regional Factors 

4. Stormwater Management Capability  

5. Community and Environmental Factors  

The five matrices presented here are not exhaustive. Specific additional criteria may be incorporated 
depending on local design knowledge and resource protection goals. Furthermore, many communities 
may wish to eliminate some of the selection factors presented in this section.  Caveats for the application 
of each matrix are included in the detailed description of each. 
 
More detail on the proposed step-wise screening process is provided below:  
 
Step 1 Land Use 
Which practices are best suited for the proposed land use at this site?  In this step, the designer makes an 
initial screen to select practices that are best suited to a particular land use. 
 
Step 2 Physical Feasibility Factors  
Are there any physical constraints at the project site that may restrict or preclude the use of a particular 
SMP? In this step, the designer screens the SMP list using Matrix No. 2 to determine if the soils, water 
table, drainage area, slope or head conditions present at a particular development site might limit the use 
of a SMP. 
 
Step 3  Watershed Factors 
What watershed protection goals need to be met in the resource my site drains to?  Matrix No.3 outlines 
SMP goals and restrictions based on the resource being protected.  
Step 4 Stormwater Management Capability  
Can one SMP meet all design criteria, or is a combination of practices needed? In this step, designers can 
screen the SMP list using Matrix No. 4 to determine if a particular SMP can meet water quality, channel 
protection, and flood control storage requirements. At the end of this step, the designer can screen the 
SMP options down to a manageable number and determine if a single SMP or a group of SMPs is needed 
to meet stormwater sizing criteria at the site. 
 
Step 5 Community and Environmental Factors 
Do the remaining SMPs have any important community or environmental benefits or drawbacks that 
might influence the selection process? In this step, a matrix is used to compare the SMP options with 
regard to cold climate restrictions, maintenance, habitat, community acceptance, cost and other 
environmental factors. 
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